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Abstract
We generalize Zhu's theorem on modular invariance of characters of vertex operator
algebras (VOAs) to the setting of vertex operator superalgebras (VOSAs) with ratio-
nal, rather than integer, conformal weights. To recover SL2 (Z)-invariance, it turns
out to be necessary to consider characters of twisted modules. Initially we assume our
VOSA to be rational, then we replace rationality with a different (weaker) condition.
We regain SL 2 (Z)-invariance by including certain 'logarithmic' characters. We apply
these results to several examples. Next we define and study 'higher level twisted
Zhu algebras' associated to a VOSA. Using a novel construction we compute these
algebras for some well known VOAs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the most surprising patterns in the representation theory of infinite dimen-
sional algebras is the appearance of modular forms as representation characters. The
connection was first unearthed by Kac and Peterson in 1984 [18] in connection with
affine Kac-Moody algebras. Let g = n+ + l + n_ be a finite dimensional simple Lie
algebra with Killing form (-, -). The corresponding affine Kac-Moody algebra is
oc C[t,t 1 ] e CK D CJ
with Lie brackets
[at m , bt"] = [a, b]t m+n + m(a, b)3,,_ K, K central and [J, at"m ] = -mat"m .
The Cartan subalgebra of b is 6 = +CK+CJ, and we define i± n+ ±+g~cti 1C[t+1].
The Verma module with highest weight A E 6* is
M(A) = U( ) ®U(6+fi+) CVA
where hvA = A(h)vA for h E 6 and nVA = 0 for n E ft+. The unique irreducible
quotient of M(A) is denoted L(A). The vector K acts on M(A) and L(A) as the
scalar k A(K) which is called the level of A.
If H = {a...a } is a set of simple coroots for g then H U {av = K - Ov}
(where Ov is the highest coroot of g) is a set of simple coroots for . As in the finite
dimensional case, the nicest b-modules are the L(A) for A a dominant integral weight,
that is A(av) E Z+ for each simple coroot o. These modules are called integrable.
The character of L(A) (or of any 6-diagonal module) is the formal exponential
generating function for the dimensions of the weight spaces,
Ch L(A) = Edim L(A)AeA.
If we specialize the character by applying it to the fixed element 6 j, we obtain a
9
series
ChL(A)(q) Z dim L(A),qA3 ,
in q = e2,i, convergent for |ql < 1. Let Ik denote the finite set of dominant integral
highest weights of level k E Z+. Kac and Peterson showed (among other things) that
the vector space
(A|A-[-2p) 1 k dim gSpan{q'AChL(A)(q)A E Ik}, where SA -- (k + hV) - I(kdih)
2(k + hv) 24 2(k + hv)
is invariant under the standard weight 0 action of the modular group SL 2(Z)
/ar + b[f -A](T) = f whereA= ( I) E SL 2 (Z).cr + d)
Above A denotes the projection of A to r* along 6, and hv is the dual Coxeter
number of g. Kac and Peterson used the Weyl-Kac character formula to derive explicit
formulas for the characters in terms of Jacobi theta functions, then the modular
invariance follows from explicit transformation laws for the latter.
One cute application [15] of this result is in explaining the observation, due to
McKay, that the coefficients of the cube root of the modular J-function
J()1/3 q-1/ 3 [1 + 248q + 4124q 2 + 34752q 3 + - ] ,
appear to be simply related to dimensions of irreducible representations of E8, e.g.,
4124 = 3875 + 248 and 34752 = 30380 + 3875 + 2 - 248 + 1. The function J(r)1/ 3 is
the normalized character of the unique integrable E8-module V at level 1. On the
other hand, 6 commutes with the elements at0 which form a copy of E8, so the graded
pieces of V are E8-modules. This explains the connection.
The more famous observation of McKay is that the coefficients of the J-function
itself
J(T) - 744 = q-1 + 196884q + 21493760q2 +--
are related to dimensions of irreducible representations of the monster sporadic finite
simple group M, e.g., 196884 = 196883 + 1 and 21493760 = 21296876 + 196883 + 1.
This observation is much more mysterious than the one involving E8 and its expla-
nation was eventually given using the theory of vertex operator algebras (VOAs)
developed by Borcherds in 1986 [3]. Borcherds used a 'monstrous' VOA V, con-
structed by Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman [11], as an intermediary to prove that
the monster group M acts on a certain 'monstrous' Lie algebra. This Lie algebra is
an example of a generalized Kac-Moody algebra (another class of algebras introduced
by Borcherds), and for these there is an analogue of the Weyl-Kac character formula.
This provides the connection with modular forms.
In 1996 a more direct link between VOAs and modular forms was made by Zhu [29].
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He showed that for a vertex operator algebra V satisfying certain basic conditions,
the characters of certain V-modules (analogues of highest weight modules) span a
finite dimensional SL2 (Z)-invariant family.
Before stating Zhu's theorem, we need to state the definitions of VOA, module
over a VOA, etc. And before doing that it pays to give a little informal motiva-
tion. The commutative algebra is a familiar notion, it may be thought of as a
vector space V with a map L : V -+ End V of left multiplication which satisfies
L,,L, = LL, for all u, v E V. In the presence of a unit element this equality im-
plies associativity of the product as well. Vertex algebras are an analogue (in fact
a generalization) of commutative algebras in which L is replaced by a 'function-
valued product' Y(., z) : V -+ (End V)[[z, z- 1]]. The series Y(u, z) may be infi-
nite in both directions, but it is important to impose the 'quantum field condition'
that Y(u, z)b E V((z)). Commutativity should be some sort of equality between
Y(u, z)Y(v, w) and Y(v, w)Y(u, z), but direct equality of formal power series turns
out to be too stringent a condition to allow interesting examples. In fact we require
(z - W)N[Y(uZ),Y(vw)] = 0
for all u, V C V, for some N C Z+ depending on u and v. This condition on Y is called
locality. It is convenient to now give a full definition of vertex algebra and VOA.
Definition 1.0.1. A vertex algebra [17] is a quadruple (V, 0), T, Y) where V is a
vector space, 10) is a vector in V called the vacuum vector, T E End V, and Y : V -+
(End V) [[z]] is an injective linear map such that Y(u, z) is a quantum field for each
u E V. The map Y is called the state-field correspondence, and is written
Y(U, z) = uEn Uz-"-,.
nEZ
The operators u(t) are called the Fourier modes of u, and the operation -(T). VOV -+
V is called the nth product. The following axioms are to be satisfied.
" Y(10), z) = Iv and T10) = 0.
" Y(Tu, z) = 8,Y(u, z).
" For all u, V C V, there exists N E Z+ such that
(z - w)N[Y(az),Y(vw)] = 0.
A vertex operator algebra (VOA) is a vertex algebra together with a distinguished
Virasoro element w E V, satisfying the following axioms.1
'This naming convention is pretty standard now, although Borcherds used the term 'vertex
algebra' and included the Virasoro vector.
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* If Y(w, z) = L(z) = Enez Laz-a- 2 then the operators L, satisfy the commuta-
tion relations of the Virasoro algebra, i.e.,
~ ri - ~ m 3 - mC[Lm, Ln] = (m - n)Lm+n + 6m,-n 12 c,
where c E R is an invariant called the central charge of V.
*L_ = T.
* LO is diagonalizable on V with integer eigenvalues, and the eigenspaces are finite
dimensional. The Lo-eigenvalue of an eigenvector u C V is called the conformal
weight A, of u. Also A10) = 0 and A, = 2.
* The eigenvalues of LO on V are bounded below.
From the VOA axioms it is possible to derive [17] the Borcherds identity
Z (mj) (U(n+j)V)(m+k-j)x
iEZ* (1.0.1)
= Z (-1)' ( [U(n+n-j)V(k+j) - (1)"V(k+n-j)U(m+j)] X
j EZ+
for all u, v, X C V, m, k, n C Z. A convenient re-indexing of the modes, called the
conformal weight indexing, is defined by u, = U(n+Au-1) (for u of pure conformal
weight, then extended to all u C V linearly). Hence
Y(u, z) = unz--Au.
nEZ
From the axioms we may derive the relation [Lo,Uk] = -kuk for all u C V, so that
Uk : Vm -> Vm-k where Vk = {u E V|AU = k}.
Definition 1.0.2. A V-module is a vector space M together with a state-field corre-
spondence Y : V -> (End M)[[z, z']],
YM(u, z) = u)<z-
nEZ
satisfying the quantum field property. The following axioms are to be satisfied.
SYM(|0), z) -IM.
" For all u, V V, X C M, m, k,n E Z, equation (1.0.1) holds.
A V-module M is said to be positive energy if
* M = GERaMj is R-graded by finite dimensional pieces.
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amM ; M,, for all u E V, n E Z, j E R+.
Now we indicate why the Virasoro algebra made a sudden appearance in the
definitions above. If Y really is to be regarded as a 'function-valued product' then
it should be coordinate independent, i.e., some extra structure should be put on
V incorporating changes of the z coordinate. Such a structure is provided by the
Virasoro action.
Roughly speaking, the positive half of the Virasoro algebra Vir+ = enez±CL, is
isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the group Aut D of automorphisms of the formal
disc D = Spec C[[z]]. Let X be a compact complex algebraic curve. For each x E X
let Dx denote the formal disc centered on x, D' - Spec C((z)) the punctured formal
disc, and Coordx the set of formal coordinates on Dx which is an Aut D-torsor. One
may exponentiate the Vir+-action on V to an Aut D-action, and then perform an
associated bundle construction to produce a vector bundle V over X whose fibers are
V, = Coord x XAut D V
The vertex operation now manifests as a collection of maps
Y : F(D , V OQx) -+ End Vx
u 0 z'dz -> u(n) = Res2 Y(u, z)z'dz
(here Qx is the bundle of 1-forms on X), satisfying appropriately formulated commu-
tativity and associativity conditions. To define Yxj here we used a choice of coordinate
z but the map itself is intrinsic, it does not depend on the choice of coordinate. The
preceding constructions are explained nicely (and rigorously) in the book of Frenkel
and Ben-Zvi [10], to which we refer the reader for more details. The actual definition
a VOA is basically the minimal structure necessary to get all this to work. It is a
vector space V with an operation Y(u, z) satisfying locality, a unit element, an action
of the Virasoro algebra, and some compatibility conditions between these structures.
One may ask what the negative half of the Virasoro algebra action is for. The full
answer is subtle but in particular the operator T =L 1 allows one to define a flat
connection V : V -> V 0 Qx, given explicitly as V =L 1 + dz. It is natural then to
consider the cohomology h = V 0 Qx/Im(V) of the complex
0-*V--*VO x -*0,
and from this emerges an object of central importance in Zhu's work - the space of
conformal blocks. The space of conformal blocks is defined to be
C(X, V, x) = F(X\{x}, h)*,
and is essentially the dual of the coinvariants of the action of F(X\{x}, V 0 Qx) C
F(DxV 0 Qx) on V.
Let X be the torus T, = C/Z + Zr now (for T C 'H). It turns out that in this
case the bundle V is trivial, i.e., V = V x TT. It is well known that Qx is trivial
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too, so sections of V 0 Qx regular away from 0 are u 0 f(z)dz where f(z) is a linear
combination of the Weierstrass function p(z, T), its derivatives, and the constant
function (see Section 2.1 for the definition of p). This means that C(T, V, 0) is the
space of linear maps V - C that annihilate all elements of the form
Res, Y(u, z)vdz = u(o)v and Res, p(z, T)Y(u, z)vdz (1.0.2)
for u, v E V. From deeper theory (see [10] for details) one finds that the spaces
of conformal blocks C(T, V, 0) fit together, as the moduli parameter r is varied, to
form a vector bundle over the moduli space of pointed tori, and that this bundle
carries another flat connection. A section of this bundle is essentially a function
S(u, r) : V x H - C and the condition on a section of being horizontal with respect
to the connection turns into the differential equation
(27ri)2 qidS(u, T) =-S(Res, [((z, 7-) - zG 2 (T-)] L(z)udz, T) (1.0.3)dq
(again refer to Section 2.1 regarding notation). One may write down a formal defini-
tion of a conformal block as a function S : V Oc Hol N -- C annihilating the vectors
(1.0.2) and satisfying equation (1.0.3). This is essentially what Zhu did in [29]; he
wrote down a definition encapsulating a different list of properties of conformal blocks,
but it amounts to the same thing.
The definition of a conformal block is formulated intrinsically in terms of complex
tori, and the moduli space of complex tori is more or less SL 2(Z)\N. It is therefore
not surprising that conformal blocks transform nicely under SL 2 (Z). More precisely
Proposition 1.0.1 (Zhu). For each A E SL2(Z) let
[S - A](u, r) = (cr + d) -k S(u, Ar) for u of conformal weight k.
The space of conformal blocks is invariant under this SL2(Z)-action, indeed it con-
stitutes a representation of SL 2 (Z).
The hard part of Zhu's theorem is to link the conformal blocks associated to V to
characters of V-modules. In fact Zhu proved the following lemma (see the remarks
below regarding undefined terms).
Proposition 1.0.2 (Zhu). Let V be a C2 -cofinite, rational vertex operator algebra.
Let M be a positive energy V-module and put
SM(u, q) - TrM uM qLoc/ 2 4
If we put q = e2,r then this series converges (for each u C V) to a holomorphic
function SM(u, r) of r e N. Regarded as a function on V Oc Hol(H), each trace
function SM is a conformal block with respect to the Zhu VOA structure on V, and
the trace functions associated to irreducible M span the space C of such conformal
blocks.
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A VOA V is said to be rational if its category of positive energy modules is
semisimple. In particular there are finitely many irreducible positive energy modules,
and their trace functions span the space of all trace functions of positive energy
modules. Next, V is C 2-cofinite if the span V(-2)V of all vectors U(- 2 )V for u, v C V
has finite codimension in V. This condition ensures several nice regularity properties
on V, in particular that the space C of conformal blocks of V is finite dimensional.
The 'Zhu VOA structure' on V is a second VOA structure (V, 0),C, Y[-, z]) on V
constructed by Zhu from the original one. The vacuum vector is unchanged, the new
Virasoro vector is
C = (27ri) 2 (o - c|0)),
and the new state-field correspondence is
Y[u, z] e 2 ri Yzy,(u, e _ 1).
We typically use u([,]) and u[n] to denote Fourier modes, and V, to denote the con-
formal weight, in the Zhu structure, i.e.,
Y[a,z] =>E U([n])Z-n-1 U[flZ?1V.
nEZ+ nEZ+
The central notion in the proof of Proposition 1.0.2 is an associative algebra
introduced by Zhu, now referred to as the Zhu algebra Zhu(V) of V. It governs a
lot of the representation theory of V, its main properties being summarized in the
following theorem.
Theorem 1.0.3 (Zhu).
e There is a restriction functor Q from the category of positive energy V-modules
to the category of Zhu(V)-modules. It sends M to its lowest graded piece (Mo
without loss of generality) with the action [a] * x = uo x for u E V and x C Mo.
e There is an induction functor L going in the other direction, and we have
Q(L(N)) N for any Zhug(V)-module N.
* Q and L are inverse bijections between the sets of irreducible modules in each
category.
A conformal block S(u, r) can be written as a series in q whose coefficients are
linear functions on V. The leading coefficient descends to a function f on Zhu(V)
(which is defined as a quotient of V). It turns out that f is symmetric, i.e., f(u*v) =
f(v*u).
Rationality of V implies semisimplicity of Zhu(V). A semisimple algebra is a
direct sum of matrix algebras and so symmetric functions on a semisimple algebra A
are linear combinations of functions of the form a -- TrN a where N is an irreducible
A-module. Using this, as well as the induction functor L, Zhu was able to write S in
terms of the trace functions Sm for irreducible V-modules M.
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The conclusion from all this, which now goes by the name of Zhu's theorem, is that
if we fix U C V with V,, = k, then the functions SA(u, T) span a finite dimensional
vector space invariant under the weight k action of SL 2(Z). In particular Vio0 = 0
and 0)0 = 1, so the characters
ChM(q) qc/ 2 4 rM qLo
constitute a modular invariant family. In Section 3.5 we explain how this plays out
in the affine Kac-Moody case, and we discuss a generalization to non integer level k.
1.0.1 Results of this thesis
Zhu's theorem requires three main facts about the VOA V, first that it be rational,
second that it be C2-cofinite, and third is a condition that we did not stress above
- that the conformal weights in V be integers. This third condition is also assumed
for the underlying geometric constructions of Frenkel and Ben Zvi. The construction
of the bundle V involves exponentiating the action of Vir+ on V, and to do this it is
necessary that the Lo-eigenvalues, i.e., the conformal weights, be integers.
These conditions on V rule out many interesting examples, for which various
kinds of partial modular invariance are evident. In this thesis we study several of
these examples, and generalize Zhu's theorem to cases where one or more of the
conditions listed above are relaxed. Also, in general we consider not VOAs but their
natural supersymmetric generalization to vertex operator superalgebras (see Section
1.1 for definitions regarding vector superspaces, etc). Again there are many interesting
examples of these.
1.0.2 Allowing non integer conformal weights
Our full definition of vertex operator superalgebra (VOSA) is given in Section 1.1, for
now it suffices to say that it is the same as Definition 1.0.1 except that V = V + V
is a vector superspace, in the penultimate bullet point the word 'integer' is replaced
by 'rational', and the locality axiom is replaced by the usual super analogue
(z - w)N [Y(u, z)Y(v, W) _ p(u, v)Y(v, w)Y(U, Z)] 0,
where p(u, v) = (-1)P( )P() and p(u) C {0, 1} is the parity of u (again, see Section
1.1 for full definitions).
The most natural definition of V-module for us comes about after a slight refor-
mulation of Definition 1.0.2. In terms of the conformal weight indexing of the Fourier
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modes, the Borcherds identity becomes
z7 ( m + z\V - 1)
yEZ+ (1.0.4)
= TZ (-1) [Um+n-jVk+j-n - p(u, V)(-1)Vk-jUm+j] X
jEZ+
for all uv,x E V, m E -[Au], k e -[A,] and n E Z (note the appearance of p(u,v)
because we are now in the super case).
Definition 1.0.3. A V-module is a vector superspace M together with a state-field
correspondence YM : V --+ (End M)[[z, z ]],
YM(u, z) = E z
nEZ
satisfying the quantum field property. The following axioms are to be satisfied.
* YM (10), z) =Im.
" For all u, E V, x E ) , m, k, n E Z, equation (1.0.4) holds.
A V-module M is said to be positive energy if
* M = M is R+-graded by finite dimensional pieces.
* unmM C M, for all u E V, n E Z, j E R+.
Note that because the indices in equation (1.0.4) do not lie in Z necessarily, V
may no longer be a V-module. Of course when the conformal weights of all vectors
in V are integers this definition reduces to the usual one.
Let V be a C2-cofinite, rational VOSA with rational conformal weights. We
retain the formal definition of conformal blocks C from the last section, despite the
geometric underpinnings being less clear in this case. Conformal blocks reduce to
supersymmetric functions (i.e., functions f satisfying f(u * v) = p(u, v)f(v * u)) on
a modified Zhu algebra introduced by De Sole and Kac [4]. The naive analogue
of lemma 1.0.2 is now almost, but not quite true. We may write down supertrace
functions STrM umq Lo-c/ 24 associated to positive energy V-modules M in the sense
of Definition 1.0.3. They lie in C but they do not span it. To explain why, recall the
classification of semisimple associative superalgebras into the following two types:
* Type I: End(CmIk) for m + k > 1 (here CmIk is the vector superspace with basis
consisting of m even vectors and k odd vectors),
" Type 11: Q, = End(C")[()/( 2 = 1) where ( is an odd indeterminate.
(the latter superalgebras are sometimes called 'queer superalgebras'). A supersym-
metric function on the Type I superalgebra End(CmIk) is a scalar multiple of the
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supertrace STrcmIk . A supersymmetric function on the Type Il superalgebra Q is a
scalar multiple of so : a H-* Trcn (ar) [14], and the naive supertrace STrQ, is identically
zero. We expect to require supertrace functions, and also V-module analogues of the
queer supertrace, to exhaust C. This is true, but to avoid repetition we postpone the
rigorous statement, recovering it instead as a special case of the results below.
We would also like to say something about the character Trv qLoc/ 24 of V itself,
even though V is not a V-module. In fact V is something called a twisted V-module, so
we are led inexorably to consider Zhu's theorem in the context of twisted V-modules.
In general let g be an automorphism of V, then a g-twisted V-module is a vector
superspace M with fields YM(a, z) UMZ-n-A where the sum is over n E Eu + 2
(instead of Z) for some real number eu depending on u and g. See Definition 1.1.2 for
the precise definition. Positive energy g-twisted V-modules are defined as usual and
we say that V is g-rational if the usual definition of rationality holds with 'module'
replaced by 'g-twisted module'. Dong, Li, and Mason [8] proved twisted versions of
Propositions 1.0.1 and 1.0.2, still in the case of V a VOA with integer conformal
weights.
Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of V and let g, h c G commute. Fol-
lowing [8] we consider a modified space C(g, h) of conformal blocks associated to V,
g and It (see Definition 2.2.2). The following analogue of Lemma 1.0.1 now holds.
Lemma 1.0.4. For S e C(g, h) and A E ( ) define S - A by
[S -A](u, r) (cr + d)~k S(u, AT) for u of Zhu weight k. (1.0.5)
Then we have
(a b C(g, h) -+4 C (ga hcgb h d). (1.0.6)
The definition of S . A involves (cT + d)-k for k ( Z. We define the latter as a
principal value, see Section 2.2. For A =( ) let yA(r) cT + d. We have
_YB(r) -ka BrA( 3)--k C _AB(T)-1
for all A, B E SL2 (Z), where the constant of proportionality is a root of unity.
There is equality for all A, B only when k C Z. Therefore equation (1.0.5) defines
a projective representation of SL 2(Z) of weight k on the conformal blocks restricted
to a given element u of pure Zhu weight k, i.e., on {S(U, T)|S E (g,heGC(g, h)}. But
in general the direct sum Dg,hEGC(g, h) is neither a representation, nor a projective
representation, of SL 2 (Z).
Suppose M is a g-twisted V-module. We may give the vector space M a different
g-twisted V-module structure (denoted h . M) by setting
yh.M( Z) YM(h(u)z)
(we need g and h to commute for this to actually be a g-twisted V-module). Suppose
h - M is equivalent to M, i.e., there exists an intertwining isomorphism -y : M -+ M
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such that
h(u)u" = y-yu"7 for all u E V and n E cu + Z. (1.0.7)
We call such g-twisted V-modules h-invariant. For brevity we let PEMod(g, V) denote
the set of g-twisted positive energy V-modules and PEModh(g, V) the subset of h-
invariant modules.
There is a modified Zhu algebra Zhug(V) (again, the one introduced by De Sole
and Kac in [4], generalizing constructions of Zhu [29] and of Dong, Li and Mason
[6]) whose irreducible modules are naturally in bijection with the irreducible modules
in PEMod(g,V). The automorphism h descends to an automorphism of Zhug(V)
which permutes its simple components. Let A be a h-invariant simple component
of Zhu,(V), let N be the unique irreducible A-module, and put M = L(N). Then
M E PEModh(g, V) and in fact this establishes a bijection between irreducible objects
in PEModh(g, V) and h-invariant simple components of Zhug(V).
Theorem 1.0.5 (First Main Theorem). Let V be a C2 -cofinite VOSA graded by
rational conformal weights. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of V and
suppose that Zhug(V) is semisimple for each g E G. Fix commuting g, h E G and let
M E PEModh(g, V) be irreducible. We define the formal supertrace function SA(a, q)
as follows.
STrM uMyq Lo-c/ 24 if A is of Type I,
SAl(u, q) or if A is of Type 11 and h( ) = -(, (1.0.8)
Trf uMq Lo-c/ 24  if A is of Type II and h( )
Here A is the h-invariant component of Zhug(V) corresponding to M, and in each
case y : M -+ M is chosen to satisfy equation (1.0.7). Then
" The supertrace function (1.0.8) converges to a holomorphic function SM(u, r)
of TR', where q=e2 T
" The functions SM for irreducible M E PEModh(g, V) form a basis of C(g, h).
In Section 2.6 we write down an explicit choice of 7 for each of the cases. This the-
orem, combined with Lemma 1.0.4, is our generalization of Zhu's modularity theorem
to the present setting.
The following corollary gives information on the modular transformation proper-
ties of the supercharacter of the VOSA V itself.
Corollary 1.0.6. Let V be as above, let go = e27ftLo and let G be the group of automor-
phisms of V generated by go, which is finite. Then the supercharacter SChv qLo-c/ 24
lies in the span of the h-twisted supercharacters
STrM -yqLo-C/ 2 4
(where y is as above) of the irreducible M G PEModh(g, V), as g, h range over G. This
span is a finite dimensional space of functions invariant under the weight 0 action of
SL2 (7Z).
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The set-up and proof of Theorem 1.0.5 occupies Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we
give five examples. The first example, the neutral free fermion VOSA, illustrates the
appearance of queer superalgebras and modular forms of half integer weight. The
second example, the charged free fermions VOSA, illustrates that more or less arbi-
trary conformal weights can appear, and twisted modules are necessary to restore full
SL2 (Z)-invariance. We then consider the VOSA associated to an integral lattice, we
see that characters and supercharacters of irreducible modules and o-twisted mod-
ules are altogether SL 2 (Z)-invariant as expected (this is well-known and also follows
from a special case of our theorem proved by Dong and Zhao [9]). For our fourth
example we consider the N = 1 superconformal VOSAs. Using Theorem 1.0.5 we
are able to completely determine one of the supertrace functions (of queer type), the
result is a modular form of weight 3/2. An attempt at explicit computation leads to
a connection with a well known identity of Jacobi. Finally we consider affine Kac-
Moody VOAs at admissible rational level (in particular the case g = s[2). We explain
how results deduced from Theorem 1.0.5 connect with formulas proved by Kac and
Wakimoto using different methods.
1.0.3 Generalization to non rational vertex operator super-
algebras
Let V be a C2-cofinite, but not necessarily rational, VOSA and let G be a finite group
of automorphisms of V. The spaces C(g, h) of conformal blocks are finite dimensional
and SL 2(Z)-invariant. It is natural to wonder if C(g, h) might be described in terms
of some generalization of supertrace functions attached to positive energy V-modules.
This is the subject of Chapter 4.
Let B be an associative algebra now and let P be a finitely generated projective
right B-module. There is an isomorphism
EndB P -+-* Oc P,
which we compose with the evaluation map
P Oc P* *P @B P* -+B/[B, B]
to define the well-known 'abstract trace' Trp EndB P -* B/[B, B]. Here [B, B]
is the span of all elements ab - ba for a, b E B. As for the familiar trace we have
Trp(fg) = Trp(gf).
In Chapter 4 we generalize this construction to the case of a finite dimensional su-
peralgebra B carrying a finite order autornorphism h to define abstract 'h-supertrace'
STr( taking values in B/[B, B],, where [B, B],, is the span of elements of the form
ah(b) - p(a, b)ba for a, b E B.
Now consider Z. the free rank 1 left module over Ag = Zhug(V) and let B9 =
(EndA, P)0 p 2 Ag which acts on Z. from the right. STrh provides a natural iden-
tification of h-supersymmetric functions on Ag, i.e., elements of (Ag/[Ag, Ag])*, with
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those on B9. The induced g-twisted V-module L(Zg) has the structure of a right
B-module in a natural way, this is clear after seeing its construction (see Section
5.2.2 for the construction in a more general setting). We now wish to define the
(Bg/[Bg, Bg]h)-valued supertrace function as
Sg,h(a, -r) = STrh) aoqLo-c/24
Note that L(Zg) is not finitely generated, but it is graded by pieces that are. Un-
fortunately it is not clear if L(Zg) is a projective Bg-module in general. For some
interesting cases it can be verified that it is. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.0.7 (Second Main Theorem). Let V be a C 2-cofinite VOSA graded by
rational conformal weights. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of V. For
commuting g, h E G, consider L(Zg) as above and suppose it is a projective right
Bg-module. Then
* S,,h converges to a B9 /[Bg, B]h-valued holomorphic function S,,h(u, T) of T E
', where q = e2 ir
* The functions # o Sg,h(a, T) for $ E (Bg/[Bg, Bg]h)* span C(g, h), and so the
collection of all such functions is modular invariant in the sense of Lemma
1.0.4.
The meaning of qLo in this case deserves comment. In the rational case we deal
only with irreducible V-modules and by a standard argument Lo acts semisimply
on these. So qLo is defined to be qk on the eigenspace with eigenvalue k. In the
present case the action of Lo may have nontrivial Jordan blocks. The graded pieces
of L(Zg) are finite dimensional and on any one we have the Jordan decomposition
Lo = L's + L" into commuting semisimple and nilpotent parts. Since q = e 2xir we
define qLo as q e20 iL . Therefore modular forms with logarithmic q-series appear
naturally in connection with non rational VOSAs.
The approach above was inspired by the paper [2] of Arike, which was written as
a clarification of the work [25] of Miyamoto. For a C 2-cofinite VOA V with integer
conformal weights Miyamoto gave an explicit description of a collection of positive
energy V-modules and a collection of 'pseudotrace functions' associated to each one,
which together span the space C of conformal blocks. Miyamoto's description is made
in terms of a sequence of 'higher level Zhu algebras' Zhu,(V) for n E Z+, introduced
by Dong, Li and Mason [7], generalizing the ordinary Zhu algebra Zhu(V) = Zhuo(V).
To remove our assumption about projectivity of V-modules in Theorem 1.0.7, we need
to pass to a generalization of Miyamoto's theorem, and this requires a generalization
of higher level Zhu algebras.
In Chapter 5 we introduce the higher level twisted Zhu algebra Zhupg(V) associ-
ated to a VOSA V with an automorphism g, and P E R+. We prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.0.8 (Third Main Theorem).
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" There is a restriction functor Qp from the category PEMod(g, V) of positive
energy g-twisted V-modules to the category of Zhupg(V)-modules. It sends M
to its Pth graded piece Mp with the action [u] * x = uO x for u E V and x E Mp.
" There is an induction functor LP going in the other direction, and we have
Qp(LP(N)) c N
for any Zhupg(V)-module N.
* QP and LP are inverse bijections between the sets of irreducible modules in each
category.
We then give an equivalent construction of Zhup,(V) to complement the first.
Using the second description we are able to explicitly compute higher Zhu algebras
for some well known VOAs, namely the universal Virasoro VOA Virc and the universal
affine Kac-Moody VOAs Vkl().
We stop short of actually using the algebras Zhupg(V) to generalize Miyamoto's
theorem to our setting (that is, twisted modules over a VOSA with non integer
conformal weights). The tools are in place but the theorem itself is work in progress.
In Chapter 6 we do use Zhupg(V) to prove two propositions which are used in Chapter
4, and which will become part of a generalization of Miyamoto's theorem.
1.1 Basic definitions
We use the notation Z+ = {0, 1, 2,. . .}. All vector spaces and superspaces are over
C.
A vector superspace U is a vector space graded by Z/2Z = {U, I}. We call U5 and
UT the even and odd components of U respectively. A subspace of a vector superspace
is always Z/2Z-graded. We use the following notations: p(u) = a for homogeneous
u E U0 , ou (u) = (- 1)PW, and p(u, v) = (- 1)PMPM.
An associative superalgebra is a Z/2Z-graded associative algebra. For example
End U is an associative superalgebra where (End U), = {X E End UlXUo C Ua+O}-
The commutator of operators X and Y on a vector superspace is defined to be
[X, Y] = XY - p(X, Y)YX. A module over an associative superalgebra A is a vector
superspace M and a homomorphism A -> End M. Two A-modules are equivalent if
there is a Z/2Z-graded linear isomorphism between them intertwining with the action
of A. We will assume such equivalences to be even unless otherwise stated.
We write CmIk for the vector superspace with a basis consisting of m even vectors
and k odd vectors. The supertrace of an operator X E End U is STru X = Tru, X -
Truy X. In general STru [X, Y] = 0.
We write U[z] for the ring of polynomials in z with coefficients in the vector super-
space U, U[[z]] for the ring of formal power series, and U((z)) for the ring of Laurent
series, i.e., expressions EnEZ anz" in which finitely many negative powers of z occur.
The space U[[z"]] of formal distributions is the set of expressions EnEz anz" with
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no restriction on the coefficients a,. Finally U{{z}} = oEiZrU[[Z*1]]. Extension to
several variables is obvious, but note that U((z))((w)) f U((w))((z)).
We write 9zf(z) for the z-derivative of f(z), also z(') for zn/n!, and [zn] : f(z) forf, the z" coefficient of f(z).
A convenient index convention for formal distributions is f(z) = Enez f(n)z--.
The formal residue operation Resz(.)dz : U[[z*1 ]] -+ U is defined by Resz f(z)dz
[z1 : f(z) = f(o). We have
Resz azf (z)dz = 0 and Resz f (z)&zg(z)dz - - Resz g(z)zf(z)dz.
Let f(z) C U((z)) and g(w) E wC< + w2 C[[w]]. The substitution of z = g(w) into
f(z) gives a well-defined element f(g(w)) E U((w)), and we have the formal change
of variable formula
Resz f (z) dz = Resw f (g(w))9,g(w)dw.
The formal delta function 6(z, w) c C[[z+1 , 1]] is defined by
6(z,w) = zw-1.
nEZ
The operators
iz,w U[z+ 1, w* 1, (z - w)+ 1] U((z))((w))
and i,,: U[zil, wi 1, (z - w)* 1] -+ U((w))((z))
denote expansion of an element as Laurent series in the domains |z| > IwI and wl >
z|, respectively. For example,
i,,,(z - w)- = E z--'wi and i",,(z - W)- - zjw-j- 1 .
jeZ, -EZ
An End U-valued formal distribution f(z) is called a quantum field if f(z)u E U((z))
for each u C U.
We now give the definition of VOSA that we use throughout the thesis. Note that
the locality axiom of Definition 1.0.1 has been replaced by an equation involving for-
mal delta functions, which is a generating function version of the Borcherds identity.
See [17] regarding equivalence of these axioms.
Definition 1.1.1. A vertex operator superalgebra (VOSA) is a quadruple (V, 0), w, Y)
where V is a vector superspace, 10) and w are even elements of V called the vacuum
vector and the Virasoro vector respectively, and Y : V -+ (End V) [[z*1]] is an injective
linear map such that Y(u, z) is a quantum field for each u E V. The map Y is called
the state-field correspondence, and is written
Y(u, z) = Zu(n)z"".
nEZ
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The operators u(n) are called the Fourier modes of u, and the operation -(n. VOV
V is called the nth product. The following axioms are to be satisfied.
* Y(|0), z) = Iv.
" For all u,v C V, n E Z,
Y(u(n+j)v, w)8)6(z, w)
jEZ+
= Y(u, z)Y(v, w)iz,w(z - w)" - p(u, v)Y(V, w)Y(u, z)iw,2(z - w)".
" If Y(w, z) = L(z) = Encz Laz~4- then the operators L, satisfy the commuta-
tion relations of the Virasoro algebra:
[Lm, Li] = (m - n)Lmz+n + 3 m,-n 1 c,12
where c C R is called the central charge of V.
" Lo is diagonalizable on V with rational eigenvalues, and the eigenspaces are
finite dimensional. The Lo-eigenvalue of an eigenvector u E V is called the
conformal weight Au of u. Also Alo) = 0 and A, = 2.
" The eigenvalues of Lo on V are bounded below.
" Y(L-_u, z) = &2Y(u, z) for all u E V.
Sometimes we write T = L_ 1 and H = Lo and refer to these as the 'translation
operator' and 'energy operator' of V, respectively.
Let Vk {u E VIAu = k}. It shall be understood that, whenever we refer to Au
in a definition, the definition holds as stated for u of homogeneous conformal weight,
and is extended linearly to all u E V. The conformal weight has the following three
properties:
Alo) = 0, ATA -A + 1, and Au(n) = Au + Av - n - 1. (1.1.1)
A convenient indexing of the modes, called the conformal weight indexing, is defined
by un = u(n+A,-1) (for u of homogeneous conformal weight, then extended to all
u E V linearly). Hence
Y(u, z) Unz
where here and below [a] denotes the coset a + Z of a E R modulo Z.
The second axiom of Definition 1.1.1 is called the Borcherds identity. Expressed
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in terms of modes it becomes
I: ( m + A - 1((+j)V)m+kX
(-1) [Um+n-jVk+jn - p(U V)(-)"Vk-jum+j X
for all u,v,x E V, n E Z, mE -[A,], and k E -[Ao].
A useful special case of the Borcherds identity is the commutator formula
m + u-- 1 (~)Vmk(Um, ok] = . (u( o~,(113
jeZ+
obtained by setting n = 0 in (1.1.2). The commutator formula together with the final
VOSA axiom implies that
[Lo, Uk) = -kuk for all u E V. (1.1.4)
Let U C V be a subspace of the VOSA V. Then U is a sub-VOSA of V if |0), W E U
and u(n)v E U for all u, v E U, n c Z. U is an ideal if u(n)v, v(n)u E U for all v E V,
u E U, n E Z. A simple vertex algebra is one with no proper nonzero ideals. A
homomorphism # : V --* V2 of VOSAs is an even linear map such that #(10)1) = 10)2,
(wi) = W2 , and #(u(n)v) = #(u)(,)#(v) for all u, v E V 1. Homomorphisms preserve
conformal weight. Isomorphism and automorphism are defined in the obvious way.
Definition 1.1.2. Let V be a VOSA and g an automorphism of V. Let pt(u) denote
the g-eigenvalue of an eigenvector u E V. Pull p(u) back to a coset [e] in R modulo
Z via the map e 2 R -* S' (also define (u to be the largest non positive element
of [e]). A g-twisted V-module is a vector superspace M together with a state-field
correspondence YM V -+ (End M){{z}},
YM M -~n-Au u -n-iyM(u z) = 7 n5 n
satisfying the quantum field property. The following axioms are to be satisfied.
* YM(), z) IM.
" For all u,v E V, x E M, n E Z, m [e], and k E [ev],
+AU - 1) (n+j)v)m+kX
aez* (1.1.5)
-5(-1k) u njg_ - p(u, v)(-1)"v;M~ j] + -
j Ez+
A positive energy g-twisted V-module is a g-twisted V-module M such that
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" M = e3 ER+Mj is R+-graded with Mo $ 0, and each graded piece is finite
dimensional.
" *MMj _ M_, for all u E V, n [] j E R+-
Definition 1.1.3. The Zhu VOSA structure is (V, |0),, Y[u, z]) where
w = ( 
- |0))
and
Y[u, z] e2"AzY(U, e _ 1).
If we write L[z] = Y[c, z] = EneZ L[,,]z- 2 then
L[-2] = (27i)2 (L- 2 - c/24), L[- 11 = 27ri(L_1 + Lo),
and L[o = Lo - ( j0 +1) Lj.
The eigenvalue V,, of an eigenvector u with respect to L[o is called the Zhu weight of
u. We write V[k] {u E VIVu = k} and
Y[u, z] = u(n])Z~ =Z U[n] Z-4- .
nEZ nE-[Vu]
Explicitly we have
U([n])V = Resz Zn e 2riAuz Y(u, e 27riz - 1)vdz
= (27ri)~"~1 Res.[ln(1 + W)]"(1 + w)A -1Y(u, w)vdw,
where w = e2,a - 1. An automorphism of the new VOSA structure is the same as
an automorphism of the old one. Vectors of homogeneous conformal weight are not
generally of homogeneous Zhu weight and vice versa.
We use the following notation below: V is a VOSA, G a finite group of automor-
phisms of V, and g, h e G two commuting automorphisms. Unless otherwise stated
an element of V is a simultaneous eigenvector of g and h. For such an eigenvector u
we write p(u) and A(u) for its g- and h-eigenvalues respectively.
We define a right action of SL 2(Z) on G x G by (g, h) - A = (gah', gbhd) where
A = (a b). Similarly (pt, A) - A = (paAc, bAd). We use the standard notation AT for
ar-+b
c7-+d*
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Chapter 2
VOSAs with non integer conformal
weights
In this chapter we prove Theorem 1.0.5 stated in the introduction. Examples and
applications are given in Chapter 3.
Definitions pertaining to VOSAs, modules, etc. have all been given in Section 1.1
of the introduction. We begin in Section 2.1 with further definitions and facts about
modular forms needed later in the chapter. In Section 2.2 we define the spaces C(g, h)
of conformal blocks associated to VOSA V with automorphisms g, h, and we prove
the SL 2 (Z) transformations of the C(g, h) in Theorem 2.2.1.
The C2 -cofiniteness condition on V implies that for S c C(g, h) and fixed u E V,
the function S(u, T) satisfies a Fuchsian differential equation. Moreover there is a
Frobenius expansion of S in powers of q and log q whose coefficients are linear maps
V -+ C. We sketch the proofs in Section 2.3, referring to [8] for details.
In Section 2.4 we analyze the leading coefficients in the Frobenius expansion of
a conformal block. These coefficients descend to linear maps Zhug(V) -* C. We
establish that these maps are h-supersymmetric functions on Zhu,(V) (see Section 2.5
for the definition). In Sections 2.5 and 2.6 we construct a basis of h-supersymmetric
functions on Zhug(V) and extend each one to a supertrace function on V, arriving at
the definition in equation (1.0.8) above.
We then prove that the SM(U, T) lie in C(g, h). Finally in Section 2.7 we prove
that the SAI(u, r) span C(g, h). The outcome of all this is Theorem 2.7.2 which is
stated already as Theorem 1.0.5 in the introduction.
2.1 Modular Forms
In this section we recall some functions that appear in connection with modular forms
and elliptic curves. Consider the ill-defined expression
27rinz
2riZ E 1I- Aqn'
nE]c
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where A is a root of unity and [e] is a coset of Q modulo Z (also fix e E [e] such that
-1 < c < 0, and let p = e 2*iE). By E' we mean the summation over all nonsingular
terms, i.e., if [E] = Z and A = 1 then n = 0 is to be excluded from the sum.
To make sense of the sum we first rewrite it as
27i~6 .e2 rinz -1 e 27rinz q-n
1-A + 27ri E 1 27ri E 1
nE[e]> A nE[e]<o
where
6 1 if [E] = Z and A / 1,
0 otherwise.
Then we expand in non-negative powers of q to get
1 - A6 + 2 r i ±,e 2 r n 2 r . 2 7rine ( Aq ) i n -7 i z( - q -
A nEl[e] >0 meZ>o ne[<]>o nEle] o
This is still not well-defined, because of the second term. Let us re-sum the second
term using the geometric series formula. We arrive at the following formula, which
we regard as a definition.
27rio e2xi(+c0z
P A (z, q) - 1-A - 27ri e27iz _ i
1 -A e 2 1riz1
+ 27 e 27rinz n' m .21rinz (Al-1n m
mEZ>o nE[]>o nE[E]<o
Let us write
PI' (z, q) = -z- + Z Pk (q)zk.
k=O
The Bernoulli polynomials Bn(7) are defined by
e'Yz 0 n-1
ez 1 z B,).
For example B0 (y) = 1, B 1() = y - 1/2, B2 (7) = Y2 - + 1/6, etc. The Bernoulli
numbers are Bn = Bn(1). Using the definition of the Bernoulli polynomials and the
series expansion of e2 7inz we directly obtain the following.
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Lemma 2.1.1. For k E Z+ we have
3 k0 27rio (2I7ri)k+1lB( +'1-A (k + 1)!
+ (27r k+1 nk(Aqn)m _ i k(A-lq-n)m
mEZ>o nE[c]>o nE[c]<o
We now record the modular transformation properties of the functions P'A. For
(p, A) # (1, 1), our functions are essentially the same as the Q-functions of [8]. Indeed
for all k E Z+,
Pp'A (q) = (27ri)k+lQk+1(p, A, q) when (p, A) # (1, 1).
Section 4 of [8], in particular Theorem 4.6, tells us that P"' ,A when summed in order
of increasing powers of q, converges to a holomorphic function of T E 'H. Furthermore
P,'A(Ar) = (cr + d)k+1P(,A)-A(T) (2.1.2)
Since y and A are roots of unity, there exists N E Z+ such that pN = AN 1.
Therefore PkI' (Ar) = (CT + d)k+1pA(r) for all A (a b) C Fo(N) where Fo(N) C
SL 2 (Z) is the subgroup of matrices (a b) satisfying a d =1 (mod N) and b = c = 0
(mod N). Hence P'A(r) is a holomorphic modular form on Fo(N) of weight k + 1.
Now we consider the case (p, A) = (1, 1). Comparing Lemma 2.1.1 with the
standard definition of the Eisenstein series
Gk(r) = 2((k) + (k 21), EUk_1(in)qn (for k > 2)
shows that P' 1 (q) = Gk+1(T) for k > 1. We also have Po'1 (q) = -7ri. Therefore
equation (2.1.2) holds when (p, A) = (1, 1) and k > 2. It is well-known that G2 (q) is
not a modular form, but instead satisfies
G2 (Ar) = (CT + d)2G2 (r) - 27ric(cr + d).
The function P1'1 (z, q) (which we abbreviate to P(z, q) below) is closely related
to the classical Weierstrass zeta function
~ 11 z(z, r) =z- + Z + + -
(m,n+0,o)LZ - mr - n mT + n (mr + n)2
=z E z Zzk-1Gk(r),
k=4
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(the latter is the Laurent expansion about z = 0). We have
((z, T) -P(z, q) + zG 2 (q) - 7ri.
The Weierstrass elliptic function is p(z, r) = -y((z, T), so we have
aP(z, q) = p (z, q) + G2 (q). (2.1.3)Oz
The Dedekind eta function is defined, for T C H, to be
,q(r) = q1/ 2 4  J(i - q"n). (2.1.4)
n=1
From [21] p. 253 we have the following.
Proposition 2.1.2.
iq(r + 1) = er/ 12 I(T) and 
-)) (-ir)1/ 2 ()
The Jacobi theta function is defined, for T E H and z E C, to be
O(z; T) = 2 erin2 T+27inz. (2.1.5)
nEZ
From [28], p. 475 we have the following.
Proposition 2.1.3.
Q( z) (riT)1/2eiz 2 /rO(z; T) and O(z; r + 1) = O(z + 1; T).
2.2 Conformal Blocks
Let MN be the vector space of holomorphic modular forms on F0 (N), i.e., the vector
space of holomorphic functions f : H -+ C such that
* f(AT) = f(T) for all A c Fo(N).
* f(AT) is meromorphic at T = foo for all A E SL 2 (Z).
Definition 2.2.1. Let V = MGI 2c V. Define O(g, h) to be the M 1G|-submodule of
V generated by
X1(u, v) = Res, Y[u, z]vdz = uqop for (p(u), A\(u)) = (1, 1),
X2 (U, v) = Resz p(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz for (p(u), A(u)) = (1, 1),
U for (p(u), A(u)) # (1, 1),
Xg'h(U, v) = Res, Pu),A(u)(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz for (p(u), A(u)) # (1, 1).
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Definition 2.2.2. The space C(g, h) of conformal blocks is the space of functions
S : V x R -- C satisfying
CB1 S(x + y,T) S(x, T) + S(y, T) for all x, y E V, and S(f(T)u,T) = f(T)S(u,T)
for all f(T) E M|G|, U 6 V.
CB2 S(u, T) is holomorphic in T for each u C V.
CB3 S(x, T) = 0 for all x E O(g, h).
CB4 For all u E V such that (pt(), A(u)) = (1, 1),
(27i)2q-d + VuG2) S(U, r)= S(Res, ((z, q)L[z]udz, r). (2.2.1)
.dq
An equivalent form of (2.2.1) is
(27ri)2q S(n, T) = -S(Res2 P(z, q)L[z]udz, T). (2.2.2)
2.2.1 Modular transformations of conformal blocks
Let K be a positive integer such that 1/K divides the conformal weight of each vector
in V (the C2-cofiniteness condition implies that K exists, see the first paragraph in
the proof of Lemma 2.3.1 below). Let Vi denote the principal Kth root of z i.e.,
-7r/K < arg( Vz) <; 7r/K. In the following theorem (cr + d)-k is defined as the
appropriate integer power of K CT± d.
Theorem 2.2.1. Let S E C(g, h) and A E SL2 (Z). Define S. A: V x -- C by
[S . A](u,T ) = (cT + d )-kS(a, AT) for u E V[k],
and [S. A](f(T)U,T)= f(T)[S. A](u,T) for u E V, f(r) EM|G|-
Then S - A E C((g,h) . A).
Proof. Fix g, h E G, A c SL 2 (Z), and let S E C(g, h). It is obvious that S -A satisfies
CB1. Because S(u, T) is holomorphic in T, S(u, AT) is too. Because c'H+d is disjoint
from the branch cut, (CT + d)-k is holomorphic in T. Therefore S . A satisfies CB2.
Clearly (p(u), A(u)) = (1, 1) if and only if (p(u), A(u)) . A = (1, 1). Suppose
(pt(u), A(u)) = (1, 1), then we have S(X 1(u,v),T) = 0. Hence
[S . A](X1(u, v), T) = (cT + d)vv-7-v-S(X1(u, v), AT) = 0.
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Next [S -A](X 2 (u, v), T) reduces to
00
[S- A)(u([-2])v, T)+ ± (2k - 1)G2 k(T)[S . A](uQ(2k-2])v, T)
k=2
(cr + d)~ uvl -S(u([- 2])v, Ar)
+ Z(2k - 1)G2k(r)(cT + d)-vu-Vv+ 2 k-1S(u([ 2 k- 2])v, AT)
k=2
(CT + d)VuVv 1 S(u([-2])v, AT) ± Z(2k -
k=2
= (cr + d) V- S(X2(u, v), Ar) = 0.
1)G2k(Ar)S(u([2k-2)v, AT)1
Now suppose (i, A) = (p(u), A(u))(g,h) -; (1, 1) (so (p(u), A(u))(g,h)-A $ (1, 1) too).
Then [S - A(X (, v), r) reduces to
00
[S . A](u([ 1]) v, r) + ZP r)[S A](u([k]) ,r)
k=O
(cr + d) VuVvS(u( 1 )v, AT)
- (cr + d)-v Z P (7)r)(cr + d)k+lS(u(lk])v, Ar)
k=O
z PiA(AT)S(U([k])v,
( -t- d V u - Iv S ( U (K 1 VI A T - k=OI
(CT + d)- - 3S(X3'(u, v), Ar) = 0
(having used the transformation property (2.1.2) of P'A). Finally note that [S-
A](u, r) = 0 whenever (I(u), A(u)) # (1,1) because the same is true for S. Thus S. A
satisfies CB3.
Let (p(u), A(u)) = (1, 1) again. By a calculation similar to the one above, we have
[S - A](Res, ((z, T)L[z]udz, T) = (CT + d)~ u 2S(Resz ((z, Ar)L[z]udz, AT).
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On the other hand[ d1
27ri- + V+ G2 (T) [S A](u, T)dT I
=27ri+ + VG 2(T) (cr + d)- "uS(u, AT)dr
= [-27ricV(cr + d)-v-1 + (Cr + d)-vu d(AT)
dT d(AT)
+ VuG 2 ()( CT + d)- v] S(u, AT)
= (CT + d) -Vu-2  27ricVu(cr + d) + d(AT) + VuG 2 (r)(CT + d)2 S(u, AT)
2 d
= (cr + d)-v- 2 dT) + VG 2(AT)] S(u, A).
So S - A satisfies CB4. E
2.3 Differential equations satisfied by conformal
blocks
We recall the crucial C 2 -cofiniteness condition introduced in [29]. This condition,
together with the conformal block axioms, implies the existence of an ordinary dif-
ferential equation (ODE) satisfied by the conformal blocks.
Definition 2.3.1. The vertex operator algebra V is said to be C 2 -cofinite if the
subspace
C2(V) = Span{uH2)vlU, V E V} C V
has finite codimension in V.
Lemma 2.3.1. If V is C2-cofinite then the MiG|-module V/O(g,h) is finitely gener-
ated, for each g,h C G.
Proof. Since C 2 (V) is a graded subspace of V (under the A-grading) there exists
no C Z+ such that Vn C C2 (V) for all n > no. Let W = EDk<nVk C V. Since
A 2 )V = Au + A- + 1, every vector in V with conformal weight greater than no
can be expressed in terms of nth products of vectors in W. Therefore all conformal
weights in V are integer multiples of 1/K for some positive integer K.
Let W = M CG|W  V. Recall that
L[o = Lo + anoiLi and Lo = L[o] + 0ojL[],
i>1 i>1
for certain aoi, oi (E C. Suppose u E Vn, i.e., Lou = nu. Then L[o]U = nu modulo
terms with strictly lower A. Similarly if v E V[n] then Lov = nv modulo terms with
strictly lower V. Thus (Dk<nV = Dk<nV[k] for any n c Q.
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We will prove by induction on conformal weight (which is possible since conformal
weights are multiples of 1/K and are bounded below) that V[] c W + O(g, h) for all
n. According to the last paragraph this holds for n < no already.
Let n > no, and let x E V[n]. Since V = W + C 2 (V) we may write x as w E W
plus a sum of vectors of the form
U(-2)V = U([-2])V + o- 2,jU([j])V,
j>-2
where we assume u, v are homogeneous in the V-grading. It is clear that we can
choose all the pairs of vectors u, v so that V, + V, + 1 < n. Therefore all the terms
in the j-summation have V < n, hence they lie in W + O(g, h) by the inductive
assumption. It suffices to show that U([-2])v E W + O(g, h).
If (p(u), A(u)) = (1, 1) then
X 2 (u, V) = U([-2])V + (2k - 1)G2k(rT)u([2k-2])v E O(g, h).
k=2
The terms in the summation have V < n, hence they lie in W + O(g, h) by the
inductive assumption. Therefore U([-21)V does too.
If (p(u), A(u)) $ (1, 1) then
X 3 (u, v) = -U([-1))V + Pu(u),(u)(q)u( )])v C 0(g, h).
k=O
Substituting L[_1]u in place of u shows that
00
U Q-21) V- 13 kPtj(u)A(u) (q)u( [k1])v E 0(g, h)
k=O
too. As before, U([- 2 ])V E W + O(g, h). El
Remark 2.3.2. Inspection of the proof of Lemma 2.3.1 reveals that the C2-
cofiniteness condition can be weakened to the following: V/C(gh) is finite dimensional
where C(g,h) is defined to be the span of the vectors
U(- 2)V for (p(u), A(u)) = (1, 1), and u(-1)v for (p(u), A(u)) # (1, 1).
The following lemma is stated in [8].
Lemma 2.3.3. For any integer N > 1, MN is a Noetherian ring.
Lemma 2.3.4. Let V be C2 -cofinite, let u e V, and let S G C(g,h). There exists
m c Z+ and ro(T),... r0 _1 (T) c M 1G such that
r - i
S(Lji 2 1 U,T) +} Z ri()S(L{2 ur) 0 (2.3.1)
i=O
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Proof. Let IJ(u) C V/O(g, h) be the M 1G|-submodule generated over MIGI by the
images of u, L[ 2]u, . .. L' 2]u. Because V/O(g, h) is a finitely generated M 1GI-module
and M 1 GI is a Noetherian ring, V/O(g, h) is a Noetherian M 1GI-module: meaning
that the ascending chain Io(u) C Ii(u) C ... stabilizes. For some m E Z+ we have
Im(u) = Im-i(u), which implies
rn-i
+ ri(r)L-2 ]u E O(g, h)
i=O
for some ri(r) E MIGI. Equation (2.3.1) follows from this formula and CB3. l
The axiom CB4 states an equality between S(L[- 2]U, T) and (qj)S(u, r) modulo
'terms of lower order', i.e., terms of the form S(v, T) with V, < Vu. We use this to
convert (2.3.1) into an ODE satisfied by S(u, T). More precisely we have
Theorem 2.3.5. Let = q1|GI, and let S E C(g, h). For each u E V, S(u, r) satisfies
an ODE of the form
d+- dm-1 +or-
S )"S((u, )(r))S(u,r) + ( ( jk ()(4-)S(Xjk, X ) = 0,
i=O j=O k=O
where the xjk G V are of strictly lower conformal weight than u and the functions gi(q)
and hjk(q) are polynomials in elements of M|GI and derivatives of G2 with respect to
q. In particular these functions are all regular at q = 0, and so the ODE has a regular
singular point there.
We write 7 here instead of q because the elements of M 1G can be expressed as
series in integer powers of 7, rather than q. For the proof of Theorem 2.3.5 see Section
6 of [8].
For u(0) C V of minimal conformal weight the ODE satisfied by S(u(0), T) is ho-
mogeneous because there are no nonzero vectors with strictly lower conformal weight.
The theory of Frobenius-Fuchs tells us that S(u(o), T) may be expressed in a certain
form (2.3.2) below. For arbitrary u C V the same conclusion cannot be drawn di-
rectly because of the presence of the inhomogeneous term. However an induction on
V, shows that S(u, r) does take the form (2.3.2) for all u E V. The form in question
is
R
S(u, r) = E(log q)'Si(u, r),
i=O
b(i)
where Si(u, r) = E qSij (u, r), (2.3.2)
j=1
00
where Sig(u, r) = EC,j,n(u)q n/IGI
n=O
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w -G for 1 ji # j b(i). We call (2.3.2) the Frobenius expansion
of S(u, T).
A priori the parameters R, b(i), and Ai in the Frobenius expansion of S(u, T)
depend on u. However if {u(i)} is a basis of W then the conformal blocks S(u(0), T)
obviously span C(g, h). This implies that C(g, h) is finite dimensional, and that the
Frobenius expansion of S(u, T) may be written with fixed R, b(i), Aj independent
of u.
2.4 Coefficients of Frobenius expansions
In this section we study the coefficients CR,j,O : V -+ C from (2.3.2). First we recall
the definition of the g-twisted Zhu algebra Zhug(V).
Definition 2.4.1. For u, v E V, n E Z let
u on v = Res,w"(1 + w)su+euY(u, w)vdw
= 27ri Resz e27ri(1+<)z(e2 riz - inY[u, z]vdz.
Let Jg C V be the span of all elements of the form
u for p(u)#1
u on v for p(u) = p(v) = 1 and n < -2,
u o v for p(u) = p(v)> ' 1 and n < -1,
and (L-1 + Lo)u for p(u) = 1.
The g-twisted Zhu algebra is Zhug(V) = V/Jg as a vector superspace, with the product
induced by o_1.
We denote the projection of u E V to Zhug(V) as [u] or simply u. The following
two theorems are proved in [4]; note that u([o])v in our notation is (27ri)-[u,v],-1 in
theirs.
Theorem 2.4.1.
* The product o_1 is well-defined on Zhug(V) and makes it into an associative
superalgebra with unit [|0)]. We denote the product by *.
" The 0 th Zhu product -([o])- is well-defined on Zhug(V) and we have
u * v - p(u, v)v * u = 27riu([o])v for all u, v E Zhug(V). (2.4.1)
" [w] is central in Zhug(V).
Theorem 2.4.2.
* There is a restriction functor Q from the category PEMod(g, V) of positive en-
ergy g-twisted V-modules to the category Zhug(V)-mod of Zhug(V)-modules. It
sends M to Mo with the action [u] * x = u0 x for u E V and x E Mo.
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e There is an induction functor L going in the other direction, and we have
Q(L(N)) N for any Zhug(V)-module N.
" Q and L are inverse bijections between the sets of irreducible modules in each
category.
It is shown in Proposition 2.17(c) of [4] that if the VOSA V is C2-cofinite then
Zhug(V) is finite dimensional for each g. The automorphism h descends to an auto-
morphism of Zhug(V), which we also denote h.
Proposition 2.4.3. Let S C C(g, h) with Frobenius expansion (2.3.2). Fix j E
{1,2, ... b(R)}, and let f = CR,j,o. We have
e f(u) = 0 for all u E Jg(V), so f descends to a map f : Zhug(V) -+ C.
* f (U * v) = 6A(u)A(V),1p(u, v)A(u)~ 1f(v * u) for all u, v E Zhug(V).
Proof. By definition S(-, r) annihilates O(g, h). Therefore f annihilates the q0 coeffi-
cient of any element of O(g, h). If u E V with p(u) $ 1 then u E O(g, h), so f(u) = 0.
If p(u) = 1 then 27i(L-1 + Lo)u = D([o])u C O(g, h) is annihilated by f. Now
[q'] X1(u, v) = X1(u, v) = ut[o y,
[q"] X 2 (u,v) = Res, ([q0 ] : &zP(z, q) - G2 (q)) Y [u, z]vdz
= Res, 27riB e2iz _- 2((2) Y[u, z]vdz
e
2
riz
-(27ri) 2 Rest (e2 riz 1)2 Y[u, z]vdz - 2((2)u[oj)v
-27riu 0-2 v - 2((2)u[ol)v,
and [q0] X 3 (u, v) = Resz ([q0 ] : PI(u)'A(u)(z, q)) Y[u, z]vdz
[27rio e2xi(1+Eu)z 1
= Res, -- 2ri Ilciz Y[u, z]vdzLII - \(U) e2 -iz -1
27rio6
1 - A(u) u([O])V - u 0-1 v.
Hence f annihilates J., and descends to a function on Zhug(V).
Now for the second part. Let p(u) = p(v) = 1. If A(u)A(v) / 1 then u * v, v * u
and u([o])v all lie in O(g, h) and so are annihilated by f. If A(u) = A(v) = 1 then f
annihilates u([o])v, hence f(u * v) = p(u, v)f(v * u). If A(u)A(v) 1 with A(u) $ 1,
then f annihilates
27ri
1 - A(u)u([o])v - u * V.
Combining this with (2.4.1) shows that
f (u * v) = p(u, v)A(u)~lf (v * u),
so we are done.
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2.5 h-supersymmetric functions
Let h be an automorphism of an associative superalgebra A, and let A(a) denote the
h-eigenvalue of an eigenvector a C A. In Section 2.4 we were led to consider functions
f : A = Zhug(V) -+ C satisfying
f (a * b) = A(a)A(b),1p(a, b)(a)~-f (b * a) (2.5.1)
for all a, b E A. We refer to such functions as h-supersymmetric functions on A, and
we denote the space of all such functions Fh(A). We write F(A) for F 1 (A) and call
these supersymmetric functions.
Let A be semisimple now, and let A = GierAi be its decomposition into simple
components. The automorphism h permutes the Ai. The following fact is proved in
Lemma 10.7 of [8] (for algebras, but the proof carries over to the present case with
trivial modification).
Lemma 2.5.1. Fh(A) = eiECJ.Fh(Ai) where the direct sum is over the subset J C I
of h-invariant simple components.
For the rest of this section let A be a simple superalgebra. The Wedderburn
theorem for superalgebras [14] is as follows.
Theorem 2.5.2. A finite dimensional simple associative superalgebra over C is iso-
morphic to one of the following superalgebras.
" End(CmIk), where m + k > 1.
" Ao[ ]/( 2 = 1), where Ao = End(Cn) for some n > 1, and is an odd indeter-
minate.
We refer to these as Type I and Type Il superalgebras, respectively. Supersymmetric
functions on a simple superalgebra are characterized as follows [141.
Lemma 2.5.3. Let A be a simple superalgebra, and let N be its unique up to iso-
morphism irreducible module. If A is of Type I then F(A) is spanned by the function
a -* STrN a. If A is of Type II then F(A) is spanned by the function a F-4 TrN(a).
Now we describe h-supersymmetric functions on A by reducing to the case of
supersymmetric functions. We deal with the Type I and Type Il cases separately.
Lemma 2.5.4. If A is of Type I then Fh(A) is spanned by the map a a* STrN(a-Y)
where y C A has the property h(a) = - ay.
Proof. Since N is the unique irreducible A-module, the action (a, x) -* ax of A on
N is equivalent to the action (a, x) F-* h(a)x. Hence there exists -y : N -+ N such
that h(a) = y-'ay for all a E A, x E N. Since h is even by definition, we may take
-y even too. Now the set of endomorphisms of N is just A itself, so -y E Ao (this is
essentially the proof of the Skolem-Noether theorem). Since h(-y) = -yyy = -y we
have A(y) = 1.
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Let f c Fh(A). If we put f(a) = f(ay- 1) then we have
f(ab) = f (aby-') = A(a)- 1 x(a)A(b),1p(a, b)f (by 1 a)
= A(a) -1x(a)A(b),1p(a, b)f (bjy-ayy-') (2.5.2)
= 6Ata)sAb),ip(a, b)f (ba-y-')
= 6(a)A(b),p(a, b)f(ba).
In particular f is supersymmetric, and therefore is a multiple of STrN(a). Now,
STrN(a) = 0 unless A(a) = 1 for otherwise a maps one -y-eigenspace in N to another.
Thus STrN satisfies (2.5.2). The claim follows. E
The Type II case is a little more complicated because A = End(N) is no longer true
(in other words the Skolem-Noether theorem is not true for Type 11 superalgebras).
Let A = Ao[()/((2 = 1) be of Type 11. We have h(() 2 = h(2) = h(l) = 1, and
h(a)h( ) = h(a) = h(a) = h(()h(a) for all a E A. Hence h(() =
Lemma 2.5.5. Let A = Ao []/((2 = 1) be of Type 11. Then .Fh(A) is spanned by
a F- TrN(ayo) if h( ) =
or a F-* STrN(aON-Y0) if h( )
where -yo E AO is chosen to satisfy h(a) = 70 ao for a C A0 .
Proof. For the case of h(() = (, note that 7y'&-yo = = h( ), so h(a) = -layo
for all a E A. The proof of Lemma 2.5.4 shows that f(a) = f(ayo) where f is
supersymmetric. The result now follows from Lemma 2.5.3.
Now consider the case h(() = -(. This time -yo-a-yo = UA(h(a)). So let f(a)
f(ayo-1) and repeat calculation (2.5.2) to obtain
f (ab) = o(t)ptb),1p(a, b) ( ) "7(ba),
Let a, b E A0 , we have
f( a) = -ox(a),_1f(a)
and
f(ab) = A(a)A(b),1f(ba).
So f( a) = 0 and a - f(a-y-1 ) is a symmetric function on A0 . Hence f is a scalar
multiple of TrNo(ayo) = SrN(a-yoo-N).
In summary we have (where -y and yo are as in Lemmas 2.5.4 and 2.5.5)
Case h(a) Fh (A)
A :A is of Type I lay CSTrN('y)
B A is of Type Il and h( ) = ( (7o()-a(yo() C TrN('yo)
C A is of Type II and h( ) = - (yooN) a(-youN) C STrN('YoUN)
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In case B (resp. C) let 'y = 7Yo (resp. y = y=oN). Then we may write h(a) = -lay
in all cases. Note that -y is odd in case B.
2.6 Supertrace Functions
Recall that we assume Zhug(V) to be semisimple (and finite dimensional, which fol-
lows from C2-cofiniteness). Let A C Zhu9 (V) be a h-invariant simple component, and
N its irreducible module. Let M = L(N). The isomorphism y : N -+ N intertwines
the two equivalent actions of Zhug(V) on N,i.e., the usual one (u, x) - ux, and
(u, x) F-4 h(u)x. By Theorem 2.4.2 -y lifts to a grade-preserving isomorphism M -> M
which we also call 'y, such that
y-% 7 = h(u)" (2.6.1)
for all u c V, n E [e] (below we drop the M superscripts).
Definition 2.6.1. The supertrace function associated to M is{ STrAruoyqLo-/ 24 in cases A and C,
S (u, r) = TrM uyqLo-c/24 in case B,
where cases A, B and C refer to the table of Section 2.5 and -y is as defined immediately
below that table.
Theorem 2.6.1. Fix g, h G G. The supertrace function Sm, associated to M = L(N)
for some h-invariant irreducible Zhug(V)-module N, lies in C(g, h). Furthermore the
SM are linearly independent.
The h-supersymmetric functions constructed in Section 2.5 are linearly indepen-
dent, so the same is true of the SAI. We prove that Sv, E C(g, h) via the technical
Propositions 2.6.2-2.6.7 below.
For the rest of this section we fix Al = L(N) E PEModh(g, V). We use the
following notation below. For an endomorphism a of a graded piece M, of M,
TNfr(a) { STrA,(ay) in cases A and C,
Tru, (ay) in case B.
If a :A -+ M is a grade-preserving linear map then we define Tm(a) to be
M T (,(aIM,)-
In Propositions 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 we show that TM annihilates vectors u E V such
that (p(u), A(u)) # (1, 1), and u([o)v for (t(u), A(u)) = (1, 1). In Proposition 2.6.5
we show that
TAI((Resz P""(u),\(u)(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz)oqLo)
{ -TM(novoqLo) if (y(u), A(u)) (1, 1),0 otherwise.
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In Proposition 2.6.6 we use this identity to show that TM annihilates the remaining
elements of O(g, h). All of these facts hold for SM immediately, so CB3 is verified.
In Proposition 2.6.7 we use the identity above to show that Spu satisfies CB4, this is
the single place at which the extra factor of q-c/ 24 is important. CB2 is automatic.
To verify CB1, we must show that the power series SM converges to a holomorphic
function in |ql < 1. In the presence of the C2-cofiniteness condition, this actually
follows from the other axioms. We may repeat the calculations of Section 2.3 to show
that the power series SA formally satisfies a Fuchsian ODE, it then follows from
general theory that SM converges to a solution to this ODE.
Since w E V is h-invariant, y commutes with Lo and qLo. Since w is in the center
of Zhug(V) and N is irreducible, Lo acts on N as a scalar h(N) E C. Recall that
[Lo, Uk] = -kUk. It follows that Lo acts on Mr as the scalar h(N) + r, and that uo
commutes with Lo and qLa.
Proposition 2.6.2. If (p(u), A(u)) $ (1, 1), then TM,(uo) = 0.
Proof. The operators un are defined for n C eu + Z, so if p(u) # 1 then uo = 0 and
Tm, (uo) = 0.
Let x c M have -y-eigenvalue a. If A(u) # 1 then
y'(uoyx) = h(u)ox = Auox = Aa- 1 (uoyx).
Thus uoy permutes -y-eigenspaces leaving none of them fixed. Hence the (super)trace
of uoy is zero. F1
Proposition 2.6.3. If p(u) = 1 then
TM,(U([o)V)O = [1 - A(u)](27ri)-1 TIu~ovo.
Proof. Assume p(v) = 1 and A(v) = A(u)- 1 , for otherwise both sides of the equation
vanish and the result is trivially true.
The commutator formula (1.1.3) with m = k = 0 is
[uo, vo] = (A. (u(j)v)o = (Res,(1 + w) "uY(u, w)vdw)o.
jEZ+
Using the substitution w =e 2xI - 1 gives
(u([o])v)o = (Resz Y[u, z]vdz)o = (Resz e2,iluzY(u, e2,iz - 1)vdz)o
= (27ri)' (Resw(1 + w)^"-lY(u, w)vdw)o
= (27ri)'[uo,vo].
In cases A and C -y is even and we have
Slrm, [uo, vo]'y = STrj, uovoy - p(u, v) STrm vouo'y
= STriu, novoy - p(u, v)A(u) STrm voyuo
= [1 - A(u)] STrm, novo-y.
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In case B -y is odd and we have
TrM,[uo, vo]y = TrMr, novoy - Trj, vouo-y
= TrM, uOvO-y - TrM, UOYVO
[1 - A(v)-] TrA, novo-y.
Proposition 2.6.4. If p(v) = p(u)- 1 and n c [eu]>O, then
TAuflUnV_ = A(u)'p(u, v)TM,+n U-, '
Proof. Consider the (super)trace on the space Mr D Mr+n and note that, in this direct
sum, u, annihilates Mr and v_, annihilates Mr+n. In cases A and C we have
STr, unv-y = STrAM,,An+, UnV-n7
= p(U, v) STrEMM,n V-nYUn
= p(u, v)A(u)~ 1 STrMurAI,+,, V-nUnY
= p(u, v)A(u) 1 STrM,+,, v-nuny.
In case B we have
TrAf, unV-ny = TrMTeM,+n UnV-n
= TrufJ,u, V-nTUn
= A(u)~1 TrM,@,M,+n V-nUnY
= A(u)-' Truye,+n V-nUngY.
In the case p(u, v) = 1 the result holds. If p(u, v) = -1 then unV_ is even, both sides
vanish and the result holds. LI
No further calculations require resolution into the cases A, B and C.
Proposition 2.6.5.
Tm((Resz pp(u),A(u) (z, q)Y[u, z]vdz)oq Lo)
-Tyf(uOvoqLo) if ([(u), A(u)) (1, 1), (2.6.2)
0 otherwise.
Proof. Let e = Eu, p = p(u) and A = A(u). Assume that p(v) = p-1 and A(v) = A
for otherwise both sides of the claimed equality vanish automatically. Assume without
loss of generality that LolMo = 0.
For any r > 0, the q' coefficient of
TAI(Resz P'A(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz)oqLo
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is X - Y + Z, where
27rio
X = 2r6TM, (U (o0 V) 0'1 - A
e2xi(1+e)z
Y = 27riTm,(Resz e2xiz _-i Y[u, z]vdz)o,
and Z = 27ri E Am  TM,-m (Resz e2 ,inzY[u, z]vdz)o (2.6.3)
mnEZ>o nEle]>o
- 27ri A-" Tur+mn(Resz e 27inzY[u, z]vdz)o
mEZ>o nE[F]<o
(the sum defining Z is finite since terms with Imn| > r contribute nothing).
Using the change of variable w = e 2 riz - 1 and the commutator formula, we have
(Res, e 2,inzY[u, z]vdz)o = (27ri)- (R es,(1 + W)n+Au-1Y(U, w)vdw)0
= (27ri)- E ( n + AU - 1 (u(j)v)o = (27ri)-[un, v-n]
jEZ+
(2.6.4)
for any n E [C]. Now let n E [c,]>o. Proposition 2.6.4 implies that
A'T,__,ulv _n = p(u,v)A-' 5 "Tv,_ _ 1 )o-nUl
mEZ>o mEZ>o
= p(u,v) A'TA,__,nV-nUn,
mEZ+
from which it follows that
A"T,__[un,V-n] = p(u,v)T rVnu n. (2.6.5)
mEZ>o
If n E [eu]<o then -n E [eC]>o, and so
A'TAfr,+_n[U, V-n]= -p(u,v) A"mTMr(-n)[Vn, n]
mnEZ~o mEZ~o (2.6.6)
-TMUnV-n-
Combining (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) yields
Z = A 5 T, [un, v-,] - A-" 5 TAIr+, [, VU-n]
nEZ>o nele>o mEZ>o nE[<]<o (2.6.7)
= TMUnV-n - P(UU) , TMrV-nUn'
nEMc<o nE[6]>a
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Next we have
(Res,,2 2 i Y[u, z]vdz)o = (Resz e27iz e 27iAzy(t, e2 ,iz - 1)vdz)o
e27riz1 e27riZ e
= (27ri)~ (Res, w~1 (1 + w)Au+eY(u, w)vdw)o
= (27ri)- Z (AU+e) (u(j-1)v)o.
jEZ+
Plugging this into the Borcherds identity with n = -1 and m = 1 + e = -k yields
Y Z TMr (u-j+evj.. + p(u,V)vuj_1euj+1+E). (2.6.8)
jE7Z+
Now we see that
-Y + Z = -Tuovo if =1,0 otherwise.
If p # 1 then X = 6 0 and we are done, similarly if p = A = 1. Suppose y = 1 $ A
now. From Proposition 2.6.3 we have
X - Y + Z = TMrutvO - TMuOvO = 0
as required.
In the two following lemmas suppose (p(u), A(u)) = (1, 1).
Proposition 2.6.6. We have TA(Res, p(z, q)Y[u, z]v, 7) = 0.
Proof. For all u E V we have (L[_1]u)o = 27ri(L_1 u + Lou)O = 0. By Proposition
(2.6.5) we have
0 Tf((L[_1 u)0 voqLo)
TAr((Res. P(z, q)Y[L[_1 lu, z]vdz)0 qLo)
= TA(Resz P(z, q)azY[u, z]vdz)oqLo)
= -TM((Res. D8P(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz)oqLo)
= -Tf((Resz(p(z, q) + G2 (q))Y[u, z]vdz)oqLo).
By Proposition (2.6.3), the G2 (q) term contributes nothing, so the result follows. 0
Proposition 2.6.7. We have
(27ri)2q + VuG2(q) SM (U, r) = SM(Resz ((z, q)L[z]udz, r).
dq (
Proof. We start with equation (2.6.2). Multiply through by q-c/24 and substitute
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u = = (27ri) 2 (W - c/2410)), so that uo = (27ri) 2 (L0 - c/24). The right hand side is
- (27ri)2TI ((Lo - c/24)voqLo-c/2 4  (27ri )2 qTM (v 0 qLO-c/ 24
The left hand side is
TAI((Resz P(z, q)L[z]vdz)oqLo-c/ 24)
TuI((Resz[-((z,q) + zG 2(q) - 7ri]L[z]vdz)oqLo-c/24 )
G2(q)VvTMv 0 qLO-c/ 2 4 ) - TM ((Resz ((z, q)L[z]vdz)oqLo-c/ 24
having used cD([i])v = Vb and Proposition (2.6.3). D
Thus Theorem 2.6.1 is proved.
2.7 Exhausting a conformal block by supertrace
functions
Let #, V) E C. We will say # is lower than 4' (and 4' is higher than #) if the real part
of # is strictly less than that of V).
Let S(u, T) E C(g, h). In this section we show that S may be written as a linear
combination of supertrace functions SM(u, r) for M E PEModh(g, V). We need the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.7.1. Let S C C(g, h) with Frobenius expansion (2.3.2).
" Let j e {1, 2, ... b(R)}, then CR,j,o((w - - AR,j) * u) = 0 for all u E V9.
" Let j E {1,2, ... b(R - 1)}, then CR1,j,o((w - - 1,)2 * u) = 0 for all
u E V9.
Proof. Recall equation (2.2.2) - the equivalent form of CB4. Equating coefficients of
logR q shows that (2.2.2) holds with SRJ in place of S, that is
dq(27ri)2q SR,j (u, T) = -S5 R (Res. P(z, q)L[z]udz, T). (2.7.1)
Let us equate coefficients of qARj in (2.7.1). The left hand side gives (27ri) 2 ApCR,,o(u),
while the right hand side gives CR,j,O applied to
2iriz
27ri Resz 2iz _L[z]udz = Res, w- 1 (1 + w)"''Y((27ri) 2w, w)udw
- (c/24) Res, w- 1 (1 + w)I10)Y((27ri) 2 |0), w)udw
= (27ri) 2 (W - c/24) * u.
This proves the first part.
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Without loss of generality let ARJ A-1,j. Equating coefficients of logR- q in
(2.2.2) yields
dq(27ri)2q Sm-1, (u, r) =-SR_1,(Res2 P(z, q)L[z] adz, r) - p(2rri)2SR 1 u )
(2.7.2)
Equating coefficients of qAR-l1,j yields
CR_1,j,O((W - c/24 - AR-1,j) * u) = RCR,j,O (u)-
This, together with the first part of the proposition, implies the second part. E
Let S have the expansion (2.3.2). Following Section 2.5 we have
CR,j,O(U) - ( aNTN(U)
N
for some constants aN E C. The sum runs over the h-invariant irreducible Zhug(V)-
modules N. Proposition 2.7.1 implies that aN is nonzero only for N that satisfy
WN = AR,j + c/24. Now consider
Y. aNSL(N) (U, T) q AR'C[[q1|G|]].
N
The coefficient of qARJ is nothing but CR,j,o. Therefore the series
S'(u, 7) = S (U, T) - EaN SL(N)(U, 7)
N
has lowest power of q whose exponent is higher than AR,,. The coefficient of the lowest
power of q in S'(u, r) is h-supersymmetric, so we may write it as a linear combination
of TN as above. The modules N that occur must be different than the ones used
in the first iteration because w acts on these modules by some constant higher than
AR,j + c/24. We subtract the corresponding SL(N)(U, T) as before and repeat. The
process terminates because there are only finitely many irreducible Zhug(V)-modules.
We obtain SR,j(u, T) as a linear combination of SM (U, T). It follows that SR,j(u, T) E
C(g, h).
We may repeat the argument above, using the second part of Proposition 2.7.1,
to conclude that SR_, (u, T) E C(g, h) also. Hence Sn_, satisfies (2.7.1) in addition
to (2.7.2). Together these equations imply R = 0. Thus S = _' SRJ is a linear
combination of supertrace functions.
In summary we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7.2. Let V be a C2 -cofinite VOSA with rational conformal weights. Let
G be a finite group of automorphisms of V. Suppose Zhug(V) is finite dimensional
and semisimple for each g G G. Now fix commuting g, h C G. Let A',... As be the
h-invariant simple components of Zhug(V), let N' be the irreducible A'-module, and
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let M' = L(N'). The space C(g, h) of conformal blocks is spanned by the supertrace
function Swi (u, T) defined as follows
STreP uo-yqLO-c/ 24
TrMi uo7qLo -c/ 2 4
ifA is of Type I, or is of Type 11 and h( )
if A' is of Type II and h( ) = ,
where -y is as defined in Section 2.5 on N' and then extended to Mi using equation
(2.6.1).
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Chapter 3
Some examples and applications
In this chapter we work out the consequences of Theorem 2.7.2 on five examples.
3.1 The neutral free fermion VOSA
As a vector superspace, the neutral free fermion VOSA V = F(p) ([17], pg. 98) is
the span of the monomials
0),
where ni C 1/2 + Z, ni < ... < n, < 0, and the monomial has parity s mod 2. The
VOSA structure is generated by the single odd field
Y~, ) pnyz--1 = na--1/2
nEZ nEl/2+Z
The action of the modes on V is by left multiplication, subject to the relations
,|0) = 0 for n > 0 and the commutation relation
Ompn + Vpnpm = 6m,-n <-- [Y(p, z), Y(p, w)] = 6(z,w).
The Virasoro vector is
1
I = P-3/2(P-1/210).L 2
The element V = 9-1/210) has conformal weight 1/2, and the central charge of V is
c = 1/2. This VOSA is C2-cofinite.
Let G = {1, ov} Z/2Z. In this section we explicitly compute the conformal
blocks C(g, h; u) for u = 10) and u = V. To do so we determine the g-twisted Zhu
algebra and its modules, look up the corresponding h-supersymmetric functions in the
table of Section 2.5, and extend these to supertrace functions using equation (2.6.1).
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Let g = ov. We have c. = -1/2 and
o o, v = Resw w"(1 + w) 1/2-1/2Y( O, w)vdw = wono
(Definitions 1.1.2 and 2.4.1). Therefore J,, contains all monomials except 10), hence
Zhuv(V) is either Cl0) or 0. Note that the adjoint module V is a positive energy
ov-twisted V-module, therefore Zhuv(V) = C10). The unique irreducible Zhu, (V)-
module is N = C and the corresponding ov-twisted V-module is L(N) = V.
Let h = 1. Then we can take y = 1 and C(ov, 1; u) is spanned by
STrv ztoq -c/ 24
Let h = ov now, which acts on Zhu,,(V) as the identity. Again -y = 1, but its
extension to V according to equation (2.6.1) is now ov rather than the identity.
C(ov, ov; u) is spanned by
S~r ~j~Lo-c/2 4 - r o-c/ 2 4 .STrv uoavq =Trv nogo-/2
Let g = 1. We have
o on v = Res.. w"(1 + w) 1/2 Y( p, w)vdw,
so in Zhui(V) any mode o(n) for n < -2 is a linear combination of modes P(k) for
k > n. Hence Zhui(V) is a quotient of CI0) + Cp. In fact Zhui(V) = CIO) + CW,
we prove it below by exhibiting an irreducible positive energy 1-twisted V-module M
such that Mo is 2 dimensional. The unit element of Zhui(V) is 10) and we readily
compute that W * p = }|0). Therefore Zhui(V) ~ C[()/(u 2 = 1), where 1 is the image
of 10) and ( is the image of v'o.
We construct M as follows: it has basis
where ni E Z, ni ... < n, 0 and the parity of this monomial is s mod 2. The
modes of the field
Y"a -w M) ATn-1
nEZ
satisfy pm 10) = 0 for n > 1 and W pmM O" (M = 6m,-n. Note that Mo = Ci+C4oi.
The unique irreducible Zhui(V)-module is N = Mo and the corresponding 1-twisted
V-module is L(N) = M.
Let h = 1. According to the table of Section 2.5 we have y = ( and the space of
h-supersymmetric functions is spanned by u - TrN u(. The extension of - to M is
AT 1. Ti 4 A TM
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and C(1, 1;u) is spanned by
rjJM qLo -c/2 4*Tr M uok yqtoc2
Let h = av. In this case hINo idNo so y = UN. When extended to M we have
-y = M. Therefore C(1, uv;u) is spanned by
STrMi MU Lo-c/24 TrM 1 4MqLo-c/24
3.1.1 Conformal blocks in weights 0 and 1/2
Recall the Dedekind eta function defined by (2.1.4). Each of the spaces of conformal
blocks in the following table is spanned by the accompanying function, which is
determined from the formulas of the last section and some basic combinatorics.
Conformal block Character Infinite product a-quotient
C(Ov, 1; 0)) q-1/ 4 8 SCh(V) q-1/ 48 ]J(i - qfn+1/ 2) 77(7/ 2)
71>0 77(r)
C(Ov, 0V; 10)) qJ-1/48 Ch(V) q~1/48 + n+/1/2)
n>O2 r/2)
C(1, 1;|0)) 0 0 0
C(1, Ocv; 0)) q~1/ 4 8ql/1 6 Ch(M) q-1/ 2 4 ]7(1 + q") 2 (T
In the fourth line we use LolMO = 1/16 which follows a direct computation with the
Borcherds identity.
Theorem 1.0.5 implies that if f(T) E C(g, h; 0)) then f(Ar) E C((g, h) - A; 10))
for all A E SL 2 (Z). This may be verified directly for the generators T = ( ) and
S = (0 ~1) using the explicit forms above together with Proposition 2.1.2.
Since L[oj] = Lop, we have V, = A, = 1/2. Note that if (g, h) f (1, 1) then
C(g, h; c) = 0 because it is spanned by the (super)trace of an odd linear operator.
For g = h = 1 we have
where (1)'-1 if n, = 0 and (-1)' otherwise. Therefore
00
C(1, 1; p) is spanned by q- /48q / 6 J(i - q") = 7(T),
n=1
which is a weight 1/2 modular form in accordance with Theorem 1.0.5.
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3.2 The charged free fermions VOSA with real
conformal weights
As a vector superspace, the charged free fermions VOSA V = F(b, O*) ([17], pg.
98) is the span of the monomials
- @ )( * ( ) *. * ( )10), (3.2.1)
where isZ, ii < ... < im < -1, 1 < -t-t- < j < -1, and the parity of the
monomial is (m + n) mod 2. The VOSA structure is generated by the two odd fields
Y(', z) = @(n) Z
nEZ
and Y(?*z) = ZV$*n)z
nEZ
The action of the modes on V is by left multiplication, subject to the relations
(n)|0) = *n)10) = 0 for n > 0, and the commutation relations
[?I(m),?-(*'n)) = (m)I)(*n) + (n)* )(m) = 6n+n,-1 - [Y(4, z), Y($*, w)] = 6(z,
All other commutators vanish.
Let a C R. We define a Virasoro vector ([17], pg. 102)
W" =a ()(-2)(*_1)|0)) + (1 - a) ($O*_2)V(-1)|0))
w).
(3.2.2)
(3.2.3)
We write La(z) = Y(wa, z). With respect to this choice of Virasoro vector we have
A.0= 1-a and Ae = a.
The central charge of V is c = -2(6a 2 - 6a + 1). This VOSA is C2-cofinite.
3.2.1 Twisted modules
Fix p, A E C of unit modulus and let the automorphisms g and h of V be defined by
g(O) = t- 1 @, g(v)*) = 1)*,
h(O) = A-'@, h($/*) = A*,
extended to all nth products (note that the Virasoro element is indeed fixed by g and
h). Let t = e2,i 6 and A = e27ip where 6, p C [0, 1), we do not require these to be
rational numbers. Hence g and h need not have finite order.
A g-twisted V-module M will have fields
z @Mz-n-(l-a)
nE - 16]
and YM($*, z) = * n-a
nE[6]
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and the modes must satisfy
[@M j* M ] M*M *M V))n'On + m+n,o - (3.2.4)
Let us put M = V, @M(z) = z-@(z) and @*M(z) = zx"*(z) where x E -[6] - [a].
We may easily confirm that
nM= @(n.-a-x) and @*m - (n-1+a+x)
have the correct commutation relations (3.2.4). Therefore M = M(_) = V is given
the structure of a positive energy g-twisted V-module, as long as we choose x so that
,om and /*M annihilate 10) for n > 0. This leads to the requirement 0 < a + x < 1.
For g / 1 this requirement fixes x uniquely and so M E PEMod(g, V) (it is clear
that M is irreducible). Notice that a + x = 1 - 6.
If g = 1 then 6 = 0, we have the choice of putting x = 1 - a or x = -a and we get
a module in PEMod(1, V) either way. In the first case Om = @(n_1) and /*M = $(*
so Mo = CI0) + Co. In the second case M = CIO) + C#P* and f : Mo -+ Mo defined
by f(10)) = @* and f(@) = 10) lifts to an equivalence from the first to the second
module. It is convenient to take the first model of the 1-twisted module, since then
in all cases we have a + x = 1 - 6.
3.2.2 Zhu algebras
Let g / 1. If c + eg,= -1 then
V) on v = Res,w n(1 + w) *+<*"Y (V, z)vdw E Jg.
It is possible to write $(n)v as a linear combination of @)(k)V for k > n whenever
n < -1. The same goes for 0*. Iterating this procedure reveals that Zhug(V) is a
quotient of CI0). The existence of the positive energy g-twisted V-module exhibited
above shows that Zhug(V) = CI0).
Let g = 1. The same argument as above holds but with n < -2. Thus Zhui(V)
is a quotient of CIO) + Co + CV)* + Cb(-)@*. Calculating the products of these four
elements reveals that their span is isomorphic to End(C 11') via V@ - E 21, @)* I', E 12
and (-1)#4* - (a - 1)E11 + aE22. Since we have constructed an irreducible positive
energy 1-twisted V-module we have Zhui(V) - End(C'Il).
Note that Theorem 1.0.5 has nothing to say unless g, h have finite order and a E R
is chosen to lie in Q. Even so, we can press on and write down supertrace functions.
We have seen that the Zhu algebra is always of Type 1, so there is a single supertrace
function associated to (g, h), which is
STrM uofyqLo-c/ 2 4
where M is the unique module from P(g, V). But what is -y? For g $ 1 the au-
tomorphism h restricts to the identity on Zhu,(V), therefore equation (2.6.1) gives
-y = h- 1 . From the construction of M(M) we see that -y = h-1 in the g = 1 case too.
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Next we restrict attention to u = 10) and write
XpA(T) := STrA hlqLo-c/
2 4
for brevity. Next we will express the twisted supercharacters xt,\(T) in terms of
Jacobi theta functions and derive modular transformations.
3.2.3 Twisted Supercharacters
The conformal weight h = h(M) of an irreducible V-module M is defined to be the
eigenvalue of LM on the lowest graded piece of M. We use the Borcherds identity to
compute h(M) for the twisted V-modules Ml' defined above.
Put u = V, v = @*, so that [E6] -[6] and [c] = [6] in the Borcherds identity,
(1.1.2). Let m = -6, k = 6 and denote by LHS(n) the left hand side of (1.1.2) with
these choices of u, v, m, and k. We have
LHS(-1) = (#(-1y)*)0< - (6 + a)($(o)$*)M
and LHS(-2) = (#(-2)#*)OM - (6 + a)()(_1)@*)o" + 1(6 + a)(6 + a +
Rearranging and using b(o)@b* = |0) yields
($(-2),*)o = LHS(-2) + (6 + a) LHS(-1) + 1(6 + a)(6 + a - 1).
The corresponding right hand side of (1.1.2) is
RHS(n) = (-1) ( +n-*+j-n + (--1)"o*-j-/+j]-
If we apply this to 10), then the first term vanishes and the second term equals (-1)".
Therefore, when applied to 10),
(#(-)@*o = - o +a) + 1(6 + a) (6 + a -1)
A similar calculation shows that, when applied to 10),
(V*-2)0)o = -(6 + a) + 1(6 + a)(6 + a + 1).
Combining these with (3.2.3) yields
h(M) = 1(6 - a)(6 + a - 1) =[x(x - 1) + 2ax] (3.2.5)
(having also used a + x = 1 - 6).
Let #(r) = ]l' (1 - q"), so that 77(r) = qi/240()
Applying b(_n) = _n+a+x to a monomial in V raises its Lo-eigenvalue by n - a -
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x = n - (1 - 6). Similarly ( - +1-a-x raises the eigenvalue by n - S. We have
X (T) = qh(M)-c/24 J(i - Xq n-(1-6) -1 n-
n=1 n=1
The first product is the contribution of the @ terms, the second is that of the V)*
terms. Note that when g = h = 1 the supercharacter vanishes.
Recall the Jacobi triple product identity:
00
7 (1 - z2m)(1 + z 2 m-1y 2 )(1 + z 2 m-i1- 2) = z" 2 2n.
m=1 nEZ
Set z - q'/ 2 , and y2 -Aq 1 /2 . We obtain
qh(M)-c/242
xp,\ (r) ) E(- A)"q"2/2+(6-1/2)n
nE2
e27ri[h(M)-(c-1)/24]-r
where O(z; T) is the Jacobi theta function defined by (2.1.5).
3.2.4 Modular transformations
Let A = 6 - j and B = p - j. Using Proposition 2.1.3 we have
= 
2 7rih-(c-1)/24)(r+-I1)
X,,A (r + 1) = .2r h-(-1 2](r+1 (A (r + 1) + B; r + 1)
TOr + 1)
= e27ri[h-(c-i)/24] e 2 8[h(c-1)/24]TO(A + (B + A +' ); T)
eri/12 T(T)2
27ih c ]e 27ri[h-(c-1)/24]7-
= 2,i[hc/24] 0 (( 5 - I)T + (6 + p - T).
This is proportional to x,Ap(T) the Ap-twisted supercharacter of the irreducible p-
twisted V-module.
Using Proposition 2.1.3 again we have
-27ri[h-(c-1)/24]/r
X,,A(-/1) / ) 0((Br - A)/r; -1/r)
r/(-1/-r)
e- riT)1 / 2r( (-ir)1/2eri(B-A)2 /O(BT - A; T)
-2 /277(7 2/2]
(-ir)i/2/()
= e~27riAB 27ri[h-(c-1)/24-A 2 /2]/r O2ils2/2], 8(BT - A; -r).
r/(T)
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Recall the formula for c in terms of a, we use it to obtain
n(c - 1) + !A 2 = (-4a 2 + 4a - 1) + j(6 - })2
= - 1)2 - '(a - j)2 (3.2.6)
=(6 - a)(6 + a - 1) = h(M).
Hence
e2il[ 2/2]r
e, 2-ABe =i) - 219rs(Br - A; T).
But by calculation (3.2.6) again, 1B 2 = h(M')- - (c-1) where M' is the irreducible A-
twisted V-module. Therefore X,,A(-1/r) is proportional to XA,,-1 (T) the p- 1 -twisted
supercharacter of the irreducible positive energy A-twisted V-module.
In summary X1,1 = 0 and X,,A(AT) oC X(i,A).A(r) for (g, h) # (1, 1). If a E Q our
VOSA has rational conformal weights, if p and A are roots of unity then g, h lie in
some finite group of automorphisms of V. In this case we may apply Theorem 1.0.5
and it confirms the modular transformations of the Xp,x(r) computed above. Note
that the direct computation holds for all a E R and g, h of unit modulus.
3.3 VOSAs associated to integral lattices
Let (Q, (., .)) be a rank r integral lattice with positive definite bilinear form (., -). Let
Q @9z C with the induced positive definite bilinear form (., -). The loop algebra
I [t+1] is equipped with a Lie bracket as follows:
[htm , h't"] = m (h, h') m,_n.
Let S_( ) = U(i)/U(Iy)0[t]. We write hm for htm. Explicitly S_(O) has a basis of
monomials
hi -. -, -1i
where the h' range over a basis of f, and ni < ... n, < -1 are integers.
The twisted group algebra CE[Q] of Q is a unital associative algebra with basis
{ea c Q}, unit element 1 = eo, and multiplication e'e= c(a, rnea+ where the
function e : Q x Q -+ {t1} has been chosen to satisfy
* e(0, a) = e(a, 0) = 1 for all a C Q,
* e(a, b)E(a + b, c) =e(a, b + c)c(b, c) for all a, b, c C Q,
* e(a, b) = e(b,a)(-1)(ab)+(aa)(bb) for all a, b E Q.
It may be shown that such E exists.
Associated to this data there is a VOSA ([17], pg. 148).
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Definition 3.3.1. The lattice VOSA (VQ, I0), Y, w) associated to Q is defined to be
VQ = S_-()9C[Q] as a vector superspace, where the parity of s & ea is (a, a) mod 2.
The vacuum vector is 10) = 101. Let h E a Q, and n E Z. Define h, : VQ --+ V
by
h(s 0 e') = (hs) 0 e' for n < 0,
h,(1 & C,[Q]) = 0 for n > 0,
ho(1 (D ell) = (h, a) 1 I eD"c,
and [hm, h'] = m (h, h') 6m,_n.
Put h(z) = hz-- 1 and
F,,(z) = e'zOo exp(- a) exp( )
j<O - j>O -
where by definition e'(s 0 e,) = e(a, 0)(s 0 ea"a). The state-field correspondence is
given by Y(h 0 1, z) = h(z), Y(1 0 et , z) = Fa(z), and is extended to all of VQ by
normally ordered products, i.e.,
Y(haa, w) = Resz [h(z)Y(, w)iz,,(z - w)" - Y(u, w)h(z)i,z(z - w)"] dz.
Finally, the Virasoro vector is
1 r
2 b' _ 0)
i= 1
where {ai} and {b} are bases of fj dual under (-,.), i.e., (a', W) = osj.
Some commutators between the generating fields are
[h(z), h'(w)] =(h, h') Omo(z, w),
[h (z), F. (w) ] =(a, h) 17, (w) 6(z, w).
There is an explicit expression for [F(z), 7,3(w)] which we do not require. The confor-
mal weight of h = h -10) E S_ ()) 0 1 is 1, the conformal weight of 10 e0 is (a, a) /2.
The central charge of V equals the rank r of Q. The lattice VOSAs are known to be
C2-cofinite.
3.3.1 Irreducible modules and their (super)characters
Let G = {1, av}. It is explained in [17] that VQ is av-rational. If Q is an even lattice,
i.e., (a, a) C 2Z for all a E Q, then VQ is purely even and so oav = 1. We focus on
the case Q is not even. The same proof as in [17] shows that VQ is also 1-rational.
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Let Q0 C l be the lattice dual to Q and let 3 c Q0. We define
Y 8 (h, z) = h(z) + (6, h)z 1 , (3.3.1)
Y' (e", z) = z "(6'a (z).
Under this modified state-field correspondence V acquires the structure of a positive
energy ov-twisted V-module (see [23] Section 5). The V-module structure depends on
6 only through 3-+-Q. Via this construction the cosets of Q0 modulo Q are in bijection
with the irreducible positive energy (av-twisted) VQ-modules [17]. The Virasoro field
acts on (V, Y 6 ) as
L3 (z) = L(z) + 2z [(3, b) a(z) + (3, a') b (z)] + ) z- 2
From this we see that the L6-eigenvalue of 1 0 e' is (a + 3, a + 6) /2. The L6-
eigenvalue of h E I is 1 as before.
In a similar way the irreducible positive energy 1-twisted V-modules are exactly
(V, YP) (defined as in (3.3.1)) but for p E 0 satisfying
(2p, a) = (a, a) (mod 2) (3.3.2)
for every a E Q.
Let {a} be a basis of Q and let p(a') denote the parity of (a', a'). Let {b t} be the
basis of Q0 dual to {a2}, and let
p 1= 3 bt + E b'.
p(ai)=1 p(ai)=O
Clearly p satisfies equation (3.3.2) for a E {a2}. Now let a = EZ kia' where ki E Z.
Then
(2p, a) Zki 2p, a4) and (a,a) = kiky ia, a, )
but
kikj (a', a') Zk' (a, a') ki (ai, a') Z ki (2p, a') (mod 2),
i~j
so p satisfies (3.3.2) for all a c Q. Let Q* be the set of all elements of I satisfying
(3.3.2) for all a E Q. If Q is an even lattice then VQ is a VOA rather than a VOSA,
ov = 1, and Q* = Q'. If Q is integral but not even then Q0 UQ* is a lattice containing
Q as an index 2 sublattice.
As noted in the introduction, all components of Zhup(V) are h-invariant for each
h c G and y h. The space C(g, h; 0)) is spanned by STrm hqL-c/24 where M
ranges over P(g, V).
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The bosonic part S_(j) of the tensor product S-() 9 C,[Q] is purely even and
-0 r/2 4  1q -c/ 2 4 Trs ( ) qLo q_ _
#(r)r 'q(r)r
To determine the contribution of Ce[Q] we introduce
8s~~a~~q) = r7|r0=(eir(a+J,a+6196,Q (q) Trc, [Q] qL 0 S
aEQ
and r 1 ,Q(q) =SIrCE[Q] qL 0
aEQ
We see that
C(g, ov; 0)) is spanned by '7,() , and C(g, 1; 0)) is spanned by ' ,
where in each case 6 ranges over Q'/Q (resp. Q*/Q) if g = av (resp. g 1).
The transformation
Se-i"(')/7 = (disc Q)/ 2 (_iT)r/ 2 5 inr-
cxEQ OQ
of the usual lattice theta function under r -4 - 1/T is proved using Poisson summation
[13] (here disc Q is the discriminant, defined to be the determinant of the Gram matrix
of an integral basis of Q). Using the same method, the SL 2 (Z) transformations of 8
and H may be deduced. The results confirm the conclusion from Theorem 1.0.5, that
C(1, 1; 0)) is a modular invariant family of weight 0, as is the direct sum of the other
three spaces C(1, ov; 0)) 9 C(uv, 1; 10)) e C(ov, ov; 0)).
3.4 The N 1 superconformal VOSA
The N = 1 superconformal VOSAs, also known as Neveu-Schwarz VOSAs, are a sort
of minimal supersymmetric generalization of the class of Virasoro VOAs. Recall the
Neveu-Schwarz (NS) Lie superalgebra NS = (OnlEZCL) e (onel/ 2+zCG,) e CC as
a vector superspace, here C and the L, are even vectors and the G, are odd. The
commutation relations are
mn3 - m[Lm, L,] = (m - n)Lm+n + 12 6m, nC,
n[Gm, Ln] = (m - -)Gm+n, (3.4.1)
[Gm, Gn] = 2Lm+n + (m2 + 1)6,_nC,3 4
and C is central.
A nice summary reference for highest weight representations of NS is [24]. Let
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NS+ denote the span of vectors with strictly positive subscript, along with C and Lo.
As usual we are interested in NS-modules of the form
M(c, h) = U(NS) ®U(NS+) Sc,h
where Sc,h Coc,h is the 1-dimensional NS+-module on which C acts by c, Lo acts
by h and all positive 'modes' act trivially. We also denote the irreducible quotient of
M(c, h) by L(c, h).
Inside L(c, 0) we identify the elements w = L-2ve,o and r = G-3/ 2Ve,o. The Neveu-
Schwarz VOSA NSc is defined to be L(c, 0) as a vector superspace, the vacuum vector
is 10) = vc,o, Virasoro vector is w, and the translation operator is L_ 1. The state-field
correspondence is defined by
Y(w, z) = Lz- 2 and Y(r, z) = Gz-n-3/2,
nEZ nE1/2+Z
extended to all of V by the usual normal-ordering prescription. As suggested by the
notation, Lm (resp. G) lowers conformal weight by m (resp. n).
The representation theory is quite similar to that of the Virasoro algebra; generi-
cally the Verma module M(c, 0) is irreducible and so all L(c, h) acquire the structure
of positive energy modules over NSc. For certain values of c though, L(c, 0) is a non-
trivial quotient of M(c, 0) and the irreducible positive energy NSc-modules are finite
in number and are all of the form L(c, h). In fact, NSc is a rational VOSA when
C = cP,,, = 
- 1 ( - )22 Pp
for p, p' E Z> with p < p', p' - p E 2Z and gcd("'-2, p) = 1. From now on when we
write NSc we implicitly mean NSc for one of the special values of c above.
The irreducible positive energy NSc-modules are L(c, h) for the following values
of h:
(rp' - sp) 2 _ (p' _ p)2h = h,,s = ,P8 pp'
for 1 < r < p - 1 and 1 < s < p' - 1 with r - s even. Since NSc has vectors of half-
integer conformal weight (precisely the odd vectors) the modules described above are
actually, in our notation, o--twisted where we write u = uNSc. So it is more accurate
to say that NSc is u-rational. In fact NSc is also 1-rational and the 1-twisted modules,
which are often referred to as 'Ramond twisted' modules, are easily described in terms
of a variant on the Neveu-Schwarz Lie superalgebra called the Ramond superalgebra.
The Ramond Lie superalgebra is R = (enczCL,) G (eEZCGfl) @ CC, with com-
mutation relations formally identical to (3.4.1). We set R+ to be the sum of the
strictly positive modes along with C, Lo and Go. We define M(c, h) and L(c, h)
as above, but with a slightly different definition of Sc,h. Notice that in R we have
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Lo = GI - c/24, so we should take
S = Ce,h e COc,h with GoVc,h = 
0
c,h if h # c/24
,h - CV,h with GoVe,h = 0 if h = c/24.
The irreducible 1-twisted positive energy NSc-modules are precisely L(c, h) where
(rp' - sp)2  (p- _ p) 2  1h = hr s = -+ -
' 8pp' 16
for 1 r p - 1 and 1 s p' - 1 with r - s odd.
The supercharacter of any of these 1-twisted modules is trivial, being either 0 or
1. The characters of the 1-twisted modules, along with the characters and superchar-
acters of the o-twisted modules, are known for any given c,, and together form an
SL 2(Z)-invariant space of weight 0.
In this section we consider the untwisted conformal blocks C,(1, 1) evaluated on
the element T of weight 3/2. As in Section 3.1, the other spaces of conformal blocks
C,(g, h) are zero, and so C,(1, 1) is SL 2 (Z)-invariant of weight 3/2. As usual the first
step is to compute the Zhu algebra Zhui (NSc).
The 1-twisted Zhu algebra of the corresponding universal Neveu-Schwarz VOSA
is a supercommutative polymonial algebra,
Zhui(M(c, 0)) e C[X, ]/( 2 = x - c/24).
Here x is the image of w and acts on a module as Lo while ( is the image of r and
acts as Go.
Since NSc is 1-rational, its Zhu algebra is a direct sum of simple supercommutative
superalgebras. This forces it to be a direct sum of copies of C and the queer super-
algebra Qi 2 C[()/(( 2 = h - c/24). In fact the irreducible 1-twisted positive energy
NSc-module L(c, h) corresponds to a copy of C in the Zhu algebra if h = c/24, and a
copy of Qi if h $ c/24. Only modules of the second type have nontrivial supertrace
functions at half-integer level.
Let M = L(c, h) be a 1-twisted module where h # c/24. We have Mo = Sc,h
CV + CO, which carries an action of Q1 where ( sends 1 to 0 and 0 to h - c/24.
The unique, up to a scalar, supersymmetric function on Qi is x -* TrSch u . The
corresponding supertrace function on L(c, h) is now
SL(c,h)(u, T) = TrL(c,h) oyqLo-c/24
where -y is defined on a typical vector mx (for m some monomial in Lm and G., and
x = v or 0) by
y : mx - mGox.
Since we are dealing with the Neveu-Schwarz element u = T, the supertrace function
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is TrL(c,h) (pqLo-c/24 where
p : mx F-* GomGox.
A case of particular interest is when p = 2, p' = 8 so that c = cp,, = -21/4. Then
there are two 1-twisted modules L(c, h), where h = -3/32 and where h = -7/32, the
second of these satisfies h = c/24 and so has trivial supertrace function associated to
r. Consequently the supertrace function
F(T) = TrL(-21/ 4 ,- 3 /32) pqLo+ 7/ 32
is a modular form on SL 2 (Z) of weight 3/2.
3.4.1 Computing this function explicitly
On the top level of L(c, h), p acts as h -c/24, so the top level contribution to F(r) is
qi/s. This is already enough information to determine F(T) completely. The cube of
the Dedekind eta function is q"/8 times an ordinary power series in q, so the quotient
f(T) = F(T)/(T) 3 is a holomorphic modular form of weight 0 for SL 2 (Z), possibly
with a multiplier system. Since the q-series of f has integer powers of q we have
f(TT) = f(r), and since S 2 = 1 we have only the possibilities f(ST) = ±f(r). But
in SL 2(Z) we have the relation (ST) 3 = 1, so if S acted by -1 on f we would have
f(T) = f(-T3 ) = -f(r). Hence f(Sr) = f(r) and, since it is a genuine holomorphic
modular form on SL 2 (Z), we have f(r) = 1. Thus
1
F(r) = -17(T)3 .
4
It is interesting to try to compute F(T) in a more direct fashion as well. As a first
step let us study the action of p on a general Verma module M = M(c, h). On the
top level Mo = C1 + CO we find p acts by the scalar h - c/24, so the trace on this
level is 2(h - c/24). We claim that on all other levels of M, the trace of p vanishes.
Consider the action of p on the monomial
mx = Li.- LnsGn - -Gnx
where mi ... 5 m, K -1 and ni < ... < nt < -1. We place a Go to the immediate
left of x, and another at the left of the whole term which we move through m using
the commutation relations of R. This process generates a complicated set of terms,
but most of these monomials are shorter than the one we start with (which has length
s + t) and so do not contribute to the trace of p.
The first term to consider is the one where Go moves all the way to the end
without interacting, so we get the starting monomial multiplied by (-1)t(h - c/24).
We wish to compare how many monomials (of fixed weight N = m2 + E 1 n1)
have t even versus how many have t odd. Let us introduce a generating function
G(t) = 1+ E', Gt where GN counts (with parity) the number of partitions of N
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into pieces which may have even or odd parity. This generating function is clearly
G(t) = fl fl(1 - tP) 1.
i=1 j=1
So equally many monomials have even t as have odd t. The next simplest terms that
arise in the course of PBW ordering pc(mx) are ones in which GoL, is replaced by
G, or GOG, is replaced by L,. These terms cannot equal a multiple of mx because
the number of Ls and Gs has changed, so these terms do not contribute to the trace.
All terms of lower order are shorter than mx itself and do not contribute to the trace
either. Thus we have
TrMtc,h) pqLo-c/24 h-c/24
Since only the top level of a Verma module contributes to Tr p, the trace of V over
L = L(c, h) has nonzero q-coefficients only in levels of L in which there are singular
vectors.
Now suppose again that c = c,, and h is one of the special values above. It is
known [19] that the maximal R-submodule of M(c, h) is generated by two top pieces
Sc,hi and Sc,h2 with known levels hi and h2 . These give rise to maps from M(c, hi) and
M(c, h2 ) into M(c, h) and the intersection of their images contains another two top
pieces. This continues ad infinitum. This structural knowledge allows one to write
the (super)character of L(c, h) as an alternating sum of Verma module characters (see
[24] for explicit formulas). Using a similar trick to directly evaluate the trace of 0
seems to require more information about singular vectors than just their levels, and
the details become very complicated. On the other hand, it was known to Jacobi that
r/(r)3 q1/8 E (4n + n(2n+1)
n=-oo
(this can be derived from the Jacobi triple product identity). The powers of q appear-
ing here with nonzero coefficient match the levels of singular vectors in the Verma
module M(-21/4, -3/32), as they should.
3.5 Affine Kac-Moody algebras at admissible level
Recall the affine Kac-Moody algebra g associated to g, (., -) in the introduction. Let
A = kA0 where A0 E * is defined by Ao(av) = og,o. It is well known that the Verma
module M(kAo) can each be given the structure of a vertex algebra [12] [17], which
we denote Vk(g). Further, Vk(g) has the structure of a VOA if the level k f -hv.
The vacuum vector 10) is the highest weight vector. The state-field correspondence
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is defined by
Y(a, w) = E anw~-n-1
nEZ
for a E g, and is extended to all v E V via the nth products
Y (a (n)o, W) = Y(a, w)(,) Y (v, w)
= Res2 [Y(a, z)Y(v, w)iz,w(z - W)" - p(u, v)Y(v, w)Y(a, z)i ,2(z - w)
The translation operator T is uniquely defined by TO) = 0 together with [T, u(n))=
-nu(n-1). Finally the Virasoro vector is
S din g
o=2(k +hv) a 1)1|0),
where {a'} and {b'} are a pair of bases of g dual with respect to (-, -). The irreducible
quotient L(kAo) is also a VOA, denoted Vk(g). Now g naturally embeds into Vk(g)
via the mapping a -* a(-1)|0). The elements of g in Vk(g) are all of conformal weight
1. The central charge is
k dim g
C k + hv-
For V Vk(g) the quotient V/C 2(V) has basis given by monomials
1
a(_,) - ,-_1)10)
for a E g, so V is not C2-cofinite. In [29] it is noted that if k E Z+ then the
irreducible quotient Vk(g) is C2-cofinite. It follows from standard structure theory of
integrable b-modules [16] that if k C Z+ then L(kAo) is the quotient of M(kAo) by
the b-submodule generated by the singular vector (eo)_jy|0). All vectors a _+1 |0) for
a E g are seen to lie in the maximal a-submodule, and C2-cofiniteness follows.
If k E Z+ then Vk(g) is also rational [12]. The finitely many irreducible positive
energy Vk(g)-modules are precisely the integrable highest weight b-modules of level
k, i.e., L(A) for A E I) dominant integral with level k. The action of
u = al ... as,)|0)
on M = L(A) is through the product of generating fields
YM (a', z) (,1) (YM ( 2, Z) (n2) .- -YA1 as, ,
where YM(a, z) = En at1Mz n 1 .
Recall the element 5 E i satisfying [J, at'] = -mat"'. Since [Lo, at'] = -mat"
too the actions of LO and S on L(A) agree up to an overall additive scalar. Interestingly
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though, the action of Lo is fixed unambiguously while that of 6 could be adjusted by
an additive scalar. So Lo provides a sort of intrinsically defined replacement for 6
with a preferred normalization. In particular it may be verified (using the Borcherds
identity for example) that Lo acts on the singular vector of L(A) as the scalar
(A, A + 2p)
2(k + hv)
(where A is the projection along 6 of A to f). Thus
q"ChL(A)(q) = TrL(A) qL-c/ 2 4
and Zhu's theorem implies the SL 2 (Z)-invariance of normalized b-module characters
first proved by Kac and Peterson. It also (partially) explains the strange factor sA
required for modularity.
3.5.1 The case of non integer level k
The structure of Vk(g) depends a lot on the level k. For k E Z+ as we have seen
Vk(g) is much smaller that Vk(g), having only finitely many irreducible modules. For
irrational k we have Vk(g) = Vk(g). In between there is the case of 'admissible level'
for which the structure of Vk(g) becomes rather complicated.
A weight A c 6* is said to be admissible if
" (A + p, a') ( {0, -1, -2,...} for i = 0, 1, ... r.
* The set AX of positive real coroots cv satisfying (A, av) E Z, spans QAv.
The number k e Q is said to be admissible if kAo is an admissible weight. There
are finitely many admissible weights of a given level. Kac and Wakimoto [20] stud-
ied highest weight modules with admissible highest weight (more generally over an
arbitrary symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra). They extended many results from the
integrable case, in particular the Weyl-Kac character formula.
The connection with Zhu's theory is a little obscure because for non integer k,
Vk(g) is neither C2-cofinite nor rational. We consider the following modification
though: For x E j let w = W + h(- 2)10). It may be verified that w is a Virasoro
vector, but with central charge
k dim ~ (C = 
-dm 12k(x, x).k + hv
Denote the corresponding VOA Vk(x,g). In Vk(x,g) the energy operator is Lx =
Lo - xo, so the conformal weights of elements of g are no longer all 1 and may be very
much non integer. Suppose x lies in the positive cone of r*. Since the operators eo
for e c n+ are grade-lowering, the positive energy condition on a Vk(x, g)-module M
implies that it lies in the category 0 when regarded as a b-module. This drastically
reduces the number of positive energy modules relative to the x = 0 case.
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Indeed it is conjectured [1] that for admissible level k, the irreducible Vk(g)-
modules which lie in category 0 are precisely L(A) for A admissible of level k. This
conjecture has been verified in the following cases:
* g =s 2 for all admissible levels [1] [5]. Furthermore both sets of authors showed
that Vk(g) is 'rational in the category 0'.
* g =S2m+1 for m E Zc o and k = -m - 1 [26].
* g =[ 3 and k = -1/2, -5/3, -12/5 or -18/7 by the present author.
3.5.2 Digression on Lie conformal superalgebras
To go any further we need to pause to introduce the theory of Lie conformal superalge-
bras. This material is used in other parts of the thesis also. A complete introduction
can be found in the book [17]. A good concise overview is given in Section 1.7 of [4].
Definition 3.5.1. A Lie conformal superalgebra (R, T, [-W]) is a C[T]-module R,
endowed with a A-bracket, R 0 R -> R 0 C[A] (denoted u 0 v H [uxv]) for which the
following axioms hold:
" Sesquilinearity axiom, [(Tu)Av] = -A[uAv] and [uA(Tv)] (T + A)[uAv].
" Skew-commutativity axiom, [vAu] = -p(u, v)[U-TAV].
" Jacobi Identity, [ux[v,x]] = [[uv]A+,x) + p(u, v)[v,[uAx]].
We write [uAv] = EjEz± A(Au()v where u(j)v E R. A homomorphism of Lie conformal
algebras is a homomorphism of C[T]-modules that sends A-brackets to A-brackets.
Example 3.5.1. The Virasoro Lie conformal algebra is Vir = C[T]L @ CC with
TC = 0. It suffices to define the A-brackets between L and C and then all further
A-brackets are determined by the sesquilinearity axiom; [LAL) = (T + 2A)L + A3 C/12
and C is central. We have L(o)L = TL, L(1)L = 2L, L(3)L = C/2 and all other L(,)L
vanish.
Example 3.5.2. Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra with invariant su-
persymmetric bilinear form (., .). The Current Lie conformal algebra Cur(g) is
Cur(g) = (C[T] 0 g) G CK with TK = 0 (the elements a E g C Cur(g) are re-
ferred to as currents). The A-brackets between currents are [aAb] = [a, b] + A(a, b)K,
the element K is central. We have a(o)b = [a, b] and a(1)b = (a, b)K.
Any vertex algebra can be given the structure of a Lie conformal algebra by
defining the A-bracket [UAV] = EiEZ, A(j)U.)v. One should keep in mind the following
analogy: Vertex algebras are to Lie conformal algebras as associative algebras are to
Lie algebras.
For a Lie conformal algebra (R, T, [-A]), an enveloping vertex algebra is a pair
(U, #) where U is a vertex algebra and # : R -+ U is a homomorphism of Lie conformal
algebras. The universal enveloping vertex algebra (V(R), @) is an enveloping vertex
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algebra such that for any enveloping vertex algebra (U, #) there is a unique vertex
algebra homomorphism7r : V(R) -> U such that the following diagram commutes
R
V (R) ,r U
As a vector space V(R) = U(Lie R)/U(Lie R)(Lie R)_, where
(Lie R)_ = (un,)|u E R, n > 0)
and (Lie R)+ = u(n)| E R, n < 0),
and the map R -* V(R) is u a u(-_).
Recall the definition of Lie V (recall g = 1 in this section) following Lemma 5.0.3.
It turns out that it uses only that V is a Lie conformal algebra with a diagonal
operator H. Hence we may define Lie R for an arbitrary H-graded Lie conformal
algebra by replacing all occurrences of V in the definition with R.
We have that V(Vir)/(C = c10)) = Vir" is the Virasoro vertex algebra of level
c, and that Lie Vir is the Virasoro Lie algebra (which is also given the symbol Vir).
Similarly V(Curg)/(K = kj0)) = Vk(g), and Lie Cur g = g, the affine Kac-Moody
algebra.
Recall that a restricted Lie R-module is a Lie R-module M such that for each
u E R and v E M we have u(n)v = 0 for n > 0.
Definition 3.5.2. A homomorphism of Lie conformal superalgebras is a morphism
# of C[T]-modules such that
#([ax b]) = [#(a),\#(b)].
Isomorphism and automorphism are defined as expected.
Let R be an LCSA with a finite order automorphism g. Then R splits into g-
eigenspaces R' where the e are roots of unity. Associated to (R, g) is the Lie algebra
Lieg(R) defined as follows:
Definition 3.5.3. Let (R, T, [.A.]) be a Lie conformal algebra with a finite order
automorphism g. Let
Q =f t' (9c C [t, t-]
cER/Z
(where c is any representative of the coset [E] and R C R is the e2,,-eigenspace of
g). Define Lieg(R) to be the quotient
Q/(T + H +)Q
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with the Lie bracket
[Urn, Vk] =3 + - 1) (U(j)V)m+k, (3.5.1)
where un, denotes the image of ut" in the quotient. We also use the notation u,)=
Un-A.+1 for n E [nu] = [AU] + [Eu]. In terms of this indexing the commutation relation
is
[U(m), V(k)] m (U(j)V)(m+k-j). (3.5.2)
Theorem 3.5.1. There is a natural bijection between the set of all g-twisted (not
necessarily positive energy) V(R)-modules and the set of restricted Lieg(R)-module.
Proof. Let (M, YM) be a g-twisted V(R)-module. Recall the Borcherds identity: for
all u,v EV, x E M, n EZ, m E [s], and k C [E'1,
m + AU -- 1z (m I A. -1) (n+j)v)m+kX
(-1)' ( U m _M - p(U, v)(-1)"vmu+ x.
jEz+
The special case of the commutator formula
[uM", vf] = m + u - 1) (ut)v)[+k
jEZ1-
for u, v E R is just the Lie bracket in Lieg(R). Since (T + H + t)utm acts trivially
on M as well, M is a Lieg(V)-module. Because each YAI(u, z) is a quantum field, M
is a restricted Lieg(R)-module.
For the converse, let M be a restricted Lieg(R)-module. For u E R let
UM,_  z-n-A,, U -n-1
nEIF"]nElyu]
which is an End M-valued quantum field. For a coset [-y] E R/Z let us define a
'-shifted delta function
6[,] 1(z, w) = (w/z)?(z, w),
which does not depend on the choice y of representative of [-y]. Then we may write
the commutation relation (3.5.2) as
jE7Z+
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As for the usual delta function we have
(z - w) Og6 (z, w) = 1(-' 6 (z, w)
and so the fields we just introduced are local in the usual sense
(z - w)N[UM(z), vM(w)] = 0
for some N > 0.
We now define a vertex operation X(., z) taking vectors in V(R) to quantum
fields on M. We start with X(u, z) = ul(z) for u E R, which is a quantum field by
restrictedness of the Lieg(R) action on M. Now let u G R and v E V(R), we associate
to u(t,)V the twisted nth product field X(u, w) (n,g)X(v, w) defined to be
Res,(z/w)u [X(u, z)X(v, w)iz,w - X(v, w)X(u, z)i,2] (z - w)".
where E [c7u] has been selected arbitrarily. By Proposition 3.9 of [23] the collection
T of fields so defined consists of pairwise local quantum fields. Furthermore (Theorem
2.5, [23].) F is a vertex superalgebra when equipped with the following state-field
correspondence:
X(v, z) F-* Y(X(v, z), w) = w-"-X(v, Z)(n,g),
nEZ
and (Theorem 3.14, [23]) if we define YA(X(vz),w) to be v(w) then (M,YM) is a
g-twisted F-module.
Since R -> F defined by a a* um(z) is a homomorphism of LCSAs we obtain a
vertex superalgebra homomorphism V(R) -+ F, and M becomes a g-twisted V(R)-
module. L
3.5.3 Admissible level module characters
We now fix a positive rational multiple x of h E rj and introduce the automorphism
go = e-2 0 which acts as
go.e=aoe, go-f = aof and go.h=h,
where ao = e2xi(x,e). Let G be the (finite) group of automorphisms generated by go.
In the same way we regard G as acting on the associated LCA R = Cur g.
Let g E G and write 6 for the smallest nonnegative number such that e27ri e = ge.
The Lie algebra Lieg(R) is spanned by K along with the modes er+J, fr-b and h, for
all r E Z. The nontrivial commutation relations are
[emn+6), fn-6] = hm,+n + (m + 6 - (x, e))6m,-nK.
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In fact b ~>* Lie(R) via the isomorphism
etm F emn+s, ft" I,' fm-6, K F-* K,
ht F- hm for m $ 0, h - ho + [6 - (x,e)]K.
So by Theorem 3.5.1, the set of g-twisted Vk(x, g)-modules is naturally identified
with the set of restricted p-modules. By our earlier remarks PEMod(g, Vk(x, g)) (for
g # 1) is identified with the set of b-modules in category 0. Finally the set of
irreducible modules in PEMod(g,Vk(x,g)) (for g / 1) is identified with the set of
highest weight modules L(A) for A an admissible weight of level k. Since Vk(g) is
rational in the category 0, Vk(x, g) is g-rational for each g # 1.
Before we can apply Theorem 1.0.5 we need to establish C 2-cofiniteness. Vk(x, g)
is not C2-cofinite, but it was established in [5] that it is weakly C2-cofinite in the sense
of Remark 2.3.2. The idea is straightforward. The subspace C(0'h) of the universal
VOA Vk(x, g) is spanned by the following elements:
U(- 2)V for u fixed by g and h,
u(l_)v for u not fixed by either g or h.
Vk(x, g) has a basis consisting of monomials
etil) - - -etss . f(jl) - --f(jf y htki) .. -- h(k,) 10), (3.5.3)
where ii < ... i -1, ji < ... jo < -1 and ki < ... <k, -1. If any e(,) or f(,)
terms appear, or h(n) with n < -2 then the monomial lies in C9,1. This means
the quotient Vk(x, g)/C(g'h) is spanned by polynomials in h(_1 ). Therefore the simple
quotient Vk(x, g) is weakly C2-cofinite whenever it can be established that there exists
a vector v c Vk(X, g) = AI(kA0 ) lying in the maximal b-submodule and with nonzero
projection to C[h(-1)] C V(g). This can be verified explicitly given information
about singular vectors.
Corollary 3.5.2 (To Theorem 1.0.5). Let k be an admissible level for g = s62. Fix x
a positive rational multiple of H E S12 and define G as above. For g # 1 and h E G,
the space C(g, h, 0)) of conformal blocks associated to Vk(x, g) is spanned by the trace
functions
TrL(A) yqLo-c/
2 4
for the admissible level k weights A.
We can write down -y explicitly as
al ..- a va A h-'(a')nl - - (a"),,VA
which we see coincides with e2 x** for some element x* E ) depending on g. There-
fore the characters considered in the corollary are normalized specializations of the
characters considered by Kac and Wakimoto.
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Chapter 4
A generalization to non rational
VOSAs
The key idea in Theorem 1.0.5 (as in Zhu's theorem) is to link the spaces C(g, h) of
conformal blocks with supertrace functions on V-modules. Invariance under SL2 (Z)
of the latter then follows from invariance of the former, which is straightforward
to prove. Ultimately the connection is established by showing that any element of
C(g, h) gives rise to a linear function on Zhug(V) that is h-supersymmetric (Section
2.5). These functions on Zhug(V) can be constructed explicitly in terms of supertraces
on Zhu 9 (V)-modules because the superalgebra is semisimple. Finally Zhu's induction
functor lifts these supertraces to supertrace functions on the associated V-modules,
which are conformal blocks.
Besides semisimplicity of the Zhu algebras, the other essential condition is C2-
cofiniteness. In particular this implies the spaces C(g, h) of conformal blocks are finite
dimensional. Note that semisimplicity of the Zhu algebras is not required to prove
finite dimensionality of C(g, h), nor modular invariance. Therefore it is natural to ask
for a description of conformal blocks in the general non rational case. This issue was
first investigated by Miyamoto [25]; he introduced 'pseudotrace functions' associated
to (possibly reducible) positive energy V-modules, which span C. Interestingly, these
functions do not have q-series, they involve the logarithm r as well. Miyamoto's
construction is quite involved, and utilizes the higher level Zhu algebras which we
have not yet introduced.
In this chapter we describe a different approach, based on the same ideas, requir-
ing only the ordinary Zhu algebra. The drawback is that it only works for a fairly
restricted class of examples (or more accurately it is difficult to verify the condi-
tions required in general). Nevertheless we present the nontrivial example of the free
superboson VOSA, in which we see the appearance of logarithmic modular forms.
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4.1 The abstract supertrace construction
Let A be an associative unital superalgebra and let P be a finitely generated projective
left A-module. There is a well known 'abstract trace' map
Trp : EndA P -> A/[A, A],
where [A, A] is the span of all commutators ab - ba in A. The trace has the usual
property Trp(fg) = Trp(gf) for all f, g E EndA P.
Suppose more generally that A is a superalgebra with a finitely generated projec-
tive module P, and that A carries an automorphism h. Denote by P(h) the module
P with a 'twisted' action of A defined by
(a, x) F- h-(a)x.
In this section we define a supertrace operation
STrp : HomA(P, P(h)) -+ A/[A, Ah,
where [A, A]h which is the span in A of all elements of the form ab - p(a, b)h 1 (b)a
for a, b E A. Elements of HOmA(P, P(h)) are just maps y : P --+ P satisfying
I -ayx= h(a)x for all x E P, a E A. The supertrace has the property STrp(fg) =
p(f, g) STrp(gf) for all f E EndA P g C HomA(P, P(h))-
Before proceeding let us settle some notation and conventions about superalgebras.
A homomorphism f : M -+ N of left A-modules is a homogeneous (i.e., either even
or odd) linear function satisfying
f (ax) = (-1),("J1)af (x).
Similarly a map of right A-modules is homogeneous f : M -4 N such that
f (xa) = (-)(aj)f(x)a.
The opposite superalgebra A0 P is defined to be A as a vector superspace endowed with
the product a * b := (-1)P(ab)ba. A supercommutative algebra is its own opposite.
Given a left A-module M we may define m*a = (-1)P('"m)am, whereupon M becomes
a right AOP-module.
If M is a left A-module then its dual
M* = HomA(M, A) = { : M -+ Al#(ax) = ( )a#(x)}
is a right A-module with the action
[#a](x) = (-l)P(ax)(x)a.
If M is a left A-module, and N a left AOP-module (i.e., a right A-module), then
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N &A M is simply N &c M modulo terms of the form
yb 9 x - y 0 bx.
The natural 'swap operation' on tensor products of vector superspaces M, N is
swap: M 9 N -N 0 M,
x 9 y -p(x, y)y x.
Lemma 4.1.1. Suppose the superalgebra A carries an automorphism h and let M be
a left A-module. There is a well-defined map S : M* OA M(h) -+ A/[A, A]h, where by
definition
[A, A]h = {ab - p(a,b)h- (b)ala, b E A}.
The map is given by # 0 x t-4 #(x), using the natural identification of M(h) with M
itself.
Proof. As a map from M* Oc M(h) to A, S is well-defined. But when tensored over
A we have # @ ax = #a 0 x and the images of these two in A are #(h 1 (a)x) =
(-1)P(a)h-1(a)#(x), and [#a](x) = (-1)P(ax)#(x)a. But these are equal in the quo-
tient A/[A, Alh, so the map is well-defined. L
Lemma 4.1.2 (Coordinate systems). Let P be a finitely generated projective left A-
module. Then there exist subsets {ei}L 1 C P and {e*}L_1 C P* such that for all
x E P,
n
x = E(-1)PCe*(X),'4e*e(x)ei.
i=1
Proof. We can realize P as a direct summand of F An for some n because P is
projective and finitely generated. The injection t : P -+ F and projection 7r : F -+ P
are even A-module maps.
Let ei be the image of the generator 1i E A) C F under 7r. Some of the 1i may
be odd, and ei has the same parity as ii.
Let 1 : F -* A be the A-module map sending 1i to l and all other 1 to 0. Clearly
1 has the same parity as 1i. Compose with the inclusion t to obtain e* : P -* A
(which has the same parity as ei).
Now 1(al) = (-1)P(1Lna)a. So under the natural identification of Ali with A, the
map 1 is the identity or O-A according to whether 1i is even or odd. Let x = ali,
then
i i i
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Hence for x E P
(-1i)Pe (x),ei)e* (x)e2 ~_1)(e*(x),ei)1(tz)ei
F [z(1)P(1(X)1)1(tX)1ij ir~tx)
X.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let P, Q be two finitely generated projective left A-modules. There
is a vector superspace isomorphism 9 : P* OA Q -> HomA(P, Q) defined by
[0(#0 x)](y) = (-1)P(X'Y)#(y)X.
Proof. The map 0 exists for arbitrary P, Q. In the present case we can choose a
coordinate system for P as above and use it to construct an inverse to 0. Define a
sending f E HomA(P, Q) to Ei(-1)P(*f(ei))e* 0 f (e) E P* OA Q. Then 0 o a id
because
[6(a(f))](y) =9(1)e'(e))(e* 0 f (ei))(y)
= ( 1)pei~~es)(_1)p(f (ei),v y) f (fe*)
= (- )"Cl'/(s)) -1)P/( )'") -1) ( yIC)) f(ei*(y) ei)
= (-1)(e*(y),ei)f(e*(y)e) = f(y).
We just need to check a is surjective. It is because the images of the basic morphisms
ei " ej are ei 0 e* which clearly span. l
Definition 4.1.1. Let P a finitely generated projective left A-module and let h be
an automorphism of A. The abstract supertrace STrp : HomA(P, P(h)) -> A/[A, A]h
is defined as the composition
STrp = S o0 - 1.
Unwinding the definition yields
STrp : f " Z(-1)P(e*'f(eie 0 f(el) - (1)P(ef(e))e (f(ei)).
Lemma 4.1.4. The supertrace is supersymmetric in the sense that if f C EndA P
and g E HomA(P, P(h)) then STrp(fg) -p(f,g) STrp(gf) c A/[A, Alh.
The endomorphism f here appears both as an element of EndA P and as an
element of EndA(P(h)); the identification between these sets is just the identity.
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Proof. Pick a coordinate system {ei}, {e*} for P. Put f(e ) = j fijej where fiJ =
(-1 )PC',es ej(f(es)), and similarly for g. By definition we have
STrp(fg) = (-1)(f(9(e ))e)e(f(g(ei)))
= (1)p(f(g(ei)),ei),*(~gge)
= (-1)P(f(g(ei))'ei)(-1)P(fI'9j)e*(gi fy e))
(- )P(f (g(ei)),e I) )(f,9ij)( 1(9 /ee)ggfg e )
i,j,k
i,j,k
Because e*(ej) = 6u1 the expression above reduces to
( - I)" (f((ek)),ek) (- I)P(fl'kj) (-1 P(lk'ek)gqkf g
j,k
For the j, k term in this summation, the exponent of -1 is
[p(f ) + p(g) + p(ek)]p(ek) + p(f)p(g) -- p(ek) -- p(ej)]
+ [p(g) + p(ek) + p(ej) + p(f ) -I- p(ek) + p(e7)]p(ek)
= [p(f) +p() +p(ek)]p(ek) -- p(f)(p(g) +p(ek) +-p(ej)] -I- [p(g) +p(f)]p(ek)
= p(ek) + p(f )p(g) - P(ek) + p(ej)].
(4.1.1)
We may expand STrp(gf) in a similar manner. Because g(ax) = h-1 (a)gx we find
that
STrp(gf) = Z(-1 )P(9(f(e3))'e) (-)' (- 1)PC kukih~ (fjk)gkj,
j,k
and the exponent of -1 in the j, k term is the same as the last line of (4.1.1) with f
and g exchanged, and j and k exchanged.
The difference between the two supertraces is of the right shape to be an element
of [A, A]h. We just need to confirm the parities are correct, which reduces to showing
pAek)+ p(f )[p(g)+ p(ek) -|-P(ei)] + p(ej) +p(g)[p(f ) -i-p(ek) + p(ei)]
= p(f)p(g) + [p(f) +p(ej) +P(ek)][P(g) +p(ej) -p(ek)].
In fact this is true so we are done.
In our application there is a finite group G of automorphisms of A and a natural
choice of even element y = -y(h) E HomA(P, P(h)) for each automorphism h E G. We
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are most interested in the function STr' : EndA P -, A/[A, A]h defined by
STrf(f) = STr (f o -y).
As notes above EndA P(h) = EndA P, so it makes sense to speak of the action of -y on
EndA P by conjugation, i.e., f -* f-'fy. Since we assume h (and therefore y) has
finite order, EndA P splits into eigenspaces for the action of -y. For the rest of this
section elements of EndA P are implicitly assumed to be eigenvectors for the action
of -y, and A(f) denotes the eigenvalue of f E EndA P.
Lemma 4.1.5. The map STrh is h-supersymmetric, meaning
STrf 1 (fg) = a\(f)Mg),1p(f, g)A(f)- 1 STrfh (gf).
Proof. Using lemma 4.1.4 we compute
STr(h) (fg) = STrp(fgy) = A(g) STrp(fryg)
= p(f, g)A(g) STrp(gfry) = p(f, g)A(g) STrP (gf)
(note 'y is even). We also have
STr(fg) = STrp(fgy) = STrp(-yfg)
= A(f) STrp(fyg) = p(f, g)A(f)- STrp(gfy)
=p(f, g) A(f)-' SPf(g)
The lemma follows. E
The following lemma is proved simply by unwinding definitions.
Lemma 4.1.6. Let A be an arbitrary finite dimensional unital associative algebra,
let Z be the free rank 1 left A-module, and let B = (EndA Z)0 P. We have B e A and
the right action of B on Z coincides with the natural right action of A. The map
(B/[B, B]h)* (A/[AAlh)*
o STrh
naturally identifies the spaces of h-supersymmetric functions on A and B.
4.2 Supertrace functions and conformal blocks
Lemma 4.1.6 suggests a replacement for the use of supertraces of irreducible V-
modules in the proof of Theorem 2.6.1. Let A = Zhug(V), which we assume to
be finite dimensional but not necessarily semisimple. Let Z denote the free rank one
left A-module and let B = (EndA(Z))P 2 A which naturally acts on Z from the
right.
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Let M = L(Z) = eyezMj be the V-module corresponding to Z under the usual
Zhu induction functor. We extend the action of B from Z to M by setting
(unx)-b=ua(x.b) forxEZ,bEB,uGV.
From its construction, this right action of B commutes with the action of V.
The following basic lemma is proved in a similar manner to Lemma 2.3.1.
Lemma 4.2.1. If V is C2-cofinite and N is a finite dimensional Zhug(V)-module,
then every graded piece of the induced module L(N) is finite dimensional.
Certainly M is not finitely generated as a B-module, but the action of B pre-
serves the graded pieces Mn and these are finitely generated because they are finite
dimensional.
Assumption 4.2.2. The graded pieces of M are projective as right B-modules.
In Section 4.4 we study an interesting example for which this assumption holds.
Therefore the theory developed here is not vacuous! We do not know if the assumption
holds in general.
If M is an irreducible positive energy V-module then by Schur's lemma Lo acts as
a scalar h(M) E C on the lowest graded piece of M. By the Virasoro commutation
relations Lo acts as h(M) + j on M. If V is rational then all positive energy V-
modules are direct sums of irreducible ones and so Lo acts semisimply on them all. In
the present case V is not rational so there may be V-modules on which Lo does not
act semisimply. Since the graded pieces are finite dimensional they are direct sums
of generalized eigenspaces for Lo.
Since Z = B as a vector space we may put -y = h-1 : Z -* Z which satisfies
x-yb- = xh(b) for all b E B, x E Z. The induction functor lifts this to a map
- : M -+ M intertwining the B-action with the h-twisted B-action. We now write a
B/[B, B]h-valued supertrace function
SQ (u, q) = Trf uoq~o-c/24 c C/24 Z STr(uoqLo).
j;>o
On a graded piece Mj we can write the Jordan decomposition Lo = Ls + Lf" into
commuting semisimple and nilpotent parts. We write q = e2 7ri formally, and define
L L"S e27ri-L n"p (h)
qLo as q 0. Thus SM is a series in powers of q, whose coefficients are elements
of
(B/[B, B]h) (c C[T].
In this definition we perform the abstract supertrace construction on Z regarded as a
right B-module, opposite to the convention adopted in Section 4.1, but it is obviously
equivalent since a right B-module is simply a left B0 P-module. For # E (B/[B, B]h)*
it is sometimes convenient to write Sa, = Si. The main result of this chapter
is:
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Theorem 4.2.3. Let V be a C2 -cofinite VOSA, G a finite group of automorphisms
of V, g, h E G commuting, and C(g, h) the space of conformal blocks as in Definition
2.2.2. Suppose Assumption 4.2.2 holds. Then there is a surjection (B/[B, B]h)* -
C(g,h), given by
where M = L(Z) is the V-module corresponding to Z the free module of rank 1 over
A = Zhug(V ).
Recall again that C 2-cofiniteness of V implies finite dimensionality of Zhug(V)
(Proposition 2.17(c) of [4]). We need to show that Sh is a B/[B, B]h-valued con-
formal block and that the "M' span C((g, h)). The proof that SM is a conformal
block is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 because all that is used in the
proof is the Borcherds identity and the h-supersymmetric property of Sh). The only
difference is the nonsemisimplicty of Lo, which requires us to pepper the calculations
of Propositions 2.6.2-2.6.7 with the factor qL "". Since [Lo, u,] = -nun and un lowers
the level in M by n we have that L"' commutes with u,,. Also L " commutes with
7. Therefore q lr is a spectator and these propositions carry over to the present
case. What remains is to repeat the exhaustion of a conformal block by supertrace
functions.
4.3 Exhaustion procedure
The procedure to exhaust a conformal block by supertrace functions is the same as
in Section 2.7 with two complications. One is that the Frobenius expansion of a
conformal block can have nontrivial terms in log q. The other is the appearance of
e21LS" in the definition of supertrace functions. To tackle these two related things
we adapt some lemmas from Miyamoto [25].
Let B be an arbitrary finite dimensional unital associative superalgebra with finite
order autoiorphism h. Suppose B contains a central element w fixed by h. Let
K C B be the 2-sided ideal of eigenvectors of w, i.e.,
K = {b C Bl(o - wss) * b = 0}.
Of course K is the union of finitely many KA = {b E Bl(w - A) * b = 0} which lie in
separate direct summands of B.
Let # be a h-supersymmetric function on B, in general it does not descend to a
supersymmetric function on B/K. However #', defined by
#'(b) = #(b(o - ss)),
is a h-supersymmetric function on B/K.
The following lemma is a generalization to the super case of Lemma 4.1 of [2].
The proof is essentially identical to the one in that paper, but we include it for the
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sake of completeness.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let Z be a finitely generated projective right B-module and define
Z' = Z/ZK which is a finitely generated projective right B'-module. For any f E
EndB Z we have
S~f'4,(f o (W - ws")) = STr(),
where f' E EndB'(Z') is the image of f under the canonical projection EndB(Z) -
EndB'(Z') 
-
Proof. Let {ei} C Z and {e*} C HomB(Z, B) be a coordinate system for Z over B,
i.e.,
X = Z(-1)P(e(x)ei)eie*(x) for all x E Z.
Let ei = ei + ZK E Z' and let -E E HomB(Z', B') be defined by e*(x + ZK)
e*(x) + K which is well-defined because e*(xb) = e*(x)b. These sets form a B'-
coordinate system for Z' because for any x + ZK we have
3(-1) 9F( Ejl(x + ZK) = (-1)(e*(x),ei)Ei(e (x) + K)
(-1r~e~x)eieie*(x) + ZK.
By definition
STrfh'' f =4# ("C (ei))e*(f (y(ei)))
Hence
STr(Q'( f ='( (f
- ss) * ((y(e) + ZK)) + ZK)
= ei(f ( (ei) * (w - wss))))
= STrh)(f o (o - wss),
where we used that w is central in B and fixed by h, and that e* and f commute with
the B-action. l
Corollary 4.3.2. If we define Z' as above, and let M = L(Z) and M' = L(Z'), then
STr ', uoqo-c/24L"ilp STr,(h)'' Lo-c/24
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Proof. The action of LO on MO agrees with that of w E B. By the definition of the
right action of B on M we have that LO acts by w + n on M,,. We have
STr/''o uoq Lo-c/24 = " STrh', uoqLo-c/ 24  s
n>O
= STrh', uoqLo-c/ 24  
_ wss)
n>O
-
STr), ,u Lo-c/24
n>O
where in the last step we used Lemma 4.3.1. It remains to show that (L(Z)m)'
L(Z')m,, which is true by construction.
Consider a nonzero conformal block S(U, r), with Frobenius expansion (2.3.2) and
coefficients Cijn. We are most interested in the coefficients Coo. As special cases of
Propositions 6.0.5 and 6.0.6 in Chapter 6 we have
" CjO : V -> C descends to a map Zhug(V) -> C.
" Coo is h-supersymmetric.
" For all u, v E Zhu,(V) we have
Co,j,o((w - c/24 - Aj)R+l * U) = 0,
where R is the highest power of log q appearing in the Frobenius expansion
(2.3.2).
From the last of these we see that either Coj,o(u) = 0 or else u lies in the generalized
eigenspace for w of eigenvalue c/24 + Aj. Hence, in particular,
Co,3,o((o - wss)R+1 * u) = 0.
Each Co,j,o acts nontrivially on a different direct summand of the superalgebra B. Let
Co,o = Ej Co,y,o. Since it is a h-supersymmetric function on Zhug(V), we may write
o = STr) as per Lemma 4.1.6. Consider the conformal block
S'(U, T)= S(u, r) - STr('" uoqLo-c/2 4
this also has a Frobenius expansion whose coefficients we denote C',n. We wish to
show that CO is identically zero for each j.
Let
KU) = {b E BI(w - wS")j * b = 0},
which is a 2-sided ideal in B. We put B(k) - B/KU) and Z(k) = Z/ZK(j) the free
rank 1 module over B(k). Finally we define MO) = LD(Z()). For a h-supersymmetric
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function # on B, we define the h-supersymmetric function #(J) on BU) by #()(b) =
#((w - wss)j * b).
Lemma 4.3.3. There exist (fixed) constants b1 , b2 ,... E C such that
STrM'd uoqLiSc/24  ,4'(u, T) - b. (log q)S5 (u,T).
n= 1
We have stated this lemma for M = L(Z) since this is the only case we use, but
it is true if Z is replaced by any finitely generated projective module.
Proof. Let b, E C be defined by (e' - 1)/ex = b, x". Then
STr'(n, r) = STr5' L uoq-oc/2 4 = STr(h)' uoqLi-c/24 Lnilp
= STrh' uoqLs -c/ 2 4  ± e2irLg"p bn(27riTL"p)n1
n= 1
= STrf' uoqigc/24 + bn(log q)" STrM'* uoqL oc/24(L"il)".
n=1
Now we invoke Corollary 4.3.2 to rewrite the final line above as
R
STr(h)' uoqLs-c/ 24 + )n b7 (lg )0 uoqLo -c/24
so we are done.
The function STrf'k uoqLiSc/2 4 contains no terms in log q because L" is a scalar
on each graded piece of M. Therefore we have
STr*)uoq Ls-c/24 )nCojn,(u)
j n>O
as a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3.3. Therefore Co,o(u) = STr(h) u and so CoO =
0, indeed each COJO = 0. It follows directly from conformal block axiom (CB4) that:
Lemma 4.3.4. If Ci,j,o = 0 then Ci+1,j,o = 0 too.
Therefore Cj,,,o = 0 for i = 0, 1,... R.
Either S' = 0 in which case we are done, or else we repeat the arguments of
this section on S'(a, T). Because all the initial coefficients are 0, the supersymmetric
function # that we obtain this time acts nontrivially on direct summands of B with
higher w eigenvalues. The argument may only repeat finitely many times before #
becomes zero and we exhaust S by supertrace functions.
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4.4 Application to the superbosons VOSA
Recall the charged free fermions VOSA FX1 (V), 0*) of Section 3.2. We now take a = 0
and consider the sub-VOSA V generated by x = @ and x* = T@b*. These are both of
conformal weight 1. The Virasoro element is
W = x(-1)X(-1) 0),
and the central charge is -2. and we have the explicit commutator formula
[x(z), x*(w)] = 8 , w),
so that
[xmn, x*] = mm,-n (4.4.1)
(self commutators are all zero). This VOSA V can also be obtained by the standard
construction (see [17]) of a VOSA from a finite dimensional Lie superalgebra with
supersymmetric invariant bilinear form (g, (-, )). In this case applied to g = CX+CX*
purely odd with trivial bracket and (x, x*) = -(x*, x) = 1. For this reason we call V
the VOSA of superbosons.
4.4.1 The Zhu algebra
We compute the untwisted Zhu algebra. We have Xon = X(n) + X(n+1), and the same
for x*. So any monomial can be reduced modulo the Zhu relations to one with all
subscripts -1. Because X and x* are odd there can be at most one of each in a non
vanishing monomial. So the Zhu algebra is a quotient of the span of 10), x, x* and
X>)X = w. Both x and x* square to 0 and we have
X* * X = -X * X* = W.
The products involving w are deduced from associativity now, all products are 0 except
with 10). Therefore Zhu(V) is a quotient of U(g) where g is the two dimensional odd
Lie superalgebra above.
In fact Zhu(V) e U(g), which follows from the existence of a positive energy
V-module with A(C 2 ) as its lowest graded piece. In Section 3.5.2 we define Lie
conformal superalgebras (LCSAs) and two objects associated to an LCSA R: the Lie
superalgebra Lie R, and the universal enveloping vertex superalgebra (UEVSA) V(R)
of R. Theorem 3.5.1 states that positive energy V(R)-modules are the same thing as
'restricted' Lie R-modules.
Let g, (-,.) be as above. We associate an LCSA R = Curg to this data as in
Example 3.5.2. Then V(R) is just our superboson VOSA. On the other hand Lie R =
b = g[t, t-'] + C1 and if we let a, = at" then the Lie bracket is just (4.4.1). Now the
generalized Verma module M = U(b) @U(g[t1+ci) U(g) (which is a restricted b-module)
is the V-module we seek. We conclude that Zhu(V) = U(g) as a superalgebra.
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Notice that Zhu(V) is not semisimple. The action of LO on Zhu(V) has a nontrivial
Jordan block since Lo annihilates x, x* and w, but sends 1 to w. Also Zhu(V) is
supercommutative, so its supersymmetric functions are simply all elements of the
dual space.
4.4.2 Abstract supercharacters
The supercharacter of V itself is
STrv qLo-c/ 24  q1/ 12 n7(i - q' ) 2 = (T) 2 .
n= 1
This is initially puzzling since n(r)2 is a weight 1 modular form, rather than weight
0 as we would expect! Computing some abstract supertraces will make sense of this.
Let A = B = Z = Zhu(V) as usual. The V-module L(Z) is defined (see Chapter
5) as the quotient of M by a maximal submodule intersecting the top level trivially.
By a standard argument such a submodule is 0 in this case so M = L(Z). Now M
is a free B-module so the abstract supertrace makes sense. To compute it we select
the following generators of M as a B-module; the vectors m|0) for all monomials m
in the lowering operators. There is an obvious dual basis for Z* = HomB(Z, B).
For a monomial
m = X-mi X-m 8 x* - - X-n
with level w mi + E nj (and parity s + t) and x E Zhu(V) we have Lo(mx) =
w(mx) + m(Lox). Since LO is one-step nilpotent on Zhu(V) we have
qLomx = qwm(1 + 27rirLo)x.
Recall the definitionSTrp f = E(-1)P(f(e*)ele(f(ei)) E B. The contribution to
STrm qo of the summand attached to the monomial m is
(-1)s+tqw(1 + 27rirw).
Summing over all monomials gives the B-valued supertrace function
S[r M qLo-c/ 24 = (1 + 27irT)q (12  - q)2
n= 1
= (T) 2 + 27ri'rq(r)2W.
From this we may decant the two functions 7](r) 2 and T7(r)2 . These do indeed span
an SL 2 (Z)-invariant vector space of weight 0.
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4.4.3 Higher weight pseudosupertrace functions
Now let us evaluate STrM xq Lo-c/24. Now we have
x*qLomX = (-I)s+tqwmx*(1 + 27riTLO)x.
The parities of x and x~x are always opposite, so no further (-1)s+t factor appears
from taking the supertrace. Now x*(1 + 27riTLo)1 = x* so we end up with the
B-valued supertrace function
i (r) 2 X
This is modular invariant of weight 1 as expected.
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Chapter 5
Higher level Zhu algebras
We have already encountered the g-twisted Zhu algebra Zhug(V) in Section 2.4. It
plays a crucial role in establishing SL 2(Z)-invariance of VOSA characters. Analogues
of the (untwisted) Zhu algebra, called higher level Zhu algebras, were introduced in
[7] and these were used by Miyamoto [25] to prove a generalization of Zhu's theorem
to non rational VOAs.
In this chapter we construct a unital associative superalgebra Zhupg(V) (associ-
ated to a VOSA V with not necessarily integer conformal weights, an automorphism
g of V, and P c R+) suitable for studying g-twisted V-modules. Indeed we construct
a restriction functor Qp taking M E PEMod(g, V) to its pth graded piece Mp, which
is a Zhupg(V)-module. We also construct an induction functor going in the other
direction. The following theorem summarizes the main properties of these functors.
Theorem 5.0.1.
" For any Zhupg(V)-module N we have
Qp(LP(N)) ' N.
e QP and LP are inverse bijections between the sets of irreducible modules in the
category PEMod(g, V) of positive energy g-twisted V-modules, and the category
Zhupg(V)-mod of Zhupg(V)-modules.
Our approach closely follows De Sole and Kac [4], incorporating much from Dong,
Li and Mason [71. We prove some other results too. In particular
Theorem 5.0.2. Suppose Zhupg(V) is a finite dimensional semisimple superalgebra
for each P E R+, and suppose the central charge c of V is nonzero. Then V is
g-rational.
We also compute the higher level Zhu algebras of some particular VOAs, namely
the universal Virasoro VOA Virc and the universal affine Kac-Moody VOA Vk@() at
non-critical level k / -hv. There are compatible surjections Zhupg(V) --+ ZhuQ,g(V)
whenever P > Q so the g-twisted higher Zhu algebras form a directed system. In the
two cases above we compute the inverse limit of the directed system.
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Throughout most of the chapter we take the level P to be an integer, for clarity's
sake. Zhu algebras of non integer level are of interest as well (they are a necessary
part of Theorem 5.0.2) because twisted modules typically have nonzero graded pieces
in non integer levels. In Section 5.4 we detail the changes necessary for the P V Z
case (in the rest of the chapter we reserve lower case p to denote an integer level).
5.0.4 Notation
We use Definition 1.1.1 of VOSA from the introduction, though in this chapter there
is no need to restrict conformal weights of V to be rational, we allow arbitrary real
conformal weights. We denote the energy operator LO of V by H. In our paper
[27] (from which the material of this chapter is drawn) we consider the more general
setup of a vertex superalgebra (without the data of a Virasoro vector) carrying a
diagonalizable (with real eigenvalues) operator H : V -+ V satisfying
[H, Y(a, z)] = z&Y(u, z) + Y(Hu, z) (5.0.1)
for all u E V. This is actually enough to establish most of the results of this chapter.
Definition 5.0.1. Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g and let M be a g-twisted
V-module. For u E V the number es, was defined in the introduction. We now also
define -y = A, + e+6.
If M E PEMod(g, V) and we put
YM(u, z) = Z
then of course the sum is over n E [Y2].
The following simple but important lemma follows directly from the defining re-
lation (1.1.5) of a g-twisted V-module.
Lemma 5.0.3. Let M E PEMod(g,V), let u E V, and let s c [e]. Then
[(T + H + s)u],M = 0. (5.0.2)
In particular [(T + H)u]oM = 0 for all u such that cu = 0.
Proof. In (1.1.5) put b = 10), m = s + 1, k = -1, and n = -2, then note that
|0) = on,_1IA. E
We now introduce an important Lie superalgebra associated to V.
Definition 5.0.2. Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g. Put
Q = t' OcCt, t- ]
[c]ER/Z
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(where c is any representative of the coset [e] and V] C V is the e2"-eigenspace of
g). Define Lie9 V to be the quotient
Q/(T + H + Ot)Q,
with the Lie bracket
[um,Vok] Z . (U(j)V)m+k, (5.0.3)
jE7Z+
where un denotes the image of ut". With the grading deg u, = n, Lie9 V is a graded
Lie superalgebra. We also sometimes use the notation u(,) = un-A+1 for n E [7y], in
terms of which (5.0.3) becomes
[U(m), v(k)I I) (U(j)V)(,n+k-j). (5.0.4)
jez,
It is immediate from the definition that every g-twisted positive energy V-module
is automatically a Lie9 V-module. Observe that the weight 0 subspace (Lie9 V)0
C{u, G Lie9 VI[cu] = [0], n E Z} I Lie9 V is a Lie subalgebra.
Finally, we record some properties of the numbers cu and -yu that we shall use
repeatedly. T preserves , [c], c, [A] and [y] . The [c] function is additive in the nth
products, but E is not, for example if -1 < cu, c, 5 -j then c,,b = Eu + E, +
Definition 5.0.3.
1 if E + fc <-1
0 if E + c>-1.
We have
Lemma 5.0.4.
610) = 0, eTu = 6u, and ess .= EU + EV + x(u, v),
and
Y10) = 0, 7YT, = 7+ 1, and yu()v = 7u+y, - n -1+ X(u, v).
One more piece of notation: We denote by F C R the union, ranging over all
homogeneous u E V, of c E [cE]. Clearly Lie9 V is a F-graded Lie superalgebra.
5.0.5 Motivation to introduce Zhu algebras
In this section we provide some motivation for the definition of the Zhu algebra and
its higher analogues. The zero modes uo of an action of the VOSA V preserve graded
pieces of V-modules, and can be composed. So the basic idea behind the Zhu algebra
is to try to formalize this notion of 'algebra of zero modes'.
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More precisely, let V be a g-twisted VOSA and let M E PEMod(g, V). Define
V = {u E V l[,Eu] = [0]},
If U E Vg then each graded piece Mp of M is stable under am. We would like to
intrinsically define a product *p : V 0 V - Vg such that (u *p v)'M u4v' for all
M e PEMod(g,V).
For simplicity let P = p C Z+ from now on (in Section 5.4 we will describe the
changes that must be made for the general case of P E R+) and let x c Mp. Let
u,v c V with [E]+[c,] = [0]. Put m = p+1+Eu, k = -(p+1+e), n C Z in (1.1.5).
Because u'M, = 0 for s > p, we obtain
+ p) (u(n+j)v)&x n (-1) , X. (5.0.5)
JEZ+ i
The right hand side vanishes when n < -2p - 2 + x(U, v) (recall E, +Ev + x(u, v) = 0),
in other words
(U[njo)Of M = 0 whenever n < -2p - 2 + x(u, v), (5.0.6)
where
U[n]V Z (z P) U(n+j)V.
In the notation of Definition 2.4.1 we have for p = 0 that u[n]V =u on v. The product
U[n]V defined here is not the same as the Zhu product u[n]V used elsewhere in the
thesis. There should be no confusion because we never use the latter product in this
chapter.
Now let u, v E V9, so that En = cE x(u, v) = 0; equation (5.0.5) becomes
(unj~~x= -) ,+1+n_,v Mp-1-n+j '
jEz+
Since we are aiming for (a *, v)" umv we are led to define *, by
U V [-,-1-m]V. (5.0.7)
m=O
Indeed
(u *P v)o"x = z -1 p 1) (p m -vM+j
jEZ+ m=O
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For an integer a, such that 0 < a < p, the coefficient of uM veAx here is
(-1 P (-P - 1- a+ 1 p a
j=0 =0
=[v*) : (1 + 0)-P~1(1 + V+),+
S[] : (1 + W()-
which is 1 if a 0 and 0 if a > 0. So (u*,v)&' = u4"ve' and M, naturally acquires
the structure of a module over (Vq, *,).
The algebra (V,, *,) is not associative. But there are elements of V that act
trivially on all Mp, namely those presented in equations (5.0.2) and (5.0.6), we might
as well quotient these out. Indeed let
=C{(T + H)ulu E V} + C{I[-2p-2+X(u,)]VL [Eu + [] [0 C Vg, (5.0.8)
so that we automatically have
Lemma 5.0.5.
(JP,g)OMp = 0.
Later we shall see that Jp,,9 is a 2-sided ideal of (Vg, *,), so the following definition
is sound.
Definition 5.0.4. Let V be a VOSA and g an automorphism of V. Then the g-
twisted level p Zhu algebra is
Zhu,,(V) = V9 /Jp,.
It turns out Zhup,g(V) is an associative superalgebra with unit element [10)]. Be-
cause of the lemma above the action of V on Mp factors to an action of Zhup,(V).
5.1 First properties of the Zhu algebras
5.1.1 A modified state-field correspondence
Motivated by the discussion of the last section we introduce a modified state-field
correspondence
Z(u, z) = (1 + z)rni+PY(u, z) = U[]z-"-
nEZ
so that a[,] = Y u+P) ((n+j)-
jEZ+
In section 5.1.2 we develop an analog of the Borcherds identity for the modified
fields Z(u, z) and use it to show that Jp,, is a right ideal. In section 5.1.3 we prove a
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skew-symmetry formula
u *v v - p(u, v)v *, u = [u, b] (mod Jp,g) (5.1.2)
(where [u, v] is defined in that section). Then we use the skew-symmetry formula, in
section 5.1.4, to prove that Jp,g is also a left ideal. In sections 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 we show
that, modulo Jp,g, the product *p is associative and 10) is a unit, respectively.
Lemma 5.1.1.
" For all u,v E V, n C Z,
(Tu)[.Iv + (Yu + p + n + 1)U[n]V = -nU[nl]V. (5.1.3)
" VUJV C V k]V whenever j < k < -1.
Proof. For the first part we have
Z(Tu, z) = (1 + z)1u+1+PY(Tu, z) = (1 + z)Iu+1+P82Y(u, z)
= (1 + z)O2[(1 + z),u+PY(U, z)] - (-Y + p)(1 + z)^,+,Y(U, z)
= [(1 + Z) O2 - (b. + p)]Z(U, z),
equate coefficients of z- 1 to get (5.1.3). The second part follows immediately. E
Now suppose u E V, so that cu= 0 and Au = 7n. From Lemma 5.1.1 we have
[(T + H)u]*v= ( 1 [(T + H) u] _-pm v
m=0
(- [)(p + Tm + 1)Ul-p-2-m]V + mU-p1-mv].V1
m=0
If we put m = n+1 in the second summand and manipulate it slightly we can combine
the sums to obtain
[(T + H)u] *p v = (2 p + 1) (P 1) U[-2p- 2]V. (5.1.4)
If v E Vg too then [cu] + [c] = [0] and so ((T + H)Vg) *p V C Jpg.
Remark 5.1.2. This calculation shows that in the untwisted case, where Eu = 0 for
all u, the set J, may be defined simply as the ideal in (V, *,) generated by (T + H)V
rather than the more complicated equation (5.0.8).
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5.1.2 The Borcherds identity
Let (V, Y, 0)) be a vertex algebra, recall [17 the nth product of quantum fields:
Y(u, w)(n)Y(v, w) = Res, [Y(u, z)Y(v, w)iz,w(z - w)" (5.1.5)
-p(u, v)Y(v, w)Y(u, z)iw,2(z - w)"] .
Taking the residue Res, of the Borcherds identity shows that
Y(U, W)(n)Y(V, W) = Y(u(n)v, W). (5.1.6)
This is called the nt product identity. In this section we recast the nth product
identity and the Borcherds identity, which are both in terms of Y(u, w), in terms of
Z(u, w).
Theorem 5.1.3.
(1 + w)n+p+lx(uo)Z(u[]v, w) = Z(u, w)()Z(v, w). (5.1.7)
Here the nth product of quantum fields is defined as above, i.e., equation (5.1.5) but
with Z in place of Y.
Proof. The left hand side is
(1 + w)n+p+1 -x(uv) S + ) Z(u(n+j)v, w)
z (IYu+P)(1 + W)u+,+2p-jY(u(n+j)v, w)
(using U(k)V yu +7n + X(u, v) - k - 1). Now we use equation (5.1.6) to rewrite this
as
Res, ± (z - w)j(1 + W)y+,+ 2 p-j Y
xf {Y(u, z)Y(v, w)iz,W(z - )" -p)
But
( YU+ P) (z - w)i(1 + w)-,+I- +2p-j = (1 + Z)YU+P(1 + W),v+p,
jEz+
so the left hand side of equation (5.1.7) becomes
Res, [Z(u, z)Z(v, w)i,,(z - w)" - p(u, v)Z(v, w)Z(u, z)iw,z(z - w)"]
which is the right hand side.
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We use Theorem 5.1.3 to write down the modified analog of the Borcherds identity.
Theorem 5.1.4. For all u, v, X E V,
(1 + w)n+j+p+1-X(UV)Z(U[l+jjv, w)x O&jlo(z, w)
jez+ (5.1.8)
= Z(u, z)Z(v, w)X izw(z - w)" - p(u, v)Z(v, w)Z(u, z)x iw,2(z - w)".
Proof. The theorem and its proof are essentially the same as Theorem 2.3 of [4] and
its proof. L
We use Theorem 5.1.4 to obtain an expression for (u[n]v)[k]X. We begin by ex-
tracting the z-"ml coefficient, obtaining
(1 + w)n+j+P+1-X(U'V)Z(u[n+j]v, W)Xw"-j
jEz+
Z ( 1 )i (n) [UKt+-j (Z(v, w)X) wj - p(u, v)(-1)"Z(v, W)(U[m+j]X)W']
Next we multiply through by (1 + w)-n-P l+x(u,v) expand (1 + w)~n-f-i+X(u,v) in
positive powers of w, and extract the w-- coefficient, obtaining
i,jEZ+
n( ) n - p - + x(u, v))X
i~E+
X [rn+n-j] (v[i+j+k]X) - p(U, V) (_ 1)'V[i-j+n+k] (U[mn+j]X)1
Finally we put m = 0, to obtain
(U[]V)[k]X ZE () (n) (-n -p -1 x(uv))
z,Z 
. (5.1.9)
X Un-i (V[i+j+k]X) -- p(U, V)(--lfV[i-j+n+k](UlD]X)-
If n, k < -p-1, then -n-p-l+X(u, v) > 0 and the sum on the right hand side of
(5.1.9) runs over 0 < i < -n-p-1+X(u, v). Therefore i-j+n+k < -2p-2+x(u, v)
and the v[.j(u[.]x) terms all lie in Jp,g. If we put n = -2p - 2 + x(u, v) and k < -p - 1
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we see that
(U[2p-2+x(uv)]v) [k]X
2p ()( 2X(uv) + 1)u[-2-2+x(u,o)-j] (v[i+j+k]X) (mod J,,,).
i,jEZ+
This implies that C{U[-2,-2-x(u,v)] v I [E] + [e] = [0] } is a right ideal with respect to the
products U[k]V for k < -p - 1, and thus a right ideal with respect to *P. Combining
this with the calculation at the end of section 5.1.1 shows that J,,, is a right ideal of
(V,, *,).
5.1.3 The skew-symmetry formula for Z(u, w)
Recall the skew-symmetry formula [17],
Y(v,z)a = p(u, v)ezTY(u, -z)v
for all u, v E V. In this section we recast this in terms of the modified field Z(u, w).
If x E V then Tx = (-Ax)x (mod Jp,g) by the definition of J,,, hence
T(k)X (Ax-
and ezTx A ( xzi = (1 + z)~A x. (5.1.10)
jeZ-
Here, and further, we often write = for modJ,,.
Assume now that [en] + [e,] = [0]; this implies that all u(n)v and v(n)u lie in V.
From (5.1.10) we have
eT Y(u, -z)v = (-z) n- e T(U(n)V)
nEZ
(1 + z)-u- 5(-z)~n~1(1 + z)-+1-(n)V
nEZ
1z 1z(1 + z)<Au-UY (U) I +Z) v= (1 + z)EU.,Av±PZ (U~) I + .
Therefore
Z(v, z)u = p(', v)(1 + z)Av+<+,pezTY(u, -z)v
p(u, v)(1 + z)P~,+(u+<Y " -zz v (5.1.11)
a puv)1 z),+s~"Zn, z V. (5.1.12)P (, V (1+ Z "' Cvz (l1 + z
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We expand (5.1.11) and (5.1.12) and equate coefficients to obtain the equations:
vn , (_)n+J+1 (P - 72 + Eu + er) + 1+ n +jv lnu pOL, V) (--1) U(n+j)V,
jEz+
(5.1.13)
E(ln+j+1 2p +cun+ e + 1+ n+j\
and V[n]U rp(U, V) (-1)i ( ) U[n+j]V, (5.1.14)
respectively. We shall use (5.1.13) at the end of section 5.2.2, we need it there with
(. $ 0. For now we use (5.1.14) and we only need it for u, v E V. Let us write
(5.1.14) in the slightly different form:
v[__ U ifp(U, V)() . i) (-1)U[-p-1-m+j]V, (5.1.15)
for u, v E V.
Substituting (5.1.15) into the definition of v *p u yields
v *p p(u,v) p 1(p -(+ j) (_1)-p-n+ju[p-1m+j]v. (5.1.16)
m=O jEZ+
For a C Z, let us consider the coefficient of u[p-Q]v in (5.1.16). If a > p the
coefficient is 0. If a < p the coefficient is
P(U-p- p)+ -a -a-1p(u, v)(-1)- (P ( ) P(u, v)(-~1-
where we have used
S(p -- 1( p -ca) [] : (1 + )P1(1 + )a
+z+ \ a + j / \
(-a - 1)
The terms in equation (5.1.16) with 0 < a < p may be gathered together and,
using (-1)"(-" 1I) = (-1)m(-n-1) for n, n E Z+, reduced to p(u, v)u *p v. The sum
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of the remaining terms (i.e., those with a < 0) is
p(u, v)Z (- 1)~P
a<O
1 l-,-1-ajo
-p(u, v) E
kEZ+
-p(u, v)
kEZ+
-p(u, v)[u, v],
where k = -p - 1 - a and
[u, v] = Res,(1 + z)~P-Z(u, z)v = Z
jeZ+
= Resz(1 + z)?"- 1Y(u, z)v = Z
jez+
(-p - 1) U~
t)- V
uy .)Ujv.
We have proved that if u, v E V, then
U* *V - p(u, v)v *, U [u, v] (mod Jp,,).
We call equation (5.1.18) the skew-symmetry formula.
5.1.4 The bracket [-, .
In this section we prove that Jp,g is a left ideal of (Vg, *p). This requires us to first
prove some identities for [., .].
Lemma 5.1.5. If u, v[,nx E V, (so that eu = 0 and [cv ] + [ex| = [0]), then
(5.1.19)
Proof. We begin with
[u, (Z(v, w)x)] Resz(1 + z)-P-1 Z(u, z)Z(v, w)x
p(u, v) Resz(1 + z) -P-Z(v, w)Z(u, z)x
+ Resz(1 + z)~P>'[Z(u, z), Z(v, w)]x
= p(u, v)Z(v, w)[u, x] + Res,(1 + z)-P-'[Z(u, z), Z(v, w)]x.
Now we use (5.1.8) with n = 0 to expand the second term in the last line; it
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(-I)k P+
k) U[k]V
) U[k]v
(5.1.17)
(5.1.18)
[u, v[.] z] = ([U, v]) [. X + pAU, V) v[.]([U, x])
becomes
Res,(1 + z)-P-'1  (1 + w)P+1+j-x(uv)Z(uj yv, w)x&2)(z, w)
jEZ+-
(1 + w)P+1+j-x(uv)Z(un v, w)x Resz(1 + z)-P-'w8)(z, w)
jeZ+
(1 + w)P+1+j-x(uv)Z(U]V, w)x (-P 1
(EZ+
=(1 + w)-X("'")Z([u, v], w)X.
( -p-1-j
So we have proved that
[u, (Z(v, w)x)] = p(u, v)Z(v, w)[u, x] + (1 + w)-X(uv)Z([u, v], w)x.
If Cu = 0, then x(u, u') = 0 for all u' c V. Extracting the W~"-1 coefficient yields
equation (5.1.19). E
Let ulv[nX E V, observe that X(U(k)V, X) = X(v, u(k)x) = X(v, x). Using (5.1.18),
(5.1.19) and the fact that Jp,g is a right ideal of V, we have
u *p (v[-2p-2+X(v,x)]x) p(u, V)p(u, x)(v[-2p-2+X(v,x)]x) *p U + [U, (v[-2p-2+(v,x)]x)]
- p(u, v)p(u, x)(v[-2p-2+x(v,x)]X) *p U
+ ([u, v]) [-2p-2+x(v,x)]X + p(u, v)v[-2p-2+X(vx)] ([U, x])
- 0.
Next observe that if u, v E V then
[(T + H)u, v] = Res,(1 + z)'"- 1 [Y(Tu, z) + -yuY(u, z)]v
= Resz Oz [(1 + z)YuY(u, z)v] = 0.
Therefore we have
v *p [(T + H)u] p(u, v) [(T + H)u] *p v - p(u, v) [(T + H) u, v]
= 0.
From the definition of Jp,g in equation (5.0.8), and the remarks above we see that
(V) *p (Jp,g) C Jp,,, i.e., Jp,, is a left ideal in (Vg, *,). Since Jp,g is also a right ideal,
it is a 2-sided ideal.
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5.1.5 Zhup,g(V) is associative
Let u, v, X E V, we use (5.1.9) to expand (u *, v) *p x directly and prove it equals
u *, (b*, x) modulo Jp,g. For brevity we put
D,(v, x) = ) V[p-_1_m+r X,
m=0
in particular, Do(v, x) = v *x z.
First we use (5.0.7) to expand (u * v) * x, then we apply equation (5.1.9) to each
term of the form (ul-p-1-,mjo) x. We obtain
(U P ) *P (P1) -- )(u [-P--mIV)[-p-l-n]X(u *~, v) *, x =5u--1m5 ___j
m=O n=O
S p-1 m l-,-m-jDi+j.
m=O i,jEZ+ \m
(5.1.20)
We have omitted terms of the form v[.] (u[.]x) here, because they lie in Jp,g (see the
remarks following equation (5.1.9)).
We change indices to = m + j and -=m - i. Modulo Jp,g, the sum (5.1.20)
becomes
(-1)4-"/3 p 1)(P~~r)(nUc-_PljDp_. (5.1.21)Ps<~s m # - m (51.1
The range of the indices in the summation (5.1.21) deserves explanation. Since i > 0,
we have - =m - i < m. Since j > 0, we have /3 = m + j 2r m. Since ("j) appears in
the summand, y> 0. Terms with 3 > p lie in Jp,, so # < p. Thus the summation is
over the range 0 < -y < m < 3 < p.
Fix -y,/3 E Z such that 0 < -y 5 / < p. Then the coefficient of u[__ 1pjD_,3 in
(5.1.21) is
-p -1 p+# 3 m)
mEZ
(-p-1)...(-p-m) (p+ )! m!
mE!Z (#- m)!(p + m)! }!(m - y)!
(p + 0)! 1
E (#- - m)!p! - !(m - -Y)!
(p + #3)! m 3 - 7y
p!-y!(#3 - -y)! #EZ ( - M)
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The final sum here is just the sum of all the coefficients in the expansion of (-1)(1 -
()I3-7, which is 0 if - < 0 and 1 if y =3. In the latter case we obtain
(-1) =(~~1
as the coefficient. Therefore
(U *, V) *, X _P u 1 -11 (V *, x) (mod J,,g)
0=o
u *, (v *P X).
5.1.6 Zhup,,(V) is unital
By the vacuum axiom, we have 0)(n,)u = 3n,_1U. Therefore
|0) aJu = 0)(n+ U
iEZ+ )-A
and hence
10) *, 1 0 )U i=mjE
m=O
Note that [10), u] = 0, so by skew-symmetry
u *, 10) 0) *, u = u (mod Jp,, )
as well.
It is possible that JP,, = Vg; in this case Zhup,,(V) = 0. Suppose V has a nonzero
g-twisted positive energy module M, we may assume that MO $ 0 without loss of
generality. The identity element [10)] E Zhuo,g(V) has nonzero action on MO; hence
Zhuo,g(V) # 0. The higher level Zhu algebras are all quotients of V, by smaller ideals
(see the next section), and so are also nonzero.
5.1.7 Homomorphisms between different Zhu algebras of V
To avoid confusion we write the level p nth product as u[n,,pV in this section. Because
ut[,,o = Resz z"(1 + z),u+PY(u, z)v,
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we have
t[n,p]V U[n,p-1]V Un+1,p-1]V'
This implies Jp,g C Jp-1 g. Furthermore
p~U *p U [p[-p-1-mp]VM=0 T
[- 1U-p-1-m'p-1]V +[-p-mr,p-1]V
M=0 m=O
P )[-p-n,p-1]V +P - 1)[-p-m1p-1]U
n=1 M=0
[-p-m,p-1] (mod Jp-i,g)
M=0
U *p-i V.
Hence, for all p > 1, the identity map on V induces a surjective homomorphism
of associative algebras #p : Zhup,,(V) -a* Zhup_,,(V), i.e., the diagram
V (5.1.22)
7rpI
Zhup,g(V) OP Zhlup1,,g(V)
commutes.
5.2 Representation theory
Let us write PEMod(g, V) for the category of g-twisted positive energy V-modules.
Morphisms in PEMod(g, V) are linear maps f : M1 -> M2 such that
* f(Uj x) = p(f, U)U"'f(x) for all u E V, r E Mi, n E[]
" deg f(x) = deg x for all x E M.
If the degrees of all elements in a module are shifted by a fixed amount then the
resulting module is essentially the same, but it is convenient for us not to identify
such modules.
5.2.1 The Restriction Functor Q,
Definition 5.2.1 (Restriction functor Qp). For M c PEMod(g, V) let Qp(M) = Mp,
endowed with an action of Zhup,,(V) via [u]x = uOx (cf. section 5.0.5). If f :M -
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M' is a morphism in PEMod(g,V) then let Q,(f) = flA,. Q, is a functor from the
category PEMod(g, V) to the category Zhup,(V)-mod of Zhup,(V)-modules.
The following lemma is adapted from [22], Lemma 6.1.1.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g, and let M E PEMod(g, V).
Fix u, v E V of homogeneous conformal weight, x G M, m c [e], and k E [CV]. There
exists c G V such that
uM(v"x) = cm+kx
(note c need not be of homogeneous conformal weight).
Proof. Consider equation (1.1.5) with ', v, x, m, k as above, and n E Z. Because
YA(a, z) and YM(v, z) are quantum fields, there exist 7 E Ie] and k E [e,] such that
umX = vVx = 0 for m> T, k > k. The lemma obviously holds when k> k.
Substitute m = m into (1.1.5) to get
Z + AU - 1) (u(n+j)v) +kx =Z(-i) (n u+n-ivsx,
jEZ+ jEZ+
then put k k+ n - 1 to obtain
E (T+A -1) u Tx
jEzI-n
Hence the lemma is true for k = - 1 too, we simply let
c 5 (777 + AU -1)c = Ej. )u(m-7F+j)v.
j EZ+
Now put m = 7 and k = k + n - 2 to obtain
77- +'HAU- I~ A Al M Al
~ K ) (U (nl+j) V)4+, 2 Muv x-nui+ni- 1 jx.
jE7Z+
Since we can write u +n1 V ,g1x as c M -2X, we can now do the same for u 'n +nvtx.
The general case follows inductively, we write any term of the form uMvMx
linear combination of terms of the form (c'),^'x. The graded structure of M implies
that for all such terms ri = m + k, so the linear combination can be taken to be the
single term c = c .
Proposition 5.2.2. If M E PEMod(g, V) is irreducible then Qp(M) is either 0 or it
is irreducible.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that N = Q,(M) has a proper Zhup,g(V)-submodule
N'. From Lemma 5.2.1 we see that the V-submodule M' of M generated by N' is
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the span of elements u'x where u c V, n C [, and x C N. But then
M' = (V)oN' = Zhup,,(V)N' = N' C N = M,
which contradicts the irreducibility of M. D
Remark 5.2.3. Via the surjective homomorphisms #j+1 (more generally #pQ to be
introduced in Section 5.4 for all Q < P), M acquires the structure of a Zhup,,(V)-
module for each q < p. Let M E PEMod(g, V) be irreducible and 0 < q < p. The
Zhu, (V)-module M is either 0 or irreducible for the same reason as in Proposition
5.2.2. Assume V, and therefore MO, has countable dimension. Since Lo : Mo -+ MO
commutes with no for all u c V, we have, by the Dixmier-Schur lemma, Lo'|MO -
hIl 0o for some constant h E C. Now let Mj / 0. Because of Lemma 5.2.1, and the
fact that M is irreducible, there exists u E V such that u'M : Mo -- Mj is nonzero.
From (1.1.4) we see LM My = (h + j)Af. The conclusion is that those Zhup,g(V)-
modules Mq (0 < q < p) which are nonzero are pairwise non-isomorphic. Because Lo
acts diagonally on each with distinct eigenvalues.
5.2.2 The Induction Functors MP and LP
Let us fix a Zhup,(V)-module N. In this section we construct (in a functorial manner)
a module M E PEMod(g, V) such that M, = N.
Lemma 5.2.4. The linear map op : (Lie9 V)o -* Zhup,g(V) defined by uo -+ [u] is
well defined and is a surjective homomorphism of Lie superalgebras, where (Lie9 V)o
has the Lie bracket (5.0.3), and Zhup,g(V) has the commutator bracket [u, v] = u *,
v - p(u, v)v *P u.
Furthermore, the following diagram (of Lie superalgebra homomorphisms) com-
mutes:
(Lie9 V)o{P1 _ p 1(5.2.1)
Zhup,9M(V )) Zhu,_1,9(V.
Proof. Recall definition (5.0.2) of the Lie superalgebra Lie9 V as the quotient Q/(T+
H + &t)Q where Q is spanned by elements of the form utm , m c [E]. Let f :
V -+ (Lie9 V)o be defined by u H-* uo. The degree 0 piece of (T + H + O)Q is
spanned by elements of the form (Tu)o + Auo where u E Vg, hence it is contained
in f(J,,). Therefore the canonical surjection Vg -* Zhup,(V) factors to give a linear
map ,o : (Lie9 V)o --* Zhup,g(V).
Let u, V C V. Equation (5.0.3) with m = n =0 is
[ao, yo] = . . (u(j)v)o.
jEZ,
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Equations (5.1.17) and (5.1.18), which are
and
u *v v - p(u, v)v *, u -- [u, v] (mod Jp,,),
respectively, combine to imply that p,([uo, vo]) = u *v v - p(u, v)v *, u, i.e., that V,
is a Lie superalgebra homomorphism. Diagram (5.2.1) is commutative because the
maps in question are all induced from the identity map on V. 0
From now on we write g = Lieg V. Because of Lemma 5.2.4 our Zhup,g(V)-module
N is naturally a go-module. Consider the graded Lie subalgebra 0+ = go + g>p where
gy, = egy~gg. We extend the representation of go on N to a representation of g+ by
letting g>, act by 0. Then we induce from g+ to g to get the g-module
M = Ind N = U(g) ®(g) N.
We make M into a graded g-module by declaring that deg N = p and that u, lowers
degree by n.
We write uA' for the image of Un in End M, and we put
YM(a, z) Z z~"~fAa" E (End M)[[z, z-1]]z u.
We claim YAI(u, z) is a quantum field, i.e., that u4m = 0 for n > 0 for all m E M.
The proof is by induction on the length of the monomial m. By construction uMx = 0
whenever n > p and x E N, this is the base case. Fix s E Z+ and suppose that the
claim holds for all length s monomials
m = (o1)M (V2)M ... (VS) MX,
i.e., for all v E V we have vm = 0 for n > 0. Let u, v E V and k c [cE] be fixed
now. By equation (5.0.3) we have
uM oM = V m + M M+ A 1) (ut)M +kM,
j EZ±
where the sum is finite because Y(u, z) is a quantum field. By the inductive assump-
tion, each of these finitely many terms vanishes for m > 0. Hence the claim holds
for length s + 1 monomials.
Let F, = Gjrgj for r E F n R+. We define a topology on U(g) by declaring
the subsets {U(g)F,},>o to be a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. The
multiplication in U(g) is continuous with respect to this topology, so U(g) becomes
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a topological algebra. Let
U lim(U(g)/U(g)F,)
be the completion of U(g) with respect to this topology. Since each U(g)FN is a left
ideal, U is naturally a left U(g)-module. We claim that U is also an algebra. We may
identify U with the space of infinite sums of monomial elements of U(g) in which only
finitely many terms lie outside U(g)FN for each N > 0. Let x = EEZ+ x() and y =
~Ez+ y 0) be two such sums. If y(j) E U(g)FN then clearly x(')y(j) E U(g)FN. Using
the commutation relations one may check the following: for each of the other finitely
many y(j), there exists N(j) such that if x() E U(g)FNo) then x(')y(j) E U(g)FN. So
only finitely many x(')y(j) lie outside U(g)FN. The product of x and y is defined
term-by term, and is a well-defined element of U.
For u, V E V, m E [C), k E [cv), and n E Z, let
m + Au -- 1
BI(u, v; m, k; n) = E + ." 1) (U(n+j)V)m+k
jEZ+
- (-1)(n) [Um+n-jVk+j-n -- (-1)p(U, V)Vk-jum+j],
(5.2.2)
which we may think of as an element of U because, for each r, all but finitely many
terms lie in U(g)Fr. Let B C U be the span of the terms |0)n - 6n,01 for n E Z
and BI(u, v; m, k; n) as u, v, m, and k range over all their possible values, and let
S = BlC M . Because Y(u, z), YM(u, z), and YM(v, z) are quantum fields, elements
of BM are finite sums, hence S is well-defined'.
In Lemma 2.26 of [4] it is proved by direct calculation that [u., B] C B for all
U E V, s E [EU]. This implies that S is an g-submodule of M, so let M M/S.
On the quotient M, YM(u, z) is a quantum field, and the vacuum and Borcherds
identities are satisfied. Therefore M is a V-module.
Lemma 5.2.1, and the fact that g>p annihilates N, imply that M has no pieces of
negative degree. Therefore M is actually a g-twisted positive energy V-module. We
claim now that M, = N.
Let x E N and y = (u )M.. (us)Mx c M (so ni = 0). By Lemma 5.2.1,
y = s + x' where s C S, and x' = vox E N for some E Vg. Therefore M, = Sp + N.
Since we want to show that this sum is direct, it suffices to show that S, n N = 0.
Our strategy for proving this is a hybrid of the strategies of [7] and [4].
Following [7] we introduce a bilinear form (., .) : N* x M -+ C.
Definition 5.2.2. Let V) E N*. If x E N, set (tb, x) = $(x) E C, i.e., (.,.) restricts
to the canonical form on N* x N. For each n such that n # 0 and n < p, fix an
ordered basis B, of g; their union B is a basis of a subspace of g complementary
'We could, therefore, have avoided the introduction of the completion U here. However, U will
appear in a later section.
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to g+. Let s > 2 be an integer, and let al , ... a' C B be ordered lexicographically,
i.e., ni < n2 K ... K n, and if consecutive ni are equal then the corresponding ai
are in increasing order in B,,. Suppose also that TinZ = 0. Choose c E V such
that cn1 +n2 = al a 2 (Lemma 5.2.1 states that such an element exists, it may not be
unique though) and define
(7p, (a') M. -. (a")4z) =X) cfl +n2(a 3)M ... (as)$x). (5.2.3)
If s = 2 then ni + n 2 = 0 and ceux C N. If s > 3 then equation (5.2.3) defines (-,-)
inductively. If q # p and y E Mq then set (i/, y) = 0. Finally we extend the definition
to all elements of M linearly.
The bilinear form (., ) is well-defined because of the PBW theorem, i.e., we defined
it on a basis of M. In [7], choices of elements c were given by an explicit formula. We
omit such a formula, since we do not require it.
For any u,v C V with [Eu] + [EK] = [0], and for all 4 c N*, x C N we show below
that
(4), BI(u, v; p + 1 + eu, -(p + 1 + eu); -1)x) = 0. (5.2.4)
The proof uses the fact that N is a Zhupg(V)-module and it uses our particular choice
of (., .). Since it is fairly involved we give it at the end of this section and for now we
continue with the main argument.
By Lemma 2.27 of [4], B is spanned by elements of the form BI(u, v; mu, k; -1),
where u and v range over V, k ranges over [e,,], and mu is a fixed number in [eu]
(which can be chosen as we please for each u). From equation (5.2.4) and this lemma
it follows that (V', BN) = 0.
Recall the notion of a local pair. Let U be a vector superspace and let u(w), v(v)
be End U-valued quantum fields. We say the pair (u(w), v(w)) is local if there exists
n E Z+ such that
(z - w)"[a(z), v(w)] = 0.
If u(w) = EnE[u] U(n)W--1 and v(w) = ZnC,] V(nw- then locality of the pair
(u(w), v(w)) is equivalent to the existence of a finite collection of quantum fields
ci(w), j = 0,1, ... N, such that
[U(m), V(k)1 (in) (m+k-,)
.7EZ+
(see [17] and [4]). In particular, the quantum fields YM(u, w) are pairwise local
because of equation (5.0.3). There is now the important lemma of Dong (see [17] for
a proof).
Lemma 5.2.5 (Dong's Lemma). Let u(w), v(w) and x(w) be pairwise local quantum
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fields. Then u(w) and the g-twisted nth product2
v(w)(n,g)x(w) = Resz(zw-l )"+ l [v(z)x(w)iz,w - p(u, v)x(w)v(z)iw,,] (z - w)"
also form a local pair.
Let 3
BIAI(u, v; m; n; w) = Wm-Au-k-A,+n-1BI(u, v; m, k; n)
kEe,
= z ~~ (nAU)Y(U(n±.)VW)W3
3 EZ+
- YM (u, Z 1(g) YM(v n w).
Dong's lemma, together with the finiteness of the sum in the second line, implies that
BI"(u, v; m; n; w) is a quantum field which forms a local pair with any quantum field
YM(x, w).
The following is Lemma 2.23 of [4].
Lemma 5.2.6 (Uniqueness Lemma). Let U be a vector superspace, F = {u(w)|i c
I} a collection of End U-valued quantum fields that are pairwise local, and v(w) an
End U-valued quantum field which forms a local pair with each element of F. Suppose
W is a generating subspace of U, meaning that U is spanned by vectors of the form
U2 - . x where x C W. If v(w)W = 0 then v(w)U = 0.
Let us take U = M, W = N, F = {YM(u,w)|u E V}. Let V E N* and write
v(w) = BI(u,v;m;n;w). We saw above that (@,BN) = 0, therefore Lemma 5.2.6
implies
1 3) = 0. (5.2.5)
Strictly speaking this follows from a modification of Lemma 5.2.6 in which every
occurrence of a vector v E U is replaced with (b, v). But the proof is formally
identical to the actual proof given in [4].
Since (-, -) restricts to the canonical pairing of N* with N, and (5.2.5) holds for
all V) C N*, we obtain N n S, = 0.
Definition 5.2.3 (Induction functor MP). If N E Zhup,(V)-mod, we define MP(N) =
M E PEMod(g, V) as constructed above. If g : N -* N' is a homomorphism of
Zhup,,(V)-modules then we define MP(g) : MP(N) -+ MP(N') as follows: g is also
a homomorphism of g+-modules. Let M = IndO N and M' = Ind" N', IndO is a
Lie algebra induction functor, so g lifts to a unique homomorphism g : M -+ M' of
2 See Remark 2.20 of [4] for an explanation of g-twisted nt products. In particular, of the
difference between this definition and equation (5.1.5).
3We arc abusing notation slightly by using the symbol BI, but with un replaced by u".
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g-modules such that j|N : N -+ N' coincides with g. Now
j(S) = .(B3) = B(M) C 3' = S'
so there is an induced map g : M -+ M' and we put MP(g) = g. MP is a functor
from Zhup,g(V)-mod to PEMod(g, V).
Let I C M be the maximal graded s-submodule of M whose intersection with N
is 0 and let L = M/I. Because S is a graded submodule of M meeting N trivially
we know I exists and contains S, which in turn implies that L is a V-module. The
quotient map M/S -** M/I is a homomorphism of V-modules. Consequently L is
a g-twisted positive energy V-module with Lp = N, and such that every graded
V-submodule of L intersects L, non-trivially.
Definition 5.2.4. For any N E Zhup,(V)-mod, let IP(N) = L e PEMod(g, V). A
homomorphism g : N -> N' extends to a homomorphism : M -+ M'. Clearly
g(I) C I', we let LP(g) be the induced map g: LP(N) -> LP(N'). LP is a functor from
Zhup,(V)-mod to PEMod(g, V).
To complete the construction of the induction functor it remains to prove equation
(5.2.4). This follows from the following lemma, which the rest of this section is devoted
to proving.
Lemma 5.2.7. Let N be a Zhup,g(V)-module and let @ G N*. For all u, v C V such
that [en] + [ev] = 0 and x E N we have
(4', (ul- 1 ]v)ox - uAX v-j) = 0. (5.2.6)V)' (U[-,]V) j E ± - - :~jEz,
Equivalently
P-X(u,v) p
0 -k±E Vk- k -
k=0 k=1
because v =x 0 when n > p.
Evaluating (@', umrk+ejokeVx) for k - en > 0 involves a choice of c C V such that
U-k+<uok-es = cO. We cannot evaluate (^, om vfM, where k + e, > 0, in the
same way, because the monomial is not ordered correctly. We must first use the
commutation relations of g to rewrite uAl vM in terms of our PBW basis.
The following lemma gives us a choice of c to use henceforth.
Lemma 5.2.8. Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g, and let M C PEMod(g, V).
Suppose x G M, u, v E V satisfy [ca] + [c,] = [0], and k is an integer such that
0<k p+eu. We have
_k+uVk x= p-k -p-i-k) _- k-mv)Mx. (5.2.8)
m=O
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Proof. We substitute equation (5.0.5) into the right hand side of equation (5.2.8),
and remove terms of the form ufx for n > p, to obtain
(-1 - k) (-p- m k -) j+<vm+j
O<j+m<p-k
For an integer a such that 0 a < p - k, the coefficient of u M va+CoiU _ x above
is
-p-1j kap1k-~ --- kpj~
j=0 0
(1 + )-p-~-k(j + p+k+a
= [(] :(1 +
This is 1 if a = 0 and 0 if a > 0. This proves the lemma. E
We now have
p-k
( -, u ku x ) = p 1 -P (V), (ul-P-1-k M~vox) (5.2.9)
(01U M+EUV M m=0 ( M--])
for all k E Z. If cu = k = 0 this equation follows from the fact that N is a Zhup,g(V)-
module; for other values of eu and k, it follows from Lemma 5.2.8 and Definition 5.2.2.
For brevity let us omit (, -) for the rest of this section.
Armed with equation (5.2.9), we rewrite the first summation on the right hand
side of equation (5.2.7) as
p-X(u,v) p-k p -1 -k) P-x(U 'V) - ) ( ' P 1 " ) x
E E (P m - ) -p-l(k) (U~plE ]Va 0
k=O m=O a=0
(5.2.10)
To see this equality we first suppose x(u, v) = 0. For an integer a such that 0 < a < p,
the coefficient of (u[_p_ia]v)' is
k=O k=O (5.2.11)
= (I( + 0)~P = (P
(using the geometric series formula), so equation (5.2.10) is true. When x(u, v) = 1,
equation (5.2.11) is valid for 0 < a < p - 1, but not a = p. However, N is a
Zhup,p(V)-module, so (u[-2p- 2+(u,v)]v)MX= (U[- 2p-l]V)0MX = 0 for x C N. Therefore
(5.2.10) holds if x(u, v) = 1 too.
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Substituting equation (5.1.1) into the right hand side of equation (5.2.10) reduces
it to
P-xtu,v)
a a iEZ+
+ (U(-P-+i)V)j x
/
P-X(Uv INo + P) X.
= Z o \E + jPa )o (5.2.12)
Now we turn our attention to the second sum on the right hand side of equation
(5.2.7). First apply equation (5.0.3) to get
uk+E vk_ EUx = p(u, v) vkEu fx + k
k=1 k=1 k=1 jEZ+
+~ 7u
- 1 (u(j)v)o"x.
(5.2.13)
We put 1 = k - x(n, v) and use Eu = -EI - x(u, v) to write the first summation
on the right hand side of (5.2.13) as
p-x(u,v)
p(u,=v) 1
1=1-X(u,v)
M r M X
We now repeat calculation (5.2.10)-(5.2.11) to reduce this summation to
p-X(u,v)
p(u, v) E
a=O
SO,x(u,v) (P
P-X(U,v)
~P(uIv) E
a=0
p - 1+ x(u, V)
a - 1 + x(U, v))0 (5.2.14)
Equation (5.1.13), together with the fact that N is a Zhup,g(V)-module, implies
(v 1_aj-,U)ox = p(U, v)(-1)P- E a
jez
Plugging this into equation (5.2.14) yields
3EZ
+ 7YU - I + x(u, v) (U(j)v)'x.
j + p +1 +a 0
- -p + X(Uv) a + Y -1 + x(u, v) (j)v)"X.
E ( a -)+ v) p -+ 1 + + a
(5.2.15)
Combining (5.2.12) with (5.2.15) renders the right hand side of equation (5.2.7)
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(V[-P-,-.]U)oMx
equal to
=0-
z + 7U - 1 + x(U, V)
p + 1 + j + a P
Zk + 7- ()MZ
k=1 jEZ jEZ
p~a - - 1+x~uv)
+ (-1)P+e1 (P VZv)(a - 1 + X(UV)
The left hand side of (5.2.7) is
jEZ
Before proving the equality of these two expressions in general, we dispense with
the special case p = 0, x(u, v) = 1. In this case the left hand side vanishes because
N is a Zhuo,,(V)-module and the summation of the right hand side is over an empty
range. We exclude this case from now on.
In the other cases we prove equality for the coefficient of (u(j)v)'^ and thus for the
whole expression.
We claim that
j + 1) 7 
.- (5.2.16)
Indeed the left hand side of (5.2.16) is
P-i
[(] : (1 +()- Y (1 + k)=-
k=0
1 ( +()
(1+ 0)7 - (+ 0)P+^
which equals the right hand side.
It therefore remains to prove that
(j + 1 = k ( p +j (5.2.17)
+ (-1)p+k p + x(uv)) (k + -1+x(uv)(k - 1 + x(u, v) ) p + 1 + j + k
for p, j E Z+, y arbitrary and (p, x) $ (0, 1). Equation (5.2.17) is a special case of
Lemma 5.2.9 below (with (y, n, X, Y) (yu, j + 1, p, p + 1 - x(u, v))).
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P k + -1
k=1
Lemma 5.2.9. For 7 E R, n C Z, and X, Y E Z with X > 0, Y > 1, let
H,, (X,Y)=
E kk
k=0
and D,n(X, Y)=
x-1
(- k n
k=0 1Yk(Y
n X+k
+y+k 
'
+ Y +k
Hy,(X, Y) + D,,n(X, Y)
.
Proof. Fix y and n, for a pair (X, Y) call the claim P(X, Y). For Y > 1, P(0, Y)
is clear. Suppose P(X, Y) holds for some (X, Y), we will deduce P(X + 1, Y), the
claim follows by induction.
Using (,f+) =(,1) + () we have
( k
k=0 1)
+ 1 [(-X -1)
k=O
( 7+X )\n+X +1+ k)
(-X - 1l]
+ k 7
( n - +X
y-1
+ (-X -
k= (
n+ X + k
+ Hy,,(X, Y).
H,, (X, Y)+ D, (X, Y) = H,,,(X +1, Y) + Dy,,(X, Y)
H-)X+Y ( Y)
n+X + Y)
= H,(X +1, Y) + D7,,(X +1, Y).
5.2.3 Some properties of the functors Q,, MP, and IP
Definition 5.2.5. Let M c PEMod(g,V). We say M is normalized if M0 $ 0. We
say M is p-irreducible4 if
* M is generated over V by Mp, i.e., VM, = M in light of Lemma 5.2.1.
4 1n [4] 0-irreducible V-modulcs are called almost irreducible.
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Then
H,,n(X+1,Y)= 1) (n 2+X )+X +k)
Therefore
=(-1)x+r+1 ( Y
- 1 n+XY
Y-1 )( n+X +I+)
* Every nonzero graded V-submodule of M has nonzero intersection with Mp.
If N E Zhup,,(V)-mod then LP(N) is p-irreducible. If M E PEMod(g, V) is irre-
ducible then it is p-irreducible for each p such that M, # 0.
Definition 5.2.6. Let <D, : Zhup,_1,(V)-mod --> Zhup,(V)-mod be the functor send-
ing N C Zhup,_1,(V)-mod to the same vector space N with Zhup,g(V) acting by
ax = #,(a)x. We say N E Zhu,,(V)-mod is p-founded if it is not in the image of <D,
i.e., the action of Zhup,(V) on N does not factor to an action of Zhup,,g(V).
Theorem 5.2.10.
" For all N E Zhup,g(V)-mod,
[o,0 MP|(N) 2 [Q, o LP|(N) ' N.
Indeed each of these compositions of functors is equivalent to the identity functor
on Zhup,g(V)-mod.
" Let M C PEMod(g, V) be p-irreducible. -Then [LP o Qp](M) = M.
" Q, and LP restrict to inverse equivalences between Zhup,(V)-mod and the full
subcategory of PEMod(g, V) of p-irreducible V-modules.
e Q and LP further restrict to inverse equivalences between the full subcategory
of Zhup,g(V)-mod of p-founded Zhup,g(V)-modules, and the full subcategory of
PEMod(g, V) of normalized p-irreducible V-modules.
Proof. The first claim follows from the results of the last section.
For the second claim, let N = Qp(M), M' = MP(N), and L = LP(N). Because M
is generated over V by N, we have that M is a quotient of M', so let M = M'/J. The
graded submodule J must have zero intersection with M' because M 1 ., M' N.
It must be maximal with this property because, by assumption, all nonzero graded
submodules of M have nonzero intersection with M. Thus M = M'/J = L.
The third claim follows from the first two.
For the fourth claim, let N E Zhup,(V)-mod and suppose M = MP(N) is not
normalized, i.e., that Mo = 0. We lower the degree of every vector in M by 1,
and apply the functor Q1 . 1, to obtain N as a Zhupi,g(V)-module. This action of
Zhup,,g(V) on N is factored from the Zhup,(V)-action via #p. Therefore if N is
p-founded then M is normalized.
On the other hand if N is not p-founded then Mo = 0; this is implied by the
following claim: Let D+ : PEMod(g, V) -> PEMod(g, V) be the functor that raises
the degree of every vector in a module by 1. Then
Zhup_1 ,g(V)-mod '* Zhup,(V)-mod
LP-1 LP{
PEMod(g, V) D > PEMod(g, V)
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commutes.
Let N c Zhu_1,_,(V)-mod. Recall Lemma 5.2.4, and in particular the commu-
tative diagram (5.2.1), it implies that N acquires the same go-module structure via
Zhu,,,(V) and via Zhup,,(V) (recall that g = Lie9 V).
In the construction of LP-1(N) we induce from N as a module over g+ = go+g>p-1
to get the g-module Al. In the construction of 1P(N) we induce from N as a module
over g' = go + g>, to get the p-module M'. In each case there is a choice of grading,
and these are different by our conventions; this is taken care of by D+.
By the PBW theorem, both M and M' are spanned by monomials
where x E N, u E V and ni i< n2 < ... < n. For MI, n, < p - l and for Al',
n' < p. There is a natural homomorphism of g-modules Al' -* Al whose kernel is the
span of monomials with p - 1 < n, 5 p. In other words l = M'/U(g)KpN, where
K= p-<jpgj.
We then obtain our V-modules P1'(N) and 1P(N) as quotients of M and M'
by their respective maximal g-submodules having zero intersection with N. If we
show that the V-submodule of U2- 1(N) generated by KpN has zero intersection
with N, then we have 12-1(N) e 12(N). By Lemma 5.2.1, this intersection is
eDpfl ~g_ggNnN. Hence it suffices to show that u-jvjx = 0 for all u, v E V such
that [e] + [ec,] = [0], x C N, and p - 1 < j < p (here we write uj in place of the more
cumbersome a L 
1(N)
Lemma 5.2.8 implies that u-jvjx is a linear combination of terms of the form
(u[]v)ox where
n < -p - - j+ E < - 2p+ c 5 - 2 (p - 1) - 2+ X(u,v).
This inequality implies that u-jvjx = 0 because N is a Zhup-1,,(V)-module. 0
Definition 5.2.7. The VOSA V with automorphism g is g-rational if
" PE Mod(g, V) has finitely many irreducible objects up to isomorphism and degree
shifts.
" The graded subspaces M, of an irreducible M C PEMod(g, V) are each finite
dimensional.
" Any object of PEMod(g, V) is a direct sum of irreducible objects.
Proposition 5.2.11. If V is g-rational then each Zhup,g(V) is a finite dimensional
semisimple algebra.
Proof. Let N C Zhup,,(V)-mod and put M = P(N). Then M decomposes into a
direct sum of irreducible g-twisted positive energy V-modules and so N = Q,(M) is
a direct sum of irreducible Zhup,,(V)-modules by Proposition 5.2.2. Thus Zhup,(V)
is semisimple.
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In particular Zhup,,(V) itself decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible modules
(left ideals). We can decompose the unit element as a finite sum 10) = ei + - + e,
where each ej lies in a distinct ideal. These are precisely the nonzero ideals in the
sum. Because of rationality each ideal has finite dimension and thus Zhup,,(V) itself
has finite dimension. L
We can prove a converse to this result if we assume V has nonzero central charge
c.
Lemma 5.2.12. Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g, and with nonzero central
charge. Let M E PEMod(g, V). Then
* M is not bounded (we say a graded V-module M is bounded if M, is nonzero
for only finitely many n).
" If M is irreducible then LMi : M, -> M,,+, is injective for n > 0.
* If M is irreducible then in each coset [n] E R/Z we have M, = 0 for all n E [n]
or else Mn $ 0 for n E [n], n > 0.
Proof. Suppose M is bounded, then there exists N > 0 such that La'M 0 whenever
Inj > N. For any x E M we have
(2N + 1)Lmx = [Lm 1 , L']x 0
and (2N + 1)L' x = [Lif, Lm'-Jx 0,
hence 2LA'x = [Lf, L1'x = 0.
But also
0 = [LM, L N]x = 2NLoMx ± C .N -N 0 12
So c = 0, which is a contradiction.
Now assume M is irreducible. Let x E M be of homogeneous degree, suppose
Lmix = 0, and let u C V be of homogeneous conformal weight. Either YM(u, z)x = 0,
or there is some ugk)X $ 0. Suppose the latter case holds, and let k E [ys] be maximal
with this property. Then
-(k + 1)ug1 x = [LM1, uAl )]x = 0,
so we must have k = -1. If [ /] $ [0] we have a contradiction, so YM(u, z)x = 0. If
[-yu = [0] then we have umX = 0 for n > 0. In either case we have u~x $ 0 only if
m < -dA + 1 < 1.
Therefore the elements of the V-submodule Vx C M have degrees at least deg x -
1. Let d be the lowest degree that occurs among the elements of M. If deg x > d + 1
then Vx is a proper submodule of M, which contradicts irreducibility. Thus there
exists N = d + 1 > 0 such that if deg x > N, then Lmix $ 0.
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The final statement follows from the first two. M is unbounded, i.e., there is a
nonzero MAl for some n > N. But then LM is injective on M for j > n. Hence
MX, Mn+1, MX+2,.... # 0. 0
Theorem 5.2.13. Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g, and with nonzero central
charge. If Zhupg(V) is a finite dimensional semisimple algebra for each P C R+ then
V is g-rational.
For this theorem and its proof we really do use that all the Zhu algebras Zhupg(V)
(even for P V Z+) are finite dimensional and semisimple. The general definition of
the Zhu algebras is given in Section 5.4.
Proof. The normalized irreducible g-twisted positive energy V-modules are in bi-
jection with the irreducible Zhuo,g(V)-modules. Therefore, up to isomorphism and
degree-shifts, there are finitely many irreducible objects in PEMod(g, V). For each
such normalized irreducible M, Mp is an irreducible Zhupg(V)-module, hence finite
dimensional because Zhup,,(V) is semisimple.
Let M C PEMod(g, V) be a normalized irreducible object. By the argument from
Remark 5.2.3, LoIAl = A + n for all n C R+, for some A E C. By Lemma 5.2.12, M
has some graded piece M, (with n E Z in fact) such that it and all higher integer
graded pieces of M are nonzero. Therefore there exists K C Z+ with the following
property: for all irreducible normalized Al C PEMod(g, V) and n E Z+ such that
Re(LolMu) > K, we have MA $ 0.
Let M E PEMod(g,V) be normalized, and let N = Qo(M). Since Zhuo,g(V)
is semisimple, we have the direct sum of submodules N = N' G N" where N' is
irreducible. We have LOIN' = A a scalar.
Let M' = VN' C M, and let W be the irreducible quotient of M'. Let K be as
above and let p > K - Re(A) be an integer. We have
W Ll(Wp) = MP(W)/ J,
where J is the unique maximal ideal such that J, = 0. Either J = 0 or the irreducible
quotient J of J (which satisfies _J = 0) is zero because of our choice of p. Either way,
J = 0 and so MP(W) W LP(Wp).
The canonical surjection M' -* W induces Al' --n* W. Because Zhup,g(V) is
semisimple, we obtain an inclusion W, a- M', so we regard W, 9 M now. There
are homomorphisms of V-modules
MP(Wp) -> VW, -+ LP(Wp),
these must each be isomorphisms. Therefore VW, C M' is an irreducible V-module
(isomorphic to W).
By Lemma 5.2.1, VW, n Mo C N'. The submodule ker(M' -** W) C M' cannot
contain N', for then it would equal all of M'. Hence VW, has nonzero intersection
with N'. But N' is irreducible, so VW, n N' N'. Hence M' = VW,, an irreducible
submodule of M with Mo = N'.
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We apply this argument to each irreducible summand of N to obtain a sum (which
is obviously direct) of irreducible V-modules M' ED ... E M' C M. If this inclusion
is an equality then we are done. If not, then we let P E R+ be minimal such that
(M/(MI E ... e M"))p # 0. Because Zhup,g(V) is semisimple, we have Qp(M) =
(Ml D ... E M")p ( NCP) for some Zhup,,(V)-module N(P). We repeat the arguments
above on N(P), obtaining further irreducible summands. Ultimately, we can write M
as a (direct) sum of irreducible V-modules in this way. L
5.3 Computation of Zhu algebras
5.3.1 Alternative constructions of Zhup,g(V)
Let V be a VOSA with automorphism g and recall g = Lieg V the associated Lie su-
peralgebra. In section 5.2.2 we introduced the completed universal enveloping algebra
U, and its subspace B. Let 1 denote the closure of B in U.
Lemma 2.26 of [4] states that ju 8, B] C B for all u c V, s E [C]. It follows that
UB3 is a (graded) 2-sided ideal in U. Therefore we may define
U9 (V) = /U$,
a graded unital associative algebra.
The degree 0 piece (U9 (V))o is a subalgebra; its subspace (Ug(V)(U,(V)>p))o is a
2-sided ideal. Therefore we have another unital associative algebra'
WP, 9 (V) - (Ug(V))o(Ug(V)(Ug(V)>p))o'
We also define
QP,(V) Ug(VQ9 (V) u P
Since Ug(V)(Ug(V)>p) is a left ideal in Ug(V) but not a 2-sided ideal, Qp,g(V) is a
left Ug(V)-module but not an algebra.
Let us mimic the construction of section 5.2.2 on the go-module N = U(go). We
obtain the U(g)-module M = U(g)/U(g)(U(g)>p), and then the quotient M/1BM E
PEMod(g, V). One may check that M/BM Qp,g(V) (having degree-shifted the
latter module to put the unit element in degree p), thus (M/BM), Wp,g(V). We
claim that Wp,g(V) L Zhup,(V).
Now let M E PEMod(g, V). Since M is a U(g)-module such that ufvx = 0 for n >
0, it makes sense to regard M as a U-module. Because M is a V-module, it is a Ug(V)-
module. Each graded piece of M is a Ug(V)o-module. Furthermore (Ug(V)Ug(V)>p)o
annihilates Mp, so Mp is a Wp,(V)-module. In particular we may induce the adjoint
representation of Zhup,,(V) to a g-twisted positive energy V-module with pth graded
5In both cases the unit element 1 might coincide with 0 though.
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piece equal to Zhup,g(V). Thus we see that Zhup,g(V) is a Wp,(V)-module. This
provides us with a homomorphism Wp,,(V) -4 Zhup,g(V) taking [uo] - [a].
On the other hand Qp,g(V) E PEMod(g, V) and its degree p piece is Wp,(V), which
is therefore a Zhup,(V)-module. We obtain a homomorphism Zhup,g(V) -* Wp,(V)
taking [a] -* [uo]. Thus Wp,g(V) a Zhup,(V).
It is clear that Wp,g(V) is associative and unital. It is straightforward to see that
there is a restriction functor M -* M, from PEMod(g, V) to Wp,g(V)-mod. However
it is not clear from its definition that Wp,g(V) has an associated induction functor
with the desired properties. This is the advantage that the construction Zhup,g(V)
has over W,,(V).
In section 5.1.7 we noted that the set of all Zhu algebras of a fixed vertex algebra
V, with the maps #p, forms a directed system. The set of algebras Wp,g(V), with
the natural projections, forms an isomorphic directed system. The inverse limit of
this directed system is equal to the completion of Ug(V)o with respect to the system
(U,(V)Ug(V)>p)o of neighborhoods of 0. We conclude that
lim Zhu,,,(V) -- Ug(V)o.
5.3.2 A simplified construction for universal enveloping ver-
tex superalgebras
Recall the notion of Lie conformal superalgebra and universal enveloping vertex su-
peralgebra from Section 3.5.2. In this section for simplicity we deal only with the
untwisted unsuper case. We compute higher level Zhu algebras for a universal en-
veloping vertex algebra.
Proposition 5.3.1. The level p Zhu algebra of V(R) is isomorphic to
SU(Lie R)o(U(Lie R)U(Lie R)>)o
Proof. The idea is the same as for the construction of Wp,g(V). We apply the functor
MP to the left adjoint representation of Zhup(V(R)), to get a positive energy V(R)-
module M such that M, = Zhup(V(R)). By Lemma 3.5.1, M is a restricted Lie R-
module, and thus a U(Lie R)-module.
Now, M, = Zhup(V(R)) is a U(LieR)o-module on which (U(LieR)U(LieR)>)o
acts by 0. Therefore Zhup(V(R)) is a Z,(V(R))-module, and there is an algebra
homomorphism Z,(V(R)) -> Zhup(V(R)).
On the other hand, M = U(LieR)/U(LieR)U(LieR)> is a restricted LieR-
module and therefore a V(R)-module. If we shift the grading on M to put U(Lie R)o
in degree p, then M is a positive energy V(R)-module. Since M, = Z,(V(R)), we
have that Zp(V(R)) is a Zhu,(V(R))-module. There is an algebra homomorphism
Zhup(V(R)) -4 Zp(V(R)).
The homomorphisms we constructed are mutually inverse, hence they are isomor-
phisms. 0
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Example 5.3.1. Let Uk(6) = U(b)/(K = k), then
Zhup(Vk(g)) Uk(b)o/(Uk(b)Uk(b)>,)o.
When p = 0 we can simplify the right hand side to Uk((b)o) 2 U(g). The isomorphism
Zhu(Vk(g)) U(g) was proved in [12] by a different method.
In the same way we obtain Zhuo(Virc) a C[x]. Again this was proved in [12].
From the PBW theorem, we see that Zhui(Vir) is spanned by the monomials LO
and L-1 LkL 1 for k E Z+. Indeed, this algebra is generated by the elements L = Lo
and A = L_1 L1 . We have
AL = L- 1 L1 Lo = L_1 LoL 1 + L_1 L1
= LoL_ 1L, - L_1 L1 + L_1 L1 = LoL_1 L1 = LA.
Hence Zhui (Virc) is commutative, hence a quotient of C[A, L]. We also have
A 2 = L_1L1L_1 L1 = L 1L 1L 1L 1 + 2L-1 LoL1 = 2LoL_1 L1 + 2L_1L1 = 2LA + 2A.
Therefore
Zhui(Vir) e C[A, L]/ (A 2 - 2LA - 2A)
The higher level Zhu algebras of Vir' may be computed explicitly in a similar way,
but are not commutative in general.
Declaring {(U(LieR)U(LieR)>,)o},;o to be a fundamental system of neighbor-
hoods of {0} equips (U(LieR))o with a topology. We have
lim Zhu,(V(R)) L-- (U(Lie R))o,
where the right hand side is the topological completion.
5.3.3 Results for rational vertex algebras
In [12], Frenkel and Zhu noted the following: If V is a vertex algebra and I C V is
an ideal, then
Zhu(V/I) a Zhu(V)/ Zhu(I),
where Zhu(I) denotes the image of I in Zhu(V) under the canonical map V -+ Zhu(V).
The same is true for Zhup(V/I), and the proof is the same.
Consider the simple vertex algebra Vk(g) = Vk(g)/I, where k E Z+, and I is the
unique maximal ideal. It is known that I is generated (under left multiplication) by
the element (eo)_+ 1|0), where eo is the highest root vector in g. Also, it is known that
Vk(g) is rational. It was shown in [12] that Zhuo(I) = (ek+1) 9 U(g) = Zhuo(Vk (g)),
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and so
Zhuo(Vk(g)) U(g)/(e +1)
For specific choices of g and k this quotient can be computed explicitly. For example
if g = sl 2 and k = 1, one may compute
Zhuo(V(5[2 )) ' Mat 2 (C) G C.
This algebra has the irreducible representations C and C2 which correspond to the
degree zero pieces of the two integrable s[2-modules at level 1, as one expects (see
[16]).
In the same way Zhup(V(g)) = Zhup(Vk(g))/ Zhu,(I). Unfortunately, it seems to
be much more difficult to compute Zhup(I) explicitly when p > 0.
Let k E Z+. The normalized positive energy Vk(g)-modules {MI, M 2 ,... Mr}
are exactly the integrable g-modules. Since Vk(g) is rational, Zhup(Vk(g)) is finite-
dimensional and semisimple for all p C Z+. The graded pieces M , where 1 < i < r
and 0 < n < p, form a complete list of irreducible Zhup(Vk(g))-modules. None of the
modules M~ are duplicates, because Mi, and Mi 2 have different eigenvalues of LO for
n1 = n2, and
M M" -> M11 _ Mi2 up to degree shifts.
Therefore, if d' = dim M,
Zhu,(Vk(g) a Matdi C and p e Matd, C - Matdi C
1iir 1sisr 1<isr
Onip 0Onp 06nip-1
is the natural projection. The inverse limit is now just the direct product
limZhup(Vk(g)) 1 MatdC.
1<i<r
These comments apply to any rational vertex algebra with a Virasoro element, and
for which we know the graded dimensions of its irreducible modules.
5.4 Extension to non-integer P
In several places we promised to describe the construction of Zhupg(V) for P (
Z+. In particular we require them for Theorem 5.2.13. We have seen that in an
indecomposable g-twisted positive energy V-module, the degrees of the graded pieces
lie in a single coset of F. Thus it makes sense to define Zhu algebras for all P E FOR+.
However, it is more convenient for us to adopt a system in which Zhupg(V) is defined
for arbitrary P C R+, and such that if Q < P and [Q, P] n F is empty then the level
P and level Q Zhu algebras are isomorphic. Such a system allows us to state that
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'for every twisted positive energy V-module M, Mp is a Zhupg(V)-module' without
qualification. In this section we reserve the lower case p to stand for the integer part
p = [Pj.
5.4.1 New notations
Let u, v C V such that [C] + [e,] = [0], and let x C Mr. We repeat the calculation
of section 5.0.5, with p + 1 + cU replaced by P, which we define to be the smallest
element of [Eu] that is strictly greater than P.
Equation (5.0.5) becomes
(Pu + Au - 1 (u(n+j)v)o'x (-) uh _ v X. (5.4.1)
jEZ+ jEZ+
The right hand side equals zero when n < -P - PU, so we define Nu = N([c], P) to
be the largest integer strictly less than -P - P.
The modified state-field correspondence should now be
Z(u, z) = (1 + z) uY(u, z) = 1Ut]z-4,
nEZ
where (u = P + Au - 1 is the largest element of [-yu] that does not exceed P + Au.
We have
U[n]V Z s)L(n+j) V
J EZ+
In the case that cu = c = 0, we have simpler expressions for these quantities:
P= P +1, G= P +AU and N,= -2LP) -2. (5.4.2)
Writing p = ( makes many formulas from the rest of the paper remain true
verbatim. For example, for u, v E V we define u *p v to be
U *r PV = P _,_ )U-p1_,njv. (5.4.3)
We find (u *p v)} = uomv on Mp.
The subspace JPg is now defined to be
JP,g = C{(T + H)ujL[Eu] = 0} + C{u[N.]v [Esu + [co] [0.
Remark 5.4.1. Although the product *p depends only on p = LP, the algebra
Zhup,g(V) is not necessarily isomorphic to Zhup,,(V) because Jp,, and Jp,, may dif-
fer. For example let V be a VOSA and g an order two automorphism (such as the
superspap).
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SP =0: If c, = 0 then P,= 1, and so N, = -2. If e, = -1 then P =, and
so Na = -1.
" P = j: If c, = 0 then P =1 and so N, = -2. If e=-then P , and so
N, = -3.
Thus J1/2,g is strictly smaller than Jo,g.
The inclusion
((T + H)Vg) *p V C Jpg (5.4.4)
is proved just as before.
5.4.2 The Borcherds identity
The derivation of the modified Borcherds identity follows the same course as the
P E Z+ case. It is made more complicated by the piecewise nature of the functions
Ps, N,, and (s. Just as we introduced a function x(u, v) at the end of section 5.0.4
that related eu(n,) V to e and c,, so now we introduce -(u, v) relating u(,,)v to (u and
GV.
Definition 5.4.1.
C(u, V) = + p - - (. (5.4.5)
We have
U(,=)v +(o - p - n - 1 + u(u,v). (5.4.6)
In Lemma 5.1.5 we used the fact that X(u, v) 0 whenever E = 0. For the
general case we need the same fact for a.
Lemma 5.4.2. If E, = 0, then a(u,v) =0 for all v C V.
Proof. Q(1)v is the largest element of [7= 1 )] [72'] + [7yv] = [Au] + [7y] that does
not exceed P+ A u_(v = P + Au + dA. But this is just Au plus the largest element
of [7,] that does not exceed P + Av, viz. Au + v. Now, E = 0 implies (u = p + As,
so we have u(l)V = (2 + (v - p. Therefore o-(u, v) = 0. l
Lemma 5.4.3. If [Eu] + [E,] = [0], then
N, = -2p - 2 + o-(u, v). (5.4.7)
Proof. Recall that Pu is defined to be the smallest element of [eu] strictly greater than
P. As a function of P, we have P(P + 1) = Pu(P) + 1. On the interval P E [0, 1)
we have
P : + 1 if 0 < P < 1I+ E,
Eu + 2 if 1 + Eu P < 1.
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Consequently N(P) = N=- [P + P,,j - 1 satisfies N(P + 1) = N(P) - 2, and on
the interval [0,1) we have
-1 if0<F<E,
-2 if E < P < E',
-3 if E<P<1,
where E = min{1 + -ce}, and E'= max{1 + c, -cj.
Since [,E] + [c,] = [0], we have eUs) 0, hence U(n)v = p + -YU(L)V (cf. equation
(5.4.2)). Therefore
0(U, V) =UG,)V + P - G
= P + 7U(l)V +±79 (P + -YU) - (P + Yv) + (P + YU - + (P±+'Yv -)
= (p +72Y - Gs)+ (p +7Y - Gc)+ xVU, v).
As a function of P, p+Yu -(. is periodic with period 1. On the interval P c [0, 1),
p(P) = 0, and
_ 0 if 0 < P < 1 + E,P " ~ = -1 if 1+ f < P < 1.
There are now two cases. First suppose cu = ev = 0, then p+-(- = p+-v =
0 and x(u, v) = 0, hence u(u, v) = 0. Meanwhile Nu = -2p - 2 so we are done.
Now suppose that cu = 0, hence eu + cE = -1 and X(u, v) = 1. Suppose without
loss of generality that Eu ;> c,. Then
0 if 0 < P < 1 + c,
(P + U2 - W) + (P + -V = -1 if 1 + c < P < 1 + eU,
-2 if 1 + u < P < 1.
Thus Nu = -2p - 2 + a(u, v) for P c [0, 1), and hence for all P. D
We can rewrite the modified nth-product identity, the modified Borcherds identity,
and equation (5.1.9) for the general case. In each formula we simply replace x with
o-. Because of Lemma 5.4.3, the statements made at the end of section 5.1.2, with x
replaced by o, are true in the general case. We conclude that JPg is a right ideal of
(V,, *P).
5.4.3 Skew-symmetry
The calculations of section 5.1.3 work with (u in place of p + -y. Equation (5.1.13)
now has (G, -A,-Au) replacing (p-YU +6U+ E) in the top of the binomial coefficient.
The other important formula of the section is (5.1.15); it remains unchanged. The
skew-symmetry formula holds as before, with [-, -] defined as before. The proof that
Jp,g is a left ideal goes as before. Thus Zhupg(V) is well-defined.
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5.4.4 Remaining properties of Zhup,(V)
The sections on associativity and unitality carry over verbatim.
Let P > Q > 0. We claim that the identity map on V induces a surjective algebra
homomorphism
#P,Q : Zhupg(V) -* ZhuQ,g(V).
To prove this, we first assume that P - Q < 1.
Suppose Q < y - AU < P for some y E [y,]. Then (U,p = (U,Q + 1 and
U[n,P]V = U[n,QJV + U[n+1,Q]V.
In Lemma 5.4.3 we wrote down a formula for Nu,p explicitly as a function of P. It
has a jump discontinuity of size 1 at each E E [e]. At P = e, it takes the lower value.
Hence No,p < Nsq - 1. This implies that Jg C JQg.
Now suppose that there is no such -y C [-y]. Then (u,p = (u,Q, hence U[n,pjV
u[n,Q]v. Because N,,,p < N,,,Q, we have Jpg C JQ,g.
The main calculation of section 5.1.7 shows that u[,p]V = utn,Q]V (mod JQ,g). So
#p,Q makes sense for P - Q 1. It is defined for more widely separated P and Q by
composing the maps defined above. This definition is sound because all the maps are
induced by the identity on V.
5.4.5 Representation theory
Section 5.2.1 carries over, essentially unmodified, to the general case. The same goes
for section 5.2.2. Equation (5.2.4), must be replaced by
(@, BI(u, v; P., -P,; - 1)x) = 0, (5.4.8)
which is proved in the next section.
The functorial statements of section 5.2.3 carry over to the general case as well.
Now we define a P-founded Zhupg(V)-module to be one that does not factor to
a ZhuQg(V)-modules for each Q < P. The proof of Theorem 5.2.10, which uses
Lemma 5.2.8, is easily extended to the general case, using Lemma 5.4.4 instead. The
remainder of section 5.2 is the same for P Z+ as it was for P C Z+-
5.4.6 Proof of equation (5.4.8)
Lemma 5.2.8 generalizes to the following.
Lemma 5.4.4. Let V be VOSA with automorphism g, and let M E PEMod(g, V).
Suppose x c Mp, u,v G V such that [en] + [e,] [0]. Also let P and Nu be as in
section 5.4.1. Define
Ru = R([e,], P) = P, - E, [P - EU] + 1, (5.4.9)
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and let k be an integer such that 0 < k < P - 1. We have
uMzM (Ru k (U[-Ru-k-m]V)MX. (5.4.10)
rnIEZ±
Now equation (5.2.9) is replaced by
(0, uMk+euvx) E k) K, ([-Ru -k-m]MV)X). (5.4.11)
We may use this equation to reduce (5.4.8) to a combinatorial identity as before. This
time we arrive at
Rv-x(u)-1
R -X(v)-l Rv 1+v~+ ( X( u v) ) (k +F U±. L v))
+ E (-1)R,+k+1 R lv) k+y + x(uv
k=0 (k -1 + x(u, v) Rv + j + k
(5.4.12)
If x(u, v) 0, then P = Pv = p + 1 = Ru = Rv and =p + -yu. Substituting
these values reduces (5.4.12) to (5.2.17), which we have already proved. If x(u, v) = 1,
we have
(U = PU + AU - 1 = P. + YF - CU - 1 = R + yu - 1, (5.4.13)
and the same equations for b. Substituting these values reduces (5.4.12) to Lemma
5.2.9 with (y, n, X, Y) = (7y, j + 1, Ru - 1, R, - 1).
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Chapter 6
Higher coefficients of conformal
blocks
In this chapter we prove some formulas that are required in Chapter 4. Recall that
a conformal block S E C(g, h), attached to a C2-cofinite VOSA with a finite group G
of automorphisms, satisfies a certain ODE and therefore has a 'Frobenius expansion'
R
S(U, r) = (7log q)'Si (U, r),
i=o
b(i)
where Si(u, r) = q Sij (u, T),
j=1
where Sij (u, T) = Cj,,j,(u)qn/|G|
n=O
The lowest order coefficients descend to functions on Zhug(V) and in Chapter 2
we make use of facts about these functions proved in Propositions 2.4.3 and 2.7.1.
The arguments of Chapter 4 require generalizations of these propositions, which are
recovered as special cases of the more general Propositions 6.0.5 and 6.0.6 below.
Proposition 6.0.5. Let S E C(g, h) with Frobenius expansion (2.3.2)and let f
Ci,j,P. We have
" f annihilates Jpg(V) and hence descends to a map Zhupg(V) -+ C.
e f(u *p v) = 6 A(u)A(v),1p(u, v)A(u) 1 f(v *p u) for all u, v E Zhupg(V).
Proof. As in Section 5.4 we reserve the lower case p to denote LPi.
As in the P = 0 case we note that any u E V such that [t(u) $ 1 lies in O(g, h),
and so f(u) = 0. If p(u) = 1 then 27ri(L- 1 + Lo)u = J([o)u E O(g, h) is annihilated
by f.
Cip annihilates u[Nu,p]V for eu = 0
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Let p(u) = A(u) = p(v) = A(v) = 1. Recall that Sij(u, T) is a series in powers of
q'/G. So (for possibly fractional values of P) we have
[q9 ] Si ( X2(u,v ), q) =[q | : Sij ( Res. 8,P(z, q)Y [u, z ]vdz, r )
[qP] : G 2(q)Sij(u([o)v,T )
= Cj,j,p,([q"] : Resz 82P(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz)
nEZ+
-- (2iri)'Cjj,p(Resz 7i ~,zvz
e27riz - 1 ) 2
=~ ~ ~ ~ ~1 - 2r)Ca~pRs 2z 132rk, z 27vdz)
27ri CS,,p- , z( 2  e2 ikz)Y[u, z]vdz),
nsp kin
which vanishes for all u, v by definition of conformal block.
Let A = ]lJimsp(L 2 1] - (27rim)2)u, then we have
Resz E Dz(e-2,rikz _ e2 rikz )Y[A, z]vdz
kin
= Resz 58z ]7 (&z - (27rim)2)(e-27rikz - e27rikz)Y[u, z]vdz.
kin 1<m<p
This vanishes for each n E Z such that 1 < n < p because
(8z - (27rim)2 )(e-27rikz _ e2,ikz) - (2ri) 2(k 2 - m 2 )(e- 2 cikz - e27rikz
which vanishes if k = n. From all this we have
CiP (Resz 11 (i1 - (27rim)2) (e2 iz 12 Y[u, z]vdz 0. (6.0.1)
1<m<p 
27i )
Observe that
2(2rrim)2) e2 imz e2 7ri(m+1)z
(- ( )(e 2 iz _ 1)2 2(2m + 1)(2iri)2 (C27iz - 1)2(m+1)'
so by induction on p we have
e2iriz e27ri(p+1)z]j (8z - (27rim) 2 ) (e2 7iz _1)2 (2p + 1)!(27ri)2p (2i 1)2 (6.0.2)
1<m<p l2 2P 2 . - 1)2(p+l (
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Therefore
.27ri(p+1)z
0 = Cijp(Res, (e27ri2 _ 1)2(p+1) Y[U, z]vdz)
= Cijp(Res, w-2- 2(1 + w)su+PY(u, z)vdw)
= CijPy (o-2p-2,P) v).
Recall from Section 5.4 that when cu = 0, we have Nu = -2p - 2. Hence Ci,j,p does
annihilate u[Nu]v.
Cjp annihilates u[Nu,p]v for eu 0
Let (p, A) := (p(u), A(u)) $ (1, 1). We have
Si(Res, PA (z, q)Y[u, z]vdz) = 0,
hence
0 [qP] : Sij (Res, P'A(z, q)Y[u, z]vdz, T)
= Ci,j,,([q"] : Res, P,'A (z, q)Y[u, z]vdz)
nEZ+
S27ri6
=Ci,,p(Resz I - A
+ 27ri E
mEZ>o
-
2 7Tie2ri(+e)z Y[u z]v)
-7ie27riz 
_ YI zI v
A" m Ci,j,p-mn(Resz e 27rinzY[u, z]v)
nE[E]>o
-A-m Ci,j,p+mn(Resz e 27inzY[u, z]v)
nEC[e<
Put S = {m E [E]|mJ < P},
A = f1 (-L[-1] - 27rim)u
mES
and D = 1Q A - 27rim).
mES
If we substitute A in place of u in the equation above, and use C,,p(u([o])v) = 0, we
obtain
Ci Res, D 27ri(1+c)zCililp Res( De2_riz
One may verify by direct calculation that
e
2xisz(Oz - 27ric) (e2 7iz 1)m= 27ri e
2
7i-z [(-y - c)(e 2 riz - 1) - me 27izI
(e 2 7iz - 1)m+1
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(6.0.3)
Y[u, z]vdz) = 0.
, (6.0.4)~
for m C Z+ and arbitrary c, -y. Hence for m E Zyo,
2wi~- 1 ~ - 27ri(m±e)z(Oz - 27ri(-m + 1 + l))(Oz - 27ri(m + E)) (e2 7 _ 1)2m-1
e2 7 (rn+1+e)z
(27ri)22m(2m - 1) (e2 7iz _ 1)2(m+1)1
Therefore if we put So = {m E [c] - p < m < p}, where p [Pj as usual, and
Do = Hmeso(z - 21rim), then
Do27ri(1+E)z (2r) 2 (2p)! 27ri(p+1+E)z
e2(e 2 iz _ 1)2P+1. (6.0.5)
We now distinguish four cases, and define the set S' by:
A if 0 P - [Pj < min{1+ c,, -E+}, S' = 0;
B if 1+ C < P - [Pj < -Ce, S'= {p + 1+
C if -6, P - LPi < 1 + E, S'= {-p + e.};
D if max{1 + c, -c} P - [Pj < 1, S' = {p + 1 + c,, -p + E}.
so that S = So U S'.
Applying (6.0.4) to (6.0.5) yields that
2,ri(1+E)z 27riaz
ID e27iz _iis a nonzero multiple of (e2 iz _a
e2 7riz - 1 C7i 10
where a, # take the values
a #
A p + I+ e 2p + 1,
B p + 2 + E 2p + 2,
C p + 1 + c 2p + 2,
D p + 2 + e 2p + 3 .
In the definition of Jp,, we introduced P, (s and N. By definition P" is the smallest
element of [e,] that is strictly greater than P, (s = P + A, - 1, and N, is the
largest integer strictly less than -P - P. One may check by cases that a = P" and
# = -N. So we see that
Resz D e 2i(1+E)z Y[u, z]vdz Res, e 2xiPuz (e 2 iz _ N [u,z]vdz
(e 2 7iz - 1)
- Resw wNu(1 + w)u Y(u, w)vdw =u(Nu,p)v.
Therefore Ci,j,p annihilates u(Nu,p)v, and thus all of JP,g.
Part II
Since u *p v - p(u, v)v *p a = ut([o])v, the second part of the proposition follows by
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exactly the same argument as in proposition 2.4.3. L
Proposition 6.0.6. Let S E C(g, h) with Frobenius expansion (2.3.2), then
- P)R+1-i * u) = 0 for all u C V,
where R is the maximal power of log(q) that appears in the expansion of S.
Proof. Recall equation (2.2.2) which states
d
(2iri)2q jS(u, T) =-S(Resz P(z, q)L[z]udz, T).
Let D denote the operator (27i)2qd. Define the operator o- : V[G 2(q)] -+ V[G 2 (q)] by
o(a) - Res, P(z, q)L[z]udz for u E V and a(f(T)U) = f(r)o-(u) + Df r)u. Then
we have
(a - D)S(v, r) = 0 (6.0.6)
for all v E V.
In terms of the expansion
R
S(u, T) = log'(q)Si(u, r),
i=O
equation (6.0.6) implies
R R
0 = (D - o-)S(u, T) = log'(q)(D - 9)Si(u, T) + (27ri) 2 Eiogl(q)S(UT),
i=O i=O
so (D - o)Sa(u, r) = 0 and
(D - o)Si_1(u, T) + (27i)2 iSi(u, T) = 0
for i = 0,1, ... R - 1. We deduce that
(D - o-)_SRk(u, r) = 0, (6.0.7)
where the <- subscript indicates to expand the binomial term and move the D oper-
ators to the left, then evaluate.
The desired result follows from (6.0.7) combined with lemma 6.0.7 below, applied
to F(u, r) = Sij (u, T). E
Lemma 6.0.7. Let
F(u, ) = qA+nF.(u)
n>O
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be some series whose coefficients are linear functions on V. If we put F'(u, T)
(D - c)F(u, T) then
Fp(u) = Fp((w - c/24 - A - P) *p u).
Proof. We begin by extracting the qP coefficient of DF(u, r) - F'(u, r) = oF(u, r):
(27ei) 2(A -+ P)Cp(u) - Cp(u) = ( Cp-k([q] : Resz -P(z, q)L[z]udz)
kEZ+
27riz
= Cp(27ri Resz e2 7iz _ 1 L[z]udz)
- 2 Cp-n( 2 7ri Resz(e 2 inz _ e 2 inz)L[z]udz).
m,nEZ>o
(6.0.8)
Since
e27riz
27ri Resz e2 iz_ L [z]udz = (w - -) *o a,
it suffices for us to show that
Cp(u *p v - u *o v) = 27ri E Cp-mn(Res,(e- 2 inz - e2 7inz )Y[u, z]vdz).
m,nEZ>0
To establish (6.0.9) we begin with another claim: that
(6.0.9)
u *p v - u *p_1 V = Resz 0z e 2 7ipz 1 Y[u, z]vdz.Re I &[(e 2 7riz - 1)2
Since
pp -
u *pv = 27i Res,, (p
in=0 n
1) (1 + w)P+Au Y(u, w)vdw,
YuwP+m+l
we have u *p v -u *p1 v = Resv A(w)Y(u, w)vdw where
1) (1 + w)P+Ai
wp+m+l
P _ (I + w)P+A-1
m w p+'m
mn=0
1+ w)P+Au
W2p+1
+ (1 +w)P+sA1 (-p1)
w2p1 M=0 I
(1+ w)wP~" - (-P wp-n+1I w'~-
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(6.0.10)
- -
m=0
(-p-(
(-1 P 1 2p -1
the sum telescopes, reducing A(w) to
-p- 1 (1 + lw)P+Au
p J 2p+1
_+ _ P ( + IV)P+'
p __ w2p
Consequently Res, A(w)Y(u, w)vdw reduces to
1) e2 7ipz
S(e 2 riz - 1)2p+l + (- -i) (e
2 i12 P } Y[u, z]vdz
which equals the right hand side of (6.0.10) as required.
Now we use (6.0.2) to express the right hand side of (6.0.10) as
( i)P- Res Oz ((z - (2wim)2)(27ri)2p-1(p!)2 Res (-l (rI
e2 iz -Y[u zvdz.
(e2 Aiz - 1)2
Therefore
e
2 lriz
u *p b - u *0 b = Resz K . 2 Y [u, z]vdz
(e2 . - 1)2
(6.0.11)
P (_ 1 )q-1
K = (2ri)2
-l(q!) 2 z
q=1
II (Oz - (27rim)2 ).
1<m<q-1
Recall that
(27ri) 2Cp(Resz e 27rz Y[u, z]odz)
(e27i - 1)2
27ri E Cp-mnn(Resz Dz(e-27inz - e2 7rinz)y[u, z]vdz),
mn>1
from this and (6.0.11) it follows that
Cp(u *p b - u *o v) = 27ri (3 Cp-,nn(Resz Kaz(e-2,inz - e27inz )Y[u, z]vdz).
m,nEZ>o
Equation (6.0.9), and thence the desired result, will follow from the claim that
K(e~ 27inz - e 27inz) - (e- 2 inz - e27inz) for 1 < n < p. This in turn reduces to
the following combinatorial fact:
P (-1)kn
1= (k!) 2 (n - +1) (n+k
k=1
This identity is proved by writing the summand as a product of binomial coefficients
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Res, (-p -
p
where
and using basic generating function methods.
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